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Abstract
This dissertation aims to improve text representation, retrieval, and understanding with knowledge graphs. Previous information retrieval systems were mostly built
upon bag-of-words representations and frequency-based retrieval models. Effective
as they are, word-based representations and frequency signals only provide shallow
text understanding and have various intrinsic challenges. Utilizing entities and their
structured semantics from knowledge graphs, this dissertation goes beyond bag-ofwords and improves search with richer text representations, customized semantic
structures, sophisticated ranking models and neural networks.
This thesis research starts by enriching query representations with entities and
their textual attributes. It first presents query expansion methods that better represent
the query with words from entity descriptions. Then it develops a supervised latentspace ranking model that connects query and documents through related entities
from the knowledge graph. It also provides a novel supervised related entity finding
technique in the entity search setup.
Then this dissertation presents our entity-oriented search framework that represents query and documents with entity-based text representations and matches them
in the entity space. We construct a bag-of-entities model that represents texts using automatically linked entities with a customized linking strategy. Ranking with
bag-of-entities can be done either solely with discrete match—as in classic retrieval
models—or by our Explicit Semantic Ranking approach that soft matches the query
and documents with continuous knowledge graph embeddings. The entity-based text
representations are then combined with word-based representations in a word-entity
duet representation method. In the duet, query and documents are represented by
both bag-of-words and bag-of-entities; the ranking of them goes through both inspace matches and cross-space matches which together incorporates various types
of semantics from knowledge graphs. The duet framework also introduces a hierarchical ranking model that learns the linking of entities and the ranking of documents
jointly from relevance labels.
This thesis research concludes with a neural entity salience estimation model
that provides a deeper text understanding capability. We developed a Kernel Entity Salience Model that better estimates the importance of entities in text with distributed representations and kernel-based interactions. Not only does it improve the
salience estimation accuracy, it can also be used to estimate the importance of query
entities in documents, which provides effective ranking features that transfer the
model’s deeper text understanding capability to improve retrieval.
With the effective usage of entities, their structured semantics, customized semantic grounding techniques and novel machine learning models, this dissertation
formulates a new entity-oriented search paradigm that overcomes the limitation of
bag-of-words and frequency based retrieval. The better text representation, retrieval,
and understanding ability provided by this dissertation is a solid step towards the
next generation of intelligent information systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ad hoc search is the core task of information retrieval. Consider the following query and document that a search engine may encounter:
Query: "Carnegie Mellon Location"
Document: "Carnegie Mellon University is a private research university in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Founded in 1900 by Andrew Carnegie as the Carnegie Technical Schools, the university became the Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1912
and began granting four-year degrees. In 1967, the Carnegie Institute of Technology
merged with the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research to form Carnegie Mellon
University." 1
The goal of ad hoc search is to find the relevant documents that satisfy the information needs
behind the query, such as the example query-document pair. In a typical ranking system, this
process can be divided into two steps: representation, which transfers the natural language query
and documents into computer understandable formats, and ranking, which ranks documents by
modeling their relevance to the query. In modern information retrieval, the representation and
ranking are mostly done through bag-of-words.

1.1

Information Retrieval by Bag-of-Words

In bag-of-words based search engines, the query and documents are represented by discrete vectors, whose dimensions correspond to terms in the texts. For example, the bag-of-words for the
example query can be "{Carnegie:1, Mellon:1, Location:1}", where the weights are the importance of the corresponding words in the text. In the bag-of-words representation, texts are broken
into terms and the terms are considered independent with each other. These simplifications make
bag-of-words efficient to construct and maintain. It scales up easily to the large amount of query
traffic and web pages.
With the bag-of-words representation, ranking models are able to leverage term-level statistics to model the relevance between query and documents based on their relevance to the query.
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnegie_Mellon_University

1

Standard term-level statistics include how many times the query terms appear in the document’s
vector (term frequency), the frequency of query terms in the entire corpus (document frequency),
and the document length. Term-level statistics have been used by both unsupervised retrieval
models and learning to rank models. Unsupervised retrieval models (e.g. query likelihood, vector space models, BM25, and DPH [29]) developed various ways to combine these term-level
statistics to produce document rankings. Learning to rank models leverage features from unsupervised retrieval and document qualities, and combine them with supervised learning [60].
The bag-of-words based search engines are a huge success. Millions of users are using them
per day. However, their effectiveness is mostly a result of the development of the ranking models
in recent decades; the representation part stays almost the same. The overlooked representation
part limits the information available to the ranking models. For example, despite being derived
from variant theories, current unsupervised retrieval models all rely on the same set of termlevel statistics: term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF) and document length.
Learning to rank models utilize all kinds of machine learning models, but their features are
almost the same: retrieval models based on term-level statistics, document qualities, and perhaps
also user feedbacks in the commercial environment. Only the fancy ranking models themselves
did not overcome the limitation of the isolated word-based representation space.
Many techniques have been developed to address the limitation of bag-of-words representation. For example, query expansion techniques expand the query with a larger set of related
terms, with the hope that the expansion terms can better retrieve relevant documents. Sequential
dependency model (SDM) takes phrases into consideration and matches query and documents
not only by their words but also ngrams. However, within the bag-of-words scenario, the term
vector based representation is only an approximation about how search engine users understand
texts. Search engine users generate queries and read returned documents with their prior knowledge that is external to the query or corpus. Also, they understand the texts structurally instead
of by flat term vectors. Individual term counts and statistic models provide an empirical approximation that works well, but the gap between user’s and search engine’s understanding of query
and documents is inevitably there.

1.2

Information Retrieval with Human Knowledge

Another way to bridge the gap between users and search systems is to incorporate human knowledge. Since centuries ago, librarians have been using controlled vocabularies, such as subject
headings and thesauri, to describe, index, and retrieve books. Controlled vocabularies are a set
of manually selected terms that refer to real world concepts like ‘Education’ and ‘University’.
The controlled vocabulary terms are often grouped into a carefully designed ontology, which
partitions the target domain into tree-structured categories. For example, a possible top-down
path in the ontology is ‘Education’ ⇒ ‘University’ ⇒ ‘Private university’. The earliest search
engines adopted the librarian’s approach and represented documents by controlled vocabularies [83]. In these retrieval systems, human editors manually annotate documents with terms
from a controlled vocabulary, and the retrieval of documents is done in the controlled vocabulary
space.
Controlled vocabularies based representation has several advantages. The terms in controlled
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vocabularies are manually selected informative units, for example, concepts of a certain domain.
The vocabularies are controlled to be clean and of real-world meaning. The design of the ontology and the categorization of terms are done by experts using their domain knowledge. They
provide search engines meaningful external information to refer to during retrieval. The annotation of controlled vocabularies to documents is done by editors according to their understandings
about the documents. The vocabulary mismatch problem is also less severe as both query and
documents are grounded manually to a small controlled vocabulary. The controlled vocabulary
based search systems can retrieve documents accurately with simple retrieval models. They are
still being used by search engines in several domains [66].
The involvement of human experts makes controlled vocabulary representation more intelligent but also restricts the scale of its usage. The manual construction of a controlled vocabulary
requires substantial expert efforts. Thus, the coverage of controlled vocabularies over general
domain texts is limited—it is impossible to manually assign controlled vocabulary terms to the
nearly infinite number of documents in modern search engines. The focus of ranking model research in recent decades is also mainly on bag-of-words representations. It was unclear whether
and how those new ranking models can improve controlled vocabulary based search engines.
Recently, large scale knowledge bases or knowledge graphs have emerged. Knowledge bases
store human knowledge into computer-understandable format in graph-like structures. Each node
in the knowledge graph records a basic information unit, called ‘object’ or ‘entity’. An object or
entity can be a named entity (e.g., Carnegie Mellon University), a concept (e.g., University), or
anything that corresponds to real-world stuff. The edges in the knowledge graph connect entities
by their relationships or link entities to their attributes. The information represented by an edge
is usually called ‘fact’. A fact can be an attribute (e.g., the enrollment of Carnegie Mellon), a
category (e.g., CMU is a University), or a relationship to another entity (e.g., CMU locates in
Pittsburgh). Knowledge bases share the similar goal of storing human knowledge into structured
formats with controlled vocabularies, but they are also different in many perspectives. Modern
knowledge bases are curated by community efforts (e.g., Wikipedia), semi-automatically by both
human and machines (e.g., Google’s Knowledge Vault [35]), or automatically by information
extraction systems (e.g., NELL [19]). They are carefully curated thus with higher quality than
document corpus, but are usually less precise than controlled vocabularies which are manually
created by domain experts. The annotation of entities to texts can also be done automatically
using entity linking systems [20, 47]. The automatic nature makes it possible to obtain knowledge
graphs at large scale with richer information (e.g., Freebase), and to annotate large web corpora
(e.g., Google’s FACC1 annotation [39]). This brings a new opportunity to explore knowledge
bases’ ability in information retrieval, but the noises and contradictions due to automation also
raise new challenges to address.

1.3

Thesis Research

This dissertation aims to improve the representation, retrieval, and understanding of texts using
knowledge graphs. It starts by enriching the original word-based text representations in search
engines with entities and their attributes in knowledge graphs. Then it presents new entity-based
text representations that represent and match query and documents directly in the entity space.
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After that, this thesis research develops a word-entity duet paradigm that combines the wordbased and the entity-based text representations as well as machine learning models to handle
the uncertainties in entity-based representations. The last part of this thesis research presents
a new path towards text understanding through entities. It develops a graph-based representation that leverages neural networks to model the interactions between entities and words in the
texts, which better estimates the importance/salience of entities in texts and also improves search
accuracy.
The Definition of Knowledge Graph.
This thesis research uses a flexible definition of knowledge graph—any data resource that contains entities and some information about the entities is considered as a knowledge graph. There
is no restriction on the specific format or structure on knowledge graphs in this dissertation.
Our scope of entities includes named entities, general entities, or any thing that refers to a
concept. Name entities can be people names, brands, locations, etc. General entities include
common things, for example, ‘table’, ‘laptop’, and ‘university’. The concept can be a real-world
concept such as ‘physics’ or a fictional concept such as ‘cyberpunk’. Practically, anything that
has its own meaning can be considered an entity, for example, all Wikipedia entries are entities
in this thesis research.
The information about entities, which this dissertation refers to as ‘knowledge graph semantics’, also has a wide scope. There is no restriction of the specific format, origin, or aspect of
the information, as long as it is about the entity. This definition includes the entity attributes
in a typical knowledge base, e.g., the names, aliases, description and types of Freebase entities, are information about. The entity relations are also included. In addition to those standard
knowledge graph semantics, weak-structured information such as bag-of-words or embeddings
of entities are also feasible knowledge graph semantics. The knowledge graph semantics can
be expert-written or automatically extracted; they do not have to be precise, exactly-defined or
structurally-organized.
This dissertation thus defines knowledge graph as a data resource that contains entries (‘entities’) that have their own meanings and also information (‘knowledge graph semantics’) about
those entries. Following this definition, a web corpus is not a knowledge graph as there is no
‘meaningful entry’; a list of controlled vocabulary words is not a knowledge graph as there is
no ‘additional information about those entries’. But controlled vocabularies, modern knowledge graphs, and automatically constructed semantic resources are all considered as knowledge
graphs in this dissertation, as long as they store information (knowledge graph semantics) around
meaningful nodes (entities).
Enriching Word-Based Retrieval with Knowledge Graphs.
The first focus of this thesis research is to enrich the word-based text representation of queries.
Queries are usually short and carelessly written, unable to fully describe user’s information
needs behind them. We utilize the information about entities in knowledge graphs to enrich
the word-based query representations. For example, entities such as Carnegie Mellon University, Andrew Carnegie, and Language Technologies Institute are linked with their descriptions,
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attributes, types and related entities. This knowledge can be useful in explaining various queries
about Carnegie Mellon. Many existing techniques can be used to find useful entities for a query.
Query annotations provide entities that directly appear in the query string. Entity search retrieves
entities that are related to the query. Document annotations provide entities that connect to the
query through retrieved documents, which are also useful under the pseudo relevance feedback
assumption.
We start by using query expansion, a widely used technique, to expand queries with terms
from relevant entity’s textual descriptions. The carefully written textual descriptions of knowledge base entities can help explain corresponding queries. For example, the description of
Carnegie Mellon University contains terms ‘research’, ‘computer’, ‘Turing’, and ’award’, all
useful for query ‘CMU’. Our method first finds relate entities for a given query, for example,
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh and Computer Science for query ‘CMU’, using entity
search and document annotations. Terms that frequently appear in their descriptions, or fall into
similar categories with the query are selected to expand the query. The expansion terms from
knowledge base turned out to be very effective in both improving the accuracy of existing ranking models and reducing the risk of query expansion. This result motivates us to further explore
the potential of knowledge bases in information retrieval.
Knowledge graph entities bring much richer information than just textual descriptions. To
better make use of them, we develop EsdRank, a framework that connects query and documents
through such external semi-structured data. In EsdRank, entities that appear in the query, are
retrieved by the query, and frequently appear in query’s top retrieved documents are selected to
enrich the query. EsdRank framework makes it possible to use all kinds of information associated
with these entities to improve document ranking. Recall our example query ‘Carnegie Mellon
Location’, the relevant documents should have strong connections to the entity Carnegie Mellon
University. The connection is not only about text similarity, but can also be determined by
whether the document contains query entities and whether it falls into similar categories with
the query entities. To make use of the new and heterogeneous evidence introduced by query
entities, a novel learning to rank model is developed to learn the connection from query to entities
and the rank of documents jointly. The new entity based query representation adds information
retrieval with richer external evidence and a sophisticated but suitable learning to rank model,
thus significantly improving the state-of-the-art of document ranking.
An essential step in our knowledge based query representations is to find relevant entities
for the query. In our previous systems, it was done by existing automatic approaches. One of
them is entity search, which provides entities that are useful for our systems, but also found to
be a bottleneck of the ranking performance. We address this problem by developing our own
entity search system using learning to rank. The facts about an entity in the knowledge base
are grouped into the fields of a virtual document. Text similarity features between the query
and entity’s virtual document are extracted and used in learning to rank models. This leads to
significantly better entity search accuracies on several test collections.
Representing Texts with Entities
The second part of this thesis research presents the entity-based text representations, which, instead of enriching the original word-based representations, directly represent texts using their
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related entities. We human beings do not understand texts through individual words. We see
“Carnegie Mellon University” together as one concept and do not break it down into three individual words as in the bag-of-words model. If search engines can process and match texts in the
concept level, it will automatically avoid some strong assumptions introduced by bag-of-words.
In fact, it is how search was done in the early controlled vocabularies based search engines.
However, they have been taken over by bag-of-words due to their inability to scale.
This part of this thesis research first builds entity-based text representations by revisiting the
controlled vocabulary based text representations, with larger knowledge bases and automatic entity linking systems. Given the text, in the query or the document, we construct a bag-of-entities
vector from its automatically linked entity annotations. For example, the query “Carnegie Mellon
Location” is now represented by the entities “Carnegie Mellon” and “Location”. We relax the
precision constraint of entity linking systems and show that the coverage of bag-of-entities with
automatically entity annotation can provide sufficient coverage on general domain texts. Matching texts in the entity space provide advantages of automatic chunking, i.e. “Carnegie Mellon”
is considered as one term, and also automatic synonym resolution, i.e. “CMU” is matched to
“Carnegie Mellon” as both are linked to the same entity. Although the accuracy of the automatic
annotations is not high, exact-matching query and documents with bag-of-entities can already
outperform standard word-based retrieval.
The entity-based representations provide much more opportunities than exact-matching bagof-entities. Entities come with structured semantics in the knowledge graphs. They are not
isolated terms in a dictionary. The thesis research then developed Explicit Semantic Ranking
(ESR), which uses the structured semantics associated with entities to match query and documents. With some prior knowledge, we know that “CMU” is a University and is located in
Pittsburgh. It helps us formulate queries and understand documents. To utilize such structured
semantics from knowledge graphs, ESR embeds them as distributed representations of entities
which allows matching the entities in the query and document softly in the embedding space.
Thus the relevance connections can be made through entities that are not the same but related
to each other. Our analyses find that the inability to “understand” such semantics of entities is
the major cause of failures in an online academic search engine. Our experiments on its online
search logs show that ESR is able to address those word-based search failures and significantly
improves the ranking accuracy.
Combining Word-Based and Entity-Based Text Representations
The third part of this dissertation presents the word-entity duet representation, a framework to
fuse word-based and entity-based text representations. As shown by our previous progress, bagof-entities provides a different way to represent texts and introduces novel ranking signals that
are not available in word-based retrieval systems. On the other hand, entities are only part of the
texts, and the entity-based representations are automatically constructed thus not perfect. The
development of entity-based ranking has also provided various novel ranking signals. It is also
time to study how they interact and compensate with the original word-based ranking signals
from modern information retrieval.
The word-entity duet framework provides a systematic view for ranking with the two representations. It first allocates the classic word-based ranking features and the new entity-based
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ranking features (from ESR) as the in-space matching signals within the word or the entity space.
This formulation also introduces new cross-space matching between bag-of-words and bag-ofentities through the textual attributes of entities. For example, documents that discuss a lot of
“CMU” culture probably can be matched with the description of the entity “CMU” in the query.
All the four-way interactions cover different aspects of query-document relevance and can be
combined by learning to rank models. We further developed a hierarchical ranking model to
handle the noisy entity annotations in the query—the major bottleneck in many entity-based
search systems. Its attention mechanism helps shift the ranking model away from noisy entities
and is essential for noisy queries.
Instead of treating the entity linker as a black box and only trying to demote its errors, we
propose the JointSem method that learns how to link entities and how to rank documents with
entities jointly using the hierarchical ranker. JointSem introduces a soft-linking scheme that
keeps multiple possible entity candidates for the query and uses the ranking labels to learn the
weights (attention) on each possible candidate. It delays the annotation decision until the entitybased ranking under the guidance of the ranking model. The soft linking provide more flexibility
for the ranking model to fix some linking errors that would have been made by hard linking. It is
also more robust on ambiguous queries without enough signal. For example, “CMU” can also be
“Central Michigan University”. Keeping both “Carnegie Mellon” and “Central Michigan” and
letting the ranking model to decide globally is more effective than just picking one of the two in
the linking step.
From Text Representation to Understanding
The last part of this thesis research moves from representation to understanding by betterestimating entity salience. In the bag-of-words, bag-of-entities, or the word-entity duet representations, the importance of terms, words or entities, is largely defined by their frequencies
in the text. However, many cases frequency is not equal to importance and breaking texts into
isolated terms only provides shallow text understanding. It has been a long desired goal in information retrieval to go beyond “bag-of-terms” and model the interactions between them to better
estimate term importance.
We revisit this idea with the advantage of entities, structured semantics, and neural networks.
We develop a Kernel Entity Salience Model (KESM) that estimates the importance (salience) of
entities in the texts not only by their frequencies but also by their interactions. The interactions
are modeled by KESM in the embedding space, through our new kernel interaction model that
learns multi-level interaction patterns between terms. The interaction patterns are then used by
KESM to estimate the importance of entities for the text.
The kernel entity salience model is first tested in the task of estimating the importance/salience of entities in a document, a preliminary step of text understanding. Leveraging
the large amount of training data in the task, the end-to-end trained KESM is much more effective
in predicting which entity is important in a document than frequency-based and feature-based
methods. For example, given a new article about CMU, even if the entity “CMU” is only mentioned several times, the graph-based representation is able to better predict its salience based on
all other entities and words in the document, based on the interactions between those terms in
the embedding space, as modeled by the kernels.
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The better text understanding capability from KESM also improves ranking accuracy. The
public ranking benchmarks are often in limited scale and thus prevent end-to-end learning of
complex neural networks. We use the pre-trained model in the salience task and use it to estimate the importance of query entities in candidate documents. The model promotes documents
that focus on the query concepts instead of just mentioning them. For example, it can promote
documents that are exclusively about “Carnegie Mellon” for the query “CMU” because the target entity is more important in the document, compared to documents that contain a list of many
universities. It demonstrates that our model successfully converts the text understanding ability
learned from the salience task to search. It effectively models the interactions and consistency
of query entities in documents, which have been long desired goals in information retrieval and
very challenging tasks with the bag-of-terms framework.
Contributions
This dissertation aims to better represent and understand texts and improve search engines with
knowledge graphs. It enriches the original word-based text representations, builds entity-based
text representations, and also develops a duet framework that systematically fuses the two representations for query and documents. A series of new ranking approaches are developed to
incorporate the semantics from knowledge graphs in the search systems, including query expansion, latent learning to rank, embedding-based soft match models and joint learning models.
This thesis research also goes beyond bag-of-terms representation by modeling the interactions
between terms using embeddings and kernels. The formulated graph-based representations provide a deeper text understanding ability that generalizes well across modeling entity salience and
ranking documents based on the interactions of query entities within them.
The effectiveness of this thesis research has been demonstrated generally across various scenarios, including general domain web search, medical search, and academic search, on highly
competitive academic benchmarks and also online search logs. The knowledge graphs utilized
range from classical controlled vocabularies, modern large scale knowledge graphs, to an automatically constructed knowledge graph. The methods presented in this dissertation achieve the
state-of-the-art in various search tasks, including but not limited to query expansion, unsupervised retrieval, and feature-based learning to rank. Recently, the techniques developed in this
dissertation have also been successfully adopted in deep learning models and improved state-ofthe-art neural ranking models.
This dissertation research has provided a new entity-oriented search paradigm that effectively
integrates entities and their semantics from knowledge graphs to information retrieval systems.
It is now almost a disadvantage not to consider this thesis research when working in core ranking research. This dissertation research also goes beyond bag-of-terms representations using
knowledge graphs and neural networks. Our Kernel Entity Salience Estimation model shows
deeper text understanding abilities that can also be generalized to improve real information retrieval tasks. Previously it is very challenging for such fine-grain text processing techniques to
improve search accuracy. The landscape this thesis research sets up provides a wide range of
opportunities for future research in utilizing structured knowledge, developing ranking models,
and constructing new knowledge graphs that better fits the needs of real-world applications. We
believe this dissertation has pointed out several promising paths towards the future intelligent
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systems and will inspire more Ph.D. dissertation research in the near future.
The rest of this dissertation organizes as follows. A brief overview of knowledge bases
and related works are presented in Chapter 2. Our research about enriching word-based query
representations is in Chapter 3, with query expansion with knowledge base in Session 3.1, EsdRank with query entities in Session 3.2, and relevant entity finding in Session 3.3. The research
about entity-based text representations is in Chapter 4. It includes the bag-of-entities model in
Session 4.1 and the Explicit Semantic Ranking model in Session 4.2. The research about wordentity duet is presented in Chapter 5, including the duet representation in Section 5.1 and the
joint model for linking and ranking in Section 5.2. Chapter 6 presents the last part of this dissertation research that improves text understanding with entity salience estimation. The last chapter
concludes and discusses the impacts of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter first provides some background about controlled vocabulary based information retrieval. Then it gives an overview of knowledge graphs, semantic grounding techniques, and
related works.

2.1

Controlled Vocabularies and Information Retrieval

The use of controlled vocabularies can date back to at least two thousand years ago, when the
librarians in Egypt use them to organize books in the Library of Alexandria, 300 BCE. Instead of
using all words, controlled vocabularies restrict themselves to a much smaller set of informative
terms. These terms are carefully selected to represent real-world objects, for example, concepts,
common names, and domain terminologies. The controlled vocabularies are still being used by
most libraries and also on the Internet. Famous representatives include World Bank Thesaurus,
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH).
Although different controlled vocabulary datasets may make different choices on what to include, there are some common ones among various datasets. Synonym, or alias, is one of the
first things to include in a controlled vocabulary, since one significant use of controlled vocabulary is to resolve language variety. Ontology, or taxonomy, is another important component of
many controlled vocabularies. Based on domain experts’ understanding, ontology partitions the
domain knowledge into a tree level structure, to organize, index, and retrieve target information.
Textual descriptions are also often included to define and explain a controlled vocabulary term.
The description helps users understand the term and facilitates the usage for domain experts.
Figure 2.1a illustrates a part of MeSH’s ontology [1] and some facts associated with the term
“Ascorbic Acids”, including its aliases (“Entry Term”) and description (“Scope Note”).
Information retrieval researchers inherited the librarians’ approach and built controlled vocabulary based search engines. In the earliest search engines, documents were represented by
terms from controlled vocabularies, e.g., thesaurus or subject headings. The annotation of controlled vocabularies to documents was performed manually by domain experts, using their understandings and prior knowledge. The documents were then indexed based on their annotations,
and the retrieval was done by matching them with the query in the controlled vocabulary space.
As full-text search became popular, controlled vocabularies continued to be used in some
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(a) A part of the MeSH ontology. The attributes of “Ascorbic Acids” are shown.

(b) A subgraph of Freebase. Example relations and attributes around the entities “The Brothers
Grimm” and “Terry Gilliam” are illustrated.

Figure 2.1: Examples of a controlled vocabulary (MeSH) and a knowledge base (Freebase)
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systems. The use of controlled vocabularies is almost a necessity in medical search engines.
Medical queries are often about diseases, treatments, and genes. Their names may not convey
their domain-specific meanings. Typical procedures include using controlled vocabularies as
alternative representations to match query and document [66, 78], and expanding queries using
synonyms [65]. There is also rich literature about overcoming vocabulary mismatch by adding
synonyms and related concepts to queries and documents [57]. These approaches can be useful in
enterprise search and domain-specific search environments [41], or improving recall of relevant
documents in general search environments [57]. One can also improve the ranking accuracy by
combining controlled vocabulary and bag-of-words [78].
Nevertheless, bag-of-words plays a more crucial role in most current search engines, because
the use of controlled vocabularies faces many obstacles, especially in general domains and large
scale search environments. It is expensive for experts to construct a large enough controlled
vocabulary that has sufficient coverage in general domains, if ever possible. The construction
of controlled vocabulary representations requires annotations. In search environments where the
sizes of corpora are enormous, manual annotation is not feasible. One on-going research topic
is to automatically annotate texts to controlled vocabulary ontologies using large scale multiclass classification techniques [40]. Another on-going research topic is how to automatically
leverage the information in controlled vocabulary in search engines. For example, synonyms of
medical terms are very important for medical search, in which vocabulary mismatch problem
is severe. However, the results of the TREC Genomics Track illustrate the difficulty of using
controlled vocabularies in medical search; most systems require human efforts to be successful [87]. One particular challenge is how to pick and weight the synonyms correctly [65]. The
ontology and cross-reference of controlled vocabulary terms provide structural information that
connects individual terms. Using these connections intuitively should be able to improve the
matching between query and documents; however, the experiments in recent works only show
mixed results [51, 57]. The importance of controlled vocabulary based search engines nowadays
is mostly in special domains serving domain experts who can formulate high-quality structured
queries, for example, in the medical domain and the legal domain.

2.2

Knowledge Graph Overview

Knowledge Graphs, or Knowledge Bases, are collections that store human knowledge in
computer-understandable formats. The collections can be manually or semi-automatically curated, for example, Freebase [13], YAGO [89], and DBPedia [56], or automatically constructed,
for example, NELL [19] and OpenIE [5]. They are usually organized semi-structurally as a
graph. For example, Figure 2.1b shows a sub-graph of Freebase. In the graph, a node is an entity
(object), with a unique Machine Id. An edge in the graph links an entity to its attribute or another
entity. There are many kinds of edges in Freebase, representing different facts. For example, in
Figure 2.1b, “The Brothers Grimm” is connected to “Terry Gilliam” by a “Directed_by” edge,
showing that the movie “The Brothers Grimm” is directed by the director “Terry Gilliam”; the
two nodes also associated with its attributes such as aliases (synonyms), types (category) and
textual descriptions.
The knowledge graph is usually stored as RDF triples. Each triple of subject-predicate13

object corresponds to a head, edge, and tail in the knowledge graph. The head is an entity, or
object, which can be a named entity, general domain entity, or just a noun phrase. The edge
stores the type of the connection. Its type can be chosen from a vocabulary predefined manually
by domain experts, called closed schema (e.g., in Freebase and DBpedia). It can also be verb
phrases automatically extracted by information extraction techniques, called open schema (e.g.,
in NELL and OpenIE). The tail can be a related entity, or an attribute such as name, description
or category of the subject entity.
The modern knowledge graphs make different choices with classic controlled vocabularies in
recording real-world semantics. Controlled vocabularies are carefully edited by domain experts,
more precise but mainly designed for specific domains at a smaller scale. Modern knowledge
bases choose a looser schema to facilitate semi-automatic or automatic construction, which also
introduces noise and contradictions. For example, MeSH, a widely used medical controlled vocabulary, contains about 27 thousand descriptors (terms), while Freebase contains more than 58
million entities. They also favor different semantic information. Controlled vocabularies focus
more on the ontologies. For example, MeSH has a carefully defined ontology that partitions
medical knowledge into a thirteen-level hierarchical tree. In comparison, although storing general domain knowledge at much larger scale, Freebase only has a two-level ontology. But modern
knowledge bases include a wider range of attributes and relationships. For example, the entity
Carnegie Mellon University is associated with 640 facts from 74 types in Freebase, while most
MeSH terms only have less than ten attributes.
The large scale, richness, and flexibility of modern knowledge graphs bring a new opportunity to reconsider their potential in information retrieval. However, through these divergences,
modern knowledge bases, and classic controlled vocabularies share the same spirits: storing
human knowledge in structured formats. They both organize around semantically informative
objects: controlled vocabulary terms or knowledge graph entities. The information they store
also overlaps: ontologies or type systems, scope notes or descriptions, references or relations.
From the perspective of full-text search engines, they are all external information to the user,
query, and corpus.
This thesis research uses a broader definition of knowledge graphs that includes all such
external and semi-structured collections, with the goal of developing general solutions to improve
the representation, retrieval, and understanding of texts. We also use a more general scope of
‘entity’ which is the ‘basic’ information unit or object in such structured semantic collections.
It includes concepts, noun phrases, named entities, controlled vocabulary terms, and general
entities. In the rest of this chapter, we will first discuss the related semantic grounding techniques
that align knowledge graphs to texts, and then the related work in utilizing knowledge graphs to
improve full-text search engines.

2.3

Related Semantic Grounding Techniques

Another widely used technique in this dissertation is semantic grounding, which aims to automatically ground natural language texts to semantic structures, such as knowledge graphs. It
enables us to automatically find related entities for the query and documents, instead of requiring
manual annotations as in the classic controlled vocabulary based search engines. This section
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provides an overview of related grounding techniques.
Entity search aims to find the related entities in knowledge graphs for a given text query.
The query format can vary from keywords to natural language questions [3, 45], but the information needs target knowledge graph entities. For example, the query can be “Carnegie Mellon
University”, “List of Universities in Pittsburgh”, or “What are the best Universities in Computer
Science”, while the targets of them all include the entity “CMU”.
Various techniques have been proposed to tackle entity search. On recent public benchmarks,
although the information associated with entities comes in a structured format, the most effective
approaches are to convert the attributes, types, and relations to textual fields of the entity and
apply full-text retrieval models on them [3]. Along this line of research, Zhiltsov et al. developed
the fielded sequential dependence model (FSDM) for entity search, which groups the attributes
of an entity into five manually defined fields and applies the sequential dependence model on
them [112]. Nikolaev et al. applied supervised learning to tune the parameters in the fielded
sequential dependence model [76]. Hasibi et al. matches query and entities using the entity
annotations on their texts [44], which is the bag-of-entities model for entity search and was
developed in parallel with our bag-of-entities model for full-text search (Section 4.1).
Entity linking aims to recognize the appearance of entities in text and link them to corresponding entries in the knowledge graph. For example, given the first sentence of our example
document in Chapter 1, an entity linking system may annotate it as "Carnegie Mellon University
is a private research university in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.", with the underlined phrases linked
to corresponding entities in the knowledge graph.
A standard way to perform entity linking is to first match ngrams in the text to names and
aliases of entities in the knowledge graph (spotting), and then pick the right one for each spot
from all entities have the same name (disambiguation). The linking process considers various
information from the knowledge graph and the text. The decision is made based on both local
evidence about the entity and the ngram, and the global evidence across the entire text and all
other possible entity links. Famous entity linking systems include (but are not limited to as there
are so many) TagMe [38], DBPedia spotlight [68], Wikification [72] and S-MART [106]. Linking
long documents is the first focus of entity linking research [47], while research about linking
on shorter text such as tweets and queries has also emerged recently [20, 43]. After years of
development, now entity linking systems can be reliable and fast enough to annotate knowledge
graphs as large as Freebase to large scale web corpora such as ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12 (e.g.,
Google’s FACC1 annotation [39]).
This dissertation explores and experiments with various entity search and entity linking techniques to find related entities for the query or documents. Throughout this thesis research, we
studied the applicability of existing grounding techniques in information retrieval tasks, found
various discrepancies between the existing grounding techniques, and developed our own ones
based on the needs of information retrieval applications, for example, in Section 3.3, Section 4.1,
and Chapter 5.
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2.4

Related Work

Recently, the rapid developments of knowledge graphs, automatic grounding techniques, and machine learning techniques have drawn wide attention in improving the intelligence of information
systems using structured semantics. This dissertation is one of the first to study the capability
of modern knowledge graphs in information retrieval tasks. During this thesis research, there
have been several parallel research from other groups that share similar focuses with us. Interestingly, the parallel progress aligns rather well with the first half of this dissertation: first to enrich
existing word-based retrieval systems and then to construct entity-based text representations.
The first group of related work includes Entity Query Feature Expansion [31] and Latent
Entity Space [61]. They stay within the modern information retrieval framework and contribute
by bringing extra ranking signals from knowledge graphs to an existing word-based ranking
system.
The Entity Query Feature Expansion (EQFE) approach by Dalton et al. enriches the ranking
features using information from entities related to the query [31]. They study several ways to
align Freebase entities to a query using query annotation, textual similarity, an entity context
model, and annotations from top retrieved documents. The name, alias and type fields of these
entities are considered as possible expansion candidates. The combination of different linking
methods, expansion fields, and hyperparameters in the expansion are enumerated to get various
expanded queries. These expansion queries are then used to calculate ranking scores for each
document using a query likelihood or sequential dependency model. A learning to rank model
uses these ranking scores as features for each document and produces final document rankings.
Their results on news retrieval (Robust 04) and web search (TREC Web Track)‘ are among one
of the first to demonstrate that knowledge graphs can compete with state-of-the-art bag-of-words
based ranking methods on general domain search tasks.
The Latent Entity Space (LES) approach developed by Liu et al. utilizes entities to build
latent connections between query and documents [61]. They use entities manually labeled to a
query as a hidden layer between query and documents. The latent entities provide alternative
connections between query and documents. With them, the ranking of documents is determined
not only by query-document matching, but also by the textual similarities between those documents to latent entities, and between latent entities to the query. This evidence is incorporated in
an unsupervised latent space language model to rank documents. Their experiments on multiple
test collections and in the TREC Web Track competition [62] provide evidence of knowledge
graphs’ potential in unsupervised retrieval.
The second group of related work includes Entity-based Language Models [80] and
Semantics-Enabled Language Model [37]. They construct entity-based text representations using
entity annotations and match query and document in the entity space.
The Entity-based Language Models (ELM) approach by Raviv et al. uses language models to
exact-match the entity-based text representations of query and documents [80]. They use standard entity linking systems, for example, TagMe [38] and Wikifier [79], to annotate the texts in
the query and document automatically. The annotated entities form entity-based representations
the same as words for bag-of-words. Standard language models are built upon the entity-based
representations. They explore various ways to integrate the entity linking confidence information
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to the language models, as well as how to combine the entity-based language models with the
original word-based ones. Their experiments demonstrate that the result language models are
more effective than the phrase-based sequential dependency model, that entities provide extra
information than enumerating phrases in the unsupervised exact match settings.
The Semantics-Enabled Language Model (SELM) by Ensan et al. enriches ELM with soft
matches between entities [37]. Besides the exact match signals provided by the overlap of the
entity-based representations, SELM introduces the correlation scores between entities to form soft
matches between query and documents. The correlation scores are provided by the entity linkers,
originally used to disambiguate entities. SELM aggregates the correlation scores between entities
in the query and candidate documents under standard retrieval models. The soft match signals
are then integrated with existing ranking signals by unsupervised retrieval models. Experiments
show that the soft matches through entity correlation scores provide useful ranking signals.
Among those related approaches, EQFE and LES are related to our approach in Chapter 3.
LES is the unsupervised version of EsdRank in Section 3.2. It often requires manual cleaning
on the query entities so is not a suitable baseline for our fully-automatic and supervised methods [61]. EQFE is a main baseline throughout this dissertation. On the other hand, ELM and
SELM fall into the category of entity-based text representations in Chapter 4. ELM was developed in parallel and is almost identical to the bag-of-entities model in Section 4.1. SELM is
a special case of Explicit Semantic Ranking which is compared against in Section 4.2. It also
requires manual cleaning of annotation noise.
Besides the related work about utilizing knowledge graphs in full-text search discussed
above, there is other research related to the specific topics of the individual sections in this dissertations. These related works are discussed in detail in the corresponding sections: Section 3.1
discusses the related work in query expansion; Section 3.3 presents the related work in entity
search with more details; Section 4.2 describes the related work in academic search and soft
match based retrieval; and Chapter 6 presents the related work in term importance estimation.

2.5

Summary

This chapter first reviews controlled vocabularies and their usage in information retrieval. Then
it provides an overview of modern knowledge graphs, their divergence and commonness with
controlled vocabularies, and the scope of knowledge graphs in this dissertation. After that, it
discusses the related semantic grounding techniques—entity search and entity linking. The last
section presents several related works about using knowledge graphs to improve information
retrieval.
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Chapter 3
Enriching Query Representations with
Knowledge Graphs
This chapter presents how to enrich query representations with knowledge graphs. As the first
part of this dissertation research, we stayed in the traditional word-based retrieval framework and
focused on improving it with knowledge graphs. Specifically, this chapter focuses on the query
part, which is often short and not carefully written, thus ambiguous or insufficient to describe
the information needs. The rich semantic information stored in knowledge bases, for example,
synonyms, ontologies, entities, and relationships, gives search engine a different perspective to
understand the query and provides a new opportunity for improving the retrieval accuracy.
In Section 3.1 we develop several query expansion methods that select terms from related entities in a knowledge base to expand the original query. Then Section 3.2 presents our EsdRank
framework that connects query and documents using entities in a novel learning to rank model.
In both sections, we used existing methods to find related entities for the query, and we found
the quality of them plays a vital role in determining the final ranking performances. In last part
of this chapter, Section 3.3 presents our research about how to better find related entities for a
query with entity search.

3.1

Query Expansion with Knowledge Base

Query expansion techniques, which generate expansion terms to enhance the original query, have
been widely used to find better term based query representations. This section presents a simple
and effective method of using Freebase, one of the large scale modern knowledge graphs, to improve query representation using query expansion techniques1 . We decompose the problem into
two components. The first component identifies query-specific entities for query expansion. We
present implementations that retrieve entities directly or select entities from retrieved documents.
The second component uses information about these entities to select potential query expansion
terms. We present implementations that select words with a tf.idf method or using category information. Finally, a supervised model is trained to combine information from multiple sources
1

Chenyan Xiong and Jamie Callan. Query Expansion with Freebase. In Proceedings of the First ACM SIGIR
International Conference on the Theory of Information Retrieval (ICTIR 2015) [98].
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for better expansion.
Our experiments on the TREC Web Track ad-hoc task demonstrate that all our methods, when
used individually, are about 20% more effective than previous state-of-the-art query expansion
methods, including Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) on Wikipedia [105] and supervised query
expansion [17]. In addition to these improvements, experimental results show that our methods
are more robust and have better win/loss ratios than state-of-the-art baseline methods, reducing
the number of damaged queries by 50%. This makes query expansion using Freebase more
appealing, because it is well-known that most query expansion techniques are ‘high risk / high
reward’ insofar as they often damage as many queries as they improve, which is a considerable
disadvantage in commercial search systems. The supervised model also successfully combines
evidence from multiple methods, leading to 30% gains over the previous state-of-the-art. Besides
being the first to improve query expansion this much on the widely used ClueWeb09 web corpus,
the methods presented here are also fully automatic.
Section 3.1.2 discusses our new methods of using Freebase for query expansion. Experimental methodology and evaluation results are described in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 respectively.
The last part of this section summarizes contributions.

3.1.1

Related Work in Query Expansion

Queries are usually short and not written carefully, which makes it more difficult to understand
the intent behind a query and retrieve relevant documents. A common solution is query expansion, which uses a broader set of related terms to represent the user’s intent and improve the
document ranking.
Among various query expansion techniques, Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) algorithms
are the most successful. PRF assumes that top ranked documents for the original query are
relevant and contain good expansion terms. For example, Lavrenko et al.’s RM model selects
expansion terms based on their term frequency in top retrieved documents, and weights them by
documents’ ranking scores:
s(t) =

X

p(t|d)f (q, d)

d∈D

where D is the set of top retrieved documents, p(t|d) is the probability that term t is generated
by document d’s language model, and f (q, d) is the ranking score of the document provided by
the retrieval model [54]. Later, Metzler added inverse document frequency (IDF) to demote very
frequent terms:
s(t) =

X

p(t|d)f (q, d) log

d∈D

1
p(t|C)

(3.1)

where p(t|C) is the probability of term t in the corpus language model C [34].
Another famous PRF approach is the Mixture Model by Tao et al. [92]. They assume the
terms in top retrieved documents are drawn from a mixture of two language models: a query
model θq and a background model θB . The likelihood of a top retrieved document d is defined
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as:
log p(d|θq , αd , θB ) =

X
t∈D

log(αd p(t|θq ) + (1 − αd ) p(t|θB )).

αd is a document-specific mixture parameter. Given this equation, the query model θq can be
learned by maximizing the top retrieved documents’ likelihood using EM. The terms that have
non-zero probability in θq are used for query expansion.
Although these two algorithms have different formulations, they both focus on term frequency information in the top retrieved documents. So do many other query expansion algorithms [26, 55, 70, 108]. For example, Robertson et al.’s BM25 query expansion selects terms
based on their appearances in relevant (or pseudo-relevant) documents versus in irrelevant documents [81]. Lee et al. cluster PRF documents and pick expansion terms from clusters [55].
Metzler and Croft include multi-term concepts in query expansion and select both single-term
concepts and multi-term concepts by a Markov Random Field model [70].
The heavy use of top retrieved documents makes the effectiveness of most expansion methods highly reliant on the quality of the initial retrieval. However, web corpora like ClueWeb09
are often noisy, and documents retrieved from them may not generate reasonable expansion
terms [8, 75]. Cao et al.’s study shows that top retrieved documents contain as many as 65%
harmful terms [17]. They then propose a supervised query expansion model to select good expansion terms. Another way to avoid noisy feedback documents is to use a high-quality external
dataset. Xu et al. proposed a PRF-like method on top retrieved documents from Wikipedia,
whose effectiveness is verified in TREC competitions [75, 105]. Kotov and Zhai demonstrated
the potential effectiveness of concepts related to query terms in ConceptNet for query expansion,
and developed a supervised method that picks good expansion concepts for difficult queries [52].
Another challenge of query expansion is its ‘high risk / high reward’ property; often as many
queries are damaged as improved. This makes query expansion risky to use in real online search
service because users are more sensitive to failures than successes [23]. Collins-Thompson et
al. [26] address this problem by combining the evidence from sampled sub-queries and feedback
documents. Collins-Thompson also proposes a convex optimization framework to find a robust
solution based on previous better-on-average expansion terms [24, 25]. The risk is reduced by
improving inner difference between expansion terms, and enforcing several carefully designed
constraints to ensure that expansion terms provide sufficient coverage of query concepts.

3.1.2

Expansion Using Freebase

In this section, we introduce our methods of using Freebase for query expansion. We first discuss our unsupervised expansion methods utilizing different information from Freebase. Then
we propose a supervised query expansion method to combine evidence from our unsupervised
methods.
3.1.2.1

Unsupervised Expansion Using Freebase

We perform unsupervised query expansion using Freebase in two steps: finding related entities
and selecting expansion words. In finding related entities, we develop implementations that
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retrieve entities directly, or select them from annotations in top-ranked documents. In selecting
expansion words, we also present two implementations: one uses the tf.idf information from
entity descriptions; the other uses similarity of the query and the word distributions in Freebase’s
categories.
Formally, given a query q, and a ranked list of documents from initial retrieval D =
{d1 , ...dj ..., dN }, the goal of the entity finding step is to generate a ranked list of Freebase
entities E = {e1 , ...ek ..., eK }, with ranking scores r(E) = {r(e1 ), ...r(ek )..., r(eK )}. The
goal of word selection is to find a set of expansion words W = {w1 , ...wi ..., wM } and
their scores s(W ) = {s(w1 ), ...s(wi )..., s(wM )} from related entities using their descriptions
g(E) = {g(e1 ), ...g(ek )..., g(eK )} and Freebase categories C = {c1 , ...cu ..., cU }.
Finding Related Entities
Our first method retrieves entities directly. The query q is issued to the Google Freebase Search
API2 to get its ranking of entities E with ranking scores rs (E). The ranking score ranges from
zero to several thousand, with a typical long-tailed distribution. We normalize them so that the
ranking scores of each query’s retrieved entities sum to one.
Our second approach selects related entities from the FACC1 annotations [39] in top retrieved
documents. It is a common assumption that top retrieved documents are a good representation of
the original query. Intuitively the entities that frequently appear in them shall convey meaningful
information as well. We utilize such information by finding entities that are frequently annotated
to top retrieved documents.
Specifically, for a query q’s top retrieved documents D, we fetch their FACC1 annotations,
and calculate the ranking score for entity ek as:
rf (ek ) =

X

tf (dj , ek ) log

dj ∈D

|F |
.
df (ek )

(3.2)

In Equation 3.2, tf (dj , ek ) is the frequency of entity ek in document dj ’s annotations, and df (ek )
is the total number of documents ek is annotated to in the whole corpus. |F | is the total number
of documents in the corpus that have been annotated in the FACC1 annotation. df|F(e|k ) in Equation
3.2 serves as inverse document frequency (IDF) to demote entities that are annotated to too many
documents. rf (ek ) is normalized so that ranking scores of each query’s entities sum to one.
Selecting Expansion Words from Related Entities
We develop two methods to select expansion words from related entities.
PRF Expansion: The first method does tf.idf based Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) on
related entities’ descriptions. PRF has been successfully used with Wikipedia articles [8, 75,
105]. It is interesting to see how it works with Freebase.
2

The Google Search Freebase API is deprecated.
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Given the ranked entities E and their ranking scores r(E), the PRF score of the word wi is
calculated by:
X tf (g(ek ), wi )
|G|
sp (wi ) =
× r(ek ) × log
(3.3)
|g(e
df
(w
k )|
i)
e ∈E
k

where tf (g(ek ), wi ) is the word frequency of wi in the description of e, |g(ek )| is the length of
the description, df (wi ) is the document frequency of wi in the entire Freebase description corpus
G. |G| is the total number of entities in Freebase that have a description.
Category-based Expansion: Our second word selection method uses Freebase categories.
Freebase organizes entities in a multi-level ontology tree, which conveys the topic information
of entities as well as their texts. We use the highest level in the ontology tree, such as /people
and /movie, to make sure sufficient instances exist in each category. There are in total U = 77
first level categories in Freebase. The descriptions of entities in these categories are training data
to learn the language models used to describe these categories.
Our second approach selects words based on the similarities of their category distributions
with the query’s, which reflect their relatedness with the query in view of the Freebase ontology.
The distribution of a word in Freebase categories is estimated using a Naive Bayesian classifier.
We first calculate the probability of a word ti generated by a category cu via:
P
ek ∈cu tf (g(ek ), wi )
P
p(wi |cu ) =
ek ∈cu |g(ek )|
where ek ∈ cu refers to the entity ek belongs to the category cu .
Assuming uniform prior distribution over Freebase categories C, the probability of word wi
belonging to category cu is:
p(wi |cu )
.
cu ∈C p(wi |cu )

p(cu |wi ) = P

With the same uniform prior, the category distribution of a query q is:
p(q|cu )
.
cu ∈C p(q|cu )

p(cu |q) = P

Then, with the assumption that the categories of query words are independent with each other
Y
p(q|cu ) =
p(wi |cu ).
wi ∈q

These derivations together provide us the multinomial categorical distributions of a
word wi : p(C|wi ) = {p(c1 |wi ), ...p(cu |wi )..., p(cU |wi )} and the query q: p(C|q) =
{p(c1 |q), ...p(cu |q)..., p(cU |q)}.
The category-based expansion score sc (wi ) of the word wi for the query q is then calculated
by the negative Jenson-Shannon divergence between their categorical distributions, p(C|wi ) and
p(C|q):
1
1
sc (wi ) = − KL(p(C|q)||p(C|q, wi )) − KL(p(C|wi )||p(C|q, wi ))
2
2
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Table 3.1: Unsupervised Query Expansion Methods Using Freebase.

Select by PRF
Select by Category

Found by Search
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat

Found by FACC1
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

where:
1
p(C|q, wi ) = (p(C|q) + p(C|wi ))
2
and KL(·||·) is the KL divergence between two distributions. sc (wi ) is the expansion score for a
word wi . We use a min-max normalization to re-range all sc (wi ) into [0, 1].
As a result, we have two methods to find related Freebase entities to a query, and two methods
to select expansion words from related entities. They together form four unsupervised expansion
methods, as listed in Table 3.1.
3.1.2.2

Supervised Expansion Using Freebase

Different related entity finding and word selection algorithms have different strengths. Entity
search finds entities that are directly related to the query by keyword matching. FACC1 annotation provides entities that are more related in meanings and does not require exact textual
matches. In expansion word selection, PRF picks words that frequently appear in entities’ descriptions. The category similarity method selects words that have similar distributions with the
query in Freebase’s categories. They together provide three scores describing the relationship
between a query-word pair:
• FbSearchPRF: Pseudo Relevance Feedback score in retrieved entities;
• FbFaccPRF: Pseudo Relevance Feedback score in top retrieved documents’ FACC1 an-

notations;

• FbSearchCat & FbFaccCat: The category-based expansion score using query-word

category distribution similarity. FbSearchCat and FbFaccCat differ in candidate
words but provide the exact same expansion scores.
The three scores are used as features for a supervised model, FbSVM, which learns how to
select better expansion words. All words in related entities’ descriptions are used as candidates
for query expansion. The ground truth score for a candidate word is generated by its influence
on retrieved documents, when used for expansion individually. If a word increases the ranking scores of relevant documents, or decreases the ranking scores of irrelevant documents, it is
considered to be a good expansion word, and vice versa.
The influence of a word ti over retrieved documents is calculated as:
1 X
(f (q + wi , dj ) − f (q, dj ))
y(wi ) = +
|D | d ∈R
j
1 X
− −
(f (q + wi , dj ) − f (q, dj ))
|D |
−
dj ∈D
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where D+ and D− are the sets of relevant and irrelevant documents in relevance judgments.
f (q, dj ) is the ranking score for document dj and query q in the base retrieval model. f (q+wi , dj )
is the ranking score for dj when the query is expanded using expansion word ti individually.
Binary labels are constructed using y(w). Words with y(w) > 0 are treated as good expansion
words and the rest as bad expansion words.
Our training label generation is a little different than Cao et al.’s [17]. Their labels were
generated by a word’s influence on documents’ ranking positions: if relevant documents are
moved up, or irrelevant documents are pushed down by a word, it is considered a good expansion
word, otherwise a bad one. In comparison, we use influence on ranking scores which reflect an
expansion word’s effectiveness more directly. Our preliminary experiments also confirm that
both their method and our method work better with our ground truth labels.
We used a linear SVM classifier to learn the mapping from the three features of a word w
to its binary label. To get the expansion weights, we used the probabilistic version of SVM in
the LibSVM [21] toolkit to predict the probability of a word being a good expansion word. The
predicted probabilities are used as words’ expansion scores, and those words with highest scores
are selected for query expansion.
3.1.2.3

Ranking with Expansion Words

We use the selected expansion words and their scores to re-rank the retrieved documents with the
RM model [54]:
X
f ∗ (dj , q) = αq f (q, dj ) + (1 − αq )(
s(wi )f (wi , dj ))).
(3.4)
wi ∈W

In Equation 3.4, f ∗ (q, dj ) is the final ranking score to re-rank documents. f (q, dj ) and f (wi , dj )
are the ranking scores generated by the base retrieval model, e,g, BM25 or query likelihood, for
query q and the expansion word wi respectively. αq is the weight on the original query. W is
the set of selected expansion words and s(wi ) is the expansion score of the word wi . Expansion
scores are normalized so that the scores of a query’s expansion words sum to one.

3.1.3

Experimental Methodology

This section introduces our experimental methodology, including dataset, retrieval model, baselines, hyper-parameters, and evaluation metrics.
Dataset: Our experiments use ClueWeb09, TREC Web Track 2009-2012 adhoc task queries
and the relevance judgments provided by TREC annotators. This dataset models a real web
search scenario: queries are selected from the search log from Bing, and ClueWeb09 is a widely
used web corpus. ClueWeb09 is known to be a hard dataset for query expansion [8, 31, 75],
because it is much noisier than carefully edited corpora like the Wall-street Journal, news, and
government web sets.
We use Category B of ClueWeb09 and index it using the Indri search engine [88]. Typical
INQUERY stopwords are removed before indexing. Documents and queries are stemmed using
the Krovetz stemmer [53]. Spam filtering is very important for ClueWeb09; we filter the 70%
most spammy documents using the Waterloo spam score [27].
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We retrieved Freebase entities and fetched their descriptions using the Google Freebase API
on July 16th, 2014. Entity linking from documents to entities are found in FACC1 annotation [39]. Corpus statistics such as word IDF and categories’ language models were calculated
from the April 13th, 2014 Freebase RDF dump.
Retrieval Model: We use Indri’s language model [34] as our base retrieval model. The ranking score of a document is the probability of its language model generating the query. Dirichlet
smoothing is applied to avoid zero probability and incorporate corpus statistics:
1 X tf (dj , wi ) + µp(wi |C)
,
(3.5)
p(q|dj ) =
|q| w ∈q
|dj | + µ
i

where p(wi |C) is the probability of seeing word wi in the whole corpus, and µ is the parameter
controlling the smoothing strength, set to the Indri default: 2500.
Baselines: We compare our four unsupervised expansion methods (as listed in Table 3.1) and
the supervised method described in Section 3.1.2.2 (FbSVM) with several baselines. The first
baseline is the Indri language model (IndriLm) as in Equation 3.5. All relative performances
and Win/Loss evaluations of other methods are compared with IndriLm if without specific
reference. Our second baseline is the Sequential Dependency Model (SDM) [69], a strong competitor in TREC Web Tracks.
We also include two well-known state-of-the-art query expansion methods as baselines. The
first one is Pseudo Relevance Feedback on Wikipedia (RmWiki) [8, 75, 105]. We indexed the
Oct 1st 2013 Wikipedia dump using the same setting we used for ClueWeb09. Standard Indri
PRF with the IDF component [75] was performed to select expansion words.
The other query expansion baseline is SVMPRF, a supervised query expansion method [17].
We extracted the ten features described in their paper and trained an SVM classifier to select good
expansion words. We used our word-level ground truth labels as discussed in Section 3.1.2.2,
because their model performs better with our labels. Following their paper, the RBF kernel was
used, which we also found necessary for that method to be effective.
For clarity and brevity, we do not show comparison with other methods such as RM3 [54],
Mixture Model [92], or EQFE [31] because they all perform worse on ClueWeb09 than RmWiki
and SDM in our experiment, previous TREC competitions [75], or in their published papers.
Parameter Setting: Hyper parameters in our experiment, including the number of expansion words (M), number of entities (K) in Freebase linked for expansion, and number of PRF documents for RmWiki and SVMPRF, are selected by maximizing the performance on training folds in a five-fold cross validation. The number of expansion words is
selected from {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}, the number of entities is selected from {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50} and the number of PRF documents is selected from
{5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}.
Parameters of SVM in supervised expansion (FbSVM and SVMPRF) are selected by another five-fold cross validation. In each of the five folds of the outside cross-validation that
were used to select expansion parameters, we performed a second level cross-validation to select the parameters of SVM. The explored range of cost c of linear kernel and RBF kernel is
{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. The range of γ in RBF kernel is {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000}.
To keep the experiment tractable, other parameters were fixed following conventions in previous work [17, 75, 105]. The weight of the original query wq is 0.5, and the re-rank depth is
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Table 3.2: Performance of unsupervised expansion using Freebase. Relative gain is calculated
using ERR over IndriLm. Win/Loss/Tie is the number of queries helped, hurt, and not changed
comparing with IndriLm. †, ‡, § and ¶ mark the statistic significant improvements (p < 0.05)
over IndriLm, SDM, RmWiki and SVMPRF respectively. The best results in each column are
marked bold.
Method
IndriLm
SDM
RmWiki
SVMPRF
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

MAP@20
0.357
0.387†
0.362
0.367
0.436†,‡,§,¶
0.421†,‡,§,¶
0.428†,‡,§,¶
0.400†,§,¶

NDCG@20
0.147
0.166†
0.161†
0.158†
0.186†,‡,§,¶
0.182†,‡,§,¶
0.184†,‡,§,¶
0.173†

ERR@20
0.116
0.122†
0.114
0.125
0.152†,‡,§,¶
0.144†,‡,§,¶
0.145†,‡,§,¶
0.136†,‡,§

Relative Gain
NA
5.52%
−1.70%
8.00%
30.80%
23.99%
24.71%
17.25%

Win/Loss/Tie
NA
58/27/115
67/72/61
63/72/65
84/30/86
67/43/90
97/55/48
88/67/45

Table 3.3: Query level Win/Loss/Tie comparison between unsupervised query expansion methods. Each cell shows the number of queries helped (Win), damaged (Loss) and not changed (Tie)
by row method over column method.

FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

FbSearchPRF
NA/NA/NA
47/73/80
74/82/44
65/95/40

FbSearchCat
73/47/80
NA/NA/NA
86/72/42
72/87/41

FbFaccPRF
82/74/44
72/86/42
NA/NA/NA
67/84/49

FbFaccCat
95/65/40
87/72/41
84/67/49
NA/NA/NA

1000. We chose re-ranking instead of retrieval again in the whole index because the latter is
costly with the large set of expansion words and did not show any significant difference in our
experiments. When using FACC1 annotations to link entities, we used the FACC1 annotations
in the top 20 retrieved documents provide by IndriLm. The candidate words for FbSVM were
generated from the top 20 retrieved entities and top 20 linked FACC1 annotations. To reduce
noise in entity descriptions, we ignored words that contained less than three characters.
Evaluation Metric. Our methods re-ranked the top retrieved documents, so we mainly focus
evaluation on the top 20 documents in the re-ranked list. We chose ERR@20 as our main evaluation metric, which is the primary metric of the TREC Web Track adhoc task. We also show the
evaluation results for MAP@20 and NDCG@20.

3.1.4

Evaluation Results

This section first evaluates the unsupervised expansion methods. Then it presents results from
the supervised expansion method. It concludes with case studies and discussions.
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3.1.4.1

Performance of Unsupervised Expansion

The average performances on MAP, NDCG and ERR are shown in Table 3.2. The relative gain
and Win/Loss ratio are compared with IndriLm on ERR. Statistical significance tests are performed using the permutation test. Labels †, ‡, § and ¶ indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05)
over IndriLm, SDM, RmWiki and SVMPRF respectively.
Our unsupervised expansion methods outperform all state-of-the-art baselines by large margins for all evaluation metrics. All the gains over IndriLm are statistically significant,
while SVMPRF and RmWiki are only significantly better on NDCG. Three of the methods,
FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat and FbFaccPRF, are significantly better than all baselines.
FbFaccCat’s improvements do not always pass the statistical significance test, even when the
relative gains are almost 10%. This reflects the high variance of query expansion methods, which
is addressed in Section 3.1.4.3.
Comparing the performances of our methods, linking entities by search works better than
by FACC1 annotations, and selecting expansion words by PRF works better than using category
similarity. One possible reason is that entities from FACC1 annotation are noisier because they
rely on the quality of top retrieved documents. Also, the category similarity suffers because
suitable categories for query or words may not exist.
We further compare our unsupervised expansion methods at the query level. The results are
shown in Table 3.3. Each cell shows the comparison between the method in the row and the
method in the column. The three numbers are the number of queries in which the row method
performs better (win), worse (loss), and equally (tie) with the column method respectively. The
results demonstrate that our methods do perform differently. The two most similar methods
are FbSearchPrf and FbSearchCat, doing the same on 80 queries out of 200. But 36
queries have no returned entities from the Google Search API, on which two methods retreat to
IndriLm. Otherwise, our four unsupervised methods perform the same for at most 49 queries.
These results showed the different strengths of our unsupervised methods. The next experiment investigates whether they can be combined for further improvements by a supervised
method.
3.1.4.2

Performance of Supervised Expansion

The performance of our supervised method FbSVM, which utilized the evidence from our unsupervised methods, is shown in Table 3.4. To investigate whether the combination of multiple
sources of evidence is useful, we conduct statistical significance tests between FbSVM with our
unsupervised methods. †, ‡, § and ¶ indicates statistical significance in the permutation test over
FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat,FbFaccPRF and FbFaccCat correspondingly.
The results demonstrate that evidence from different aspects of Freebase can be combined
for further improvements: FbSVM outperforms IndriLm by as much as 42%. Statistical significance is observed over our unsupervised methods on N DCG, but not always on M AP and
ERR. We have also run statistical significance tests between FbSVM and all other baselines,
which are all statistically significant as expected.
FbSVM and SVMPRF differ in their candidate words and features. FbSVM selects words from
Freebase, while SVMPRF selects from web corpus. FbSVM uses features from Freebase’s related
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Table 3.4: Performance of supervised expansion using Freebase. Relative gain and Win/Loss/Tie
are calculated comparing with IndriLm on ERR. †, ‡, § and ¶ mark the statistically significant
improvements over FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat,FbFaccPRF and FbFaccCat respectively. Best results in each column are marked bold.
Method
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat
FbSVM

MAP@20
0.436
0.421
0.428
0.400
0.444

NDCG@20
0.186
0.182
0.184
0.173
0.199†,‡,§,¶

ERR@20
0.152
0.144
0.145
0.136
0.165‡,§,¶

Relative Gain
30.80%
23.99%
24.71%
17.25%
42.42%

Win/Loss/Tie
84/30/86
67/43/90
97/55/48
88/67/45
96/63/41

Table 3.5: Candidate word quality from top retrieved documents (Web Corpus) and related entities’ descriptions (Freebase). Good and bad refer to the number of words that have positive and
negative influences on ranking accuracy respectively. Their fractions are shown in percentages.
Source
Web Corpus
Freebase

Good Words
9, 263 41.4%
19, 247 39.6%

Bad Words
13, 087 58.6%
29, 396 60.4%

entities’ descriptions and categories, while FbSVM uses word distribution and proximity in top
retrieved documents from web corpus. Table 3.5 shows the quality of candidate words from
two sources. Surprisingly, Freebase’ candidate words are slightly weaker in quality (39.4% vs.
41.4%), and there are more of them. However, FbSVM’s classification Precision is about 10%
relatively better than SVMPRF, as shown in Table 3.6. The Recall of both methods is low due
to the large number of ‘good’ expansion terms available in the top retrieved documents or entity
descriptions. In general, FbSVM picks more good expansion words given the larger number of
good candidate words in Freebase.
Nevertheless, the relative improvements of FbSVM over our best performing unsupervised
method FbSearchPRF are not as high as expected. Our preliminary analysis shows that one
possible reason is the features between query and words are limited, i.e., only three dimensions.
Another possible reason is the way of using the supervised information (document relevance
judgments). Document relevance judgments are used to generate labels at the word level using
heuristics, while the final document ranking is still computed using unsupervised retrieval models. A more powerful machine learning framework seems necessary to better utilize Freebase
information. This would be a good topic for further research.
Table 3.6: Classification performance of supervised query expansion.
Method
SVMPRF
FbSVM

Precision
0.5154
0.5609
29

Recall
0.0606
0.0400

3.1.4.3

Query Level Analysis

A common disadvantage of query expansion methods is their high variance: they often hurt as
many queries as they helped. To evaluate the robustness of our methods, we compare the query
level performance of each method versus IndriLm and record the Win/Loss/Tie numbers. The
results are listed in the last columns of Tables 3.2 and 3.4. Table 3.2 shows that SDM, which is
widely recognized as effective across many datasets, is reasonably robust and hurts only half as
many queries as it helps. It also does not change the performance of 115 queries partly because 53
of them only contain one word on which nothing can be done by SDM. In comparison, RmWiki
and SVMPRF hurt more queries than they help, which is consistent with observations in prior
work [23].
Our methods have much better Win/Loss ratios than baseline query expansion methods.
When selecting words using PRF from related entities’ descriptions, FbSearchPRF and
FbFaccPRF improve almost twice as many queries as they hurt. The variance of word selection by category is higher, but FbSearchCat and FbFaccCat still improve at least 30%
more queries than they hurt. Linking by object retrieval has slightly better Win/Loss ratios than
by FACC1 annotation, but it also helps a smaller number of queries. One reason is that for some
long queries, there is no object retrieved by Google API.
More details of query level performance can be found in Figure 3.1. The x-axis is the bins
of relative performances on ERR compared with IndriLm. The y-axis is the number of queries
that fall into corresponding bins. If the performance is the same for a query, we put it into 0 bin.
If a query is helped by 0 to 20%, we put it into bin 20%, etc. Figure 3.1 confirms the robustness
of our methods. Especially for FbSearchPRF and FbFaccPRF, more queries are helped, fewer
queries are hurt, and much fewer queries are extremely damaged.
FbSVM’s robustness is average among our expansion methods, and is better than RmWiki
and SDM. Fewer queries fall into bin 0, as it is rare that none of our evidence affects a query.
However, the number of damaged queries is not reduced. One possible reason is that the ground
truth we used to train the SVM classifier is the individual performance of each candidate word,
and only the average performance is considered in model training/testing. As a result, our model
might focus more on improving average performance but not on reducing risk.
3.1.4.4

Case Study and Discussion

To further understand the properties of our object linking and word selection methods, Table 3.7
lists the queries that are most helped or hurt by different combinations of methods. The ↑ row
shows the most helped queries and ↓ row shows those most hurt3 . The comparison is done on
ERR compared to IndriLm too.
Table 3.7 shows the different advantages of linking by object search and FACC1 annotation. For example, the query ‘fybromyalgia’ is damaged by FbFaccPRF, while improved by
FbSearchPRF and FbSearchCat. The FACC1 annotation leads to a set of weakly related
entities, like doctors and organizations focused on diseases, which generate overly-general expansion words. Instead, object search is precise and returns the object about ‘fybromyalgia’.
3

More details including related entities and expansion words are available at http://boston.lti.cs.
cmu.edu/appendices/ICTIR2015/.
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Figure 3.1: Query level relative performance. The x-axis is the bins of relative performance
on ERR compared with IndriLm. Y-axis is the number of queries that fall into each bin.
Bin 0 refers to queries that were not changed, 20% refers to queries that improved between
(0%, 20%], etc. The left-to-right ordering of histograms in each cell corresponds to the top-tobottom ordering of methods shown in the key.
Sometimes the generality of FACC1 annotations can help instead. For example, for query ‘rock
art’ whose main topic is about rock painting, object search links to entities about rock music,
while FACC1 annotation is more general and links to related entities for both rock painting and
rock music.
Our two word selection methods also have different behaviors. An exemplary case is the
query ‘computer programming’, on which FbSearchPRF and FbFaccPRF perform very well,
while FbSearchCat and FbFaccCat do not. The related entities of two methods are both
reasonable: object search mostly links to programming languages, and FACC1 annotation brings
in programming languages, textbooks, and professors. With the good quality of related entities,
PRF selects good expansion words from their descriptions. However, category similarity picks
words like: ‘analysis’, ‘science’, ‘application’ and ‘artificial’, which are too general for this
query. The granularity of the Freebase ontology’s first level is too coarse for some queries, and
lower levels are hard to use due to insufficient instances. Nevertheless, when the related entities
are noisy, like for the query ‘sore throat’, the category information helps pick more diseaserelated words using the ‘/medicine’ category and provides better performance.
Some queries are difficult for all methods. For example, ‘wedding budget calculator’ contains
the entities ‘wedding’, ‘budget’ and ‘calculator’, but refers to the concept ‘wedding budget’ and
how to calculate it. Similar cases are ‘tangible personal property tax’ and ‘income tax return
online’, whose meanings cannot be represented by a single Freebase object.
There are also queries on which Freebase is very powerful. For example, the query ‘UNC’
asks for the campuses of the University of North Carolina. Freebase contains multiple entities
about UNC campuses, and campuses of other related universities, which generate good expan31

Table 3.7: The queries most helped and hurt by our methods. ↑ row shows the five most-helped
queries for each method, and ↓ shows the most-hurt queries.

↑

↓

↑

↓

FbSearchPRF
porterville
hobby stores
fybromyalgia
computer programming
figs
von willebrand disease
website design hosting
403b
ontario california airport
rock art
FbFaccPRF
signs of a heartattack
computer programming
figs
idaho state flower
hip fractures
wedding budget calculator
poem in your pocket day
fybromyalgia
ontario california airport
becoming a paralegal

FbSearchCat
unc
porterville
fybromyalgia
bellevue
figs
rock art
espn sports
ontario california airport
computer programming
bobcat
FbFaccCat
porterville
idaho state flower
bellevue
flushing
atari
poem in your pocket day
ontario california airport
computer programming
bobcat
blue throated hummingbird

sion words. Freebase is also very effective for ‘Figs’, ‘Atari’, ‘Hoboken’ and ‘Korean Language’,
whose meanings are described thoroughly by related Freebase entities.
To sum up, our object linking and word selection methods utilize different parts of Freebase
and thus have different specialties. In object linking, object search is aggressive and can return
the exact object for a query, when there are no ambiguities. FACC1 annotation relies on top
retrieved documents and usually links to a set of related entities. Thus, it is a better choice
for queries with ambiguous meanings. In word selection, Pseudo Relevance Feedback via tf.idf
directly reflects the quality of related entities. It performs better when the related entities are
reasonable. In contrast, category similarity offers a second chance to pick good expansion words
from noisy related entities, when proper category definition exists for the query. FbSVM provides
a preliminary way to combine the strength from different evidence and does provide additional
improvements. Next in Section 3.2 we develop a more sophisticated method that better use
supervision and richer evidence from Freebase, which further improves the ranking accuracy.
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3.1.5

Summary of Query Expansion with Knowledge Base

This section uses Freebase, a large general domain knowledge graph, to improve query representation using query expansion techniques. We investigate two methods of identifying the entities
associated with a query, and two methods of using those entities to perform query expansion.
A supervised model combines information derived from Freebase descriptions and categories
to select words that are effective for query expansion. Experiments on the ClueWeb09 dataset
with TREC Web Track queries demonstrate that these methods are almost 30% more effective
than strong state-of-the-art query expansion algorithms. In addition to improving average performance, some of these methods have better win/loss ratios than baseline algorithms, with 50%
fewer queries damaged. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to show the effectiveness of Freebase for query expansion on the widely used ClueWeb09 web corpus.

3.2

EsdRank: Connect Query-Documents through Entities

The last section discussed our methods for enriching word-based query representations with
query expansion techniques. Effective as they are, only the words in entity descriptions are
used and only term frequency and ontology information from Freebase are utilized. This section
presents EsdRank, a new technique that learns to connect the query and documents directly
in the learning to rank framework4 . EsdRank treats entities from a knowledge graph as latent
entities connecting query and documents. The information from the knowledge graph is used
as features between the query and entities. The document ranking evidence used in LeToR
research is used as features between entities and documents. Instead of treating the features about
query-entity and features about entity-document individually, EsdRank uses a latent-listwise
LeToR model, Latent-ListMLE. The model treats the entities as a latent layer between query and
documents, and learns how to handle the features between query, entities, and documents in one
unified procedure directly from document relevance judgments.
One major challenge in using external data is to find related entities for a query and documents. Several methods have been used by prior research [31, 105] and by our prior work
(Section 3.1), but it is not clear how each of them contributes to final performance. This section explores three popular methods to select related entities from external data, including query
annotation, entity search, and document annotation. To investigate their effectiveness, we apply
EsdRank with related entities generated by these methods on Freebase [13], and also the classic
medical controlled vocabulary, MeSH [1], which is also considered as a special domain knowledge graph with a smaller scale, in web search and medical search respectively. Experiments on
TREC Web Track and OHSUMED datasets show EsdRank’s significant effectiveness over stateof-the-art ranking baselines, especially when using entities from query annotations. Experiments
also show that the effectiveness not only comes from the additional information from external
data, but also our Latent-ListMLE model that uses it properly.
In the rest of this section, Section 3.2.1 discusses EsdRank, its Latent-ListMLE ranking
4

Chenyan Xiong and Jamie Callan. EsdRank: Connecting Query and Documents through External SemiStructured Data. In Proceedings of the 24th ACM International Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM 2015) [97].
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model, related entity selection, and features. The experimental methodology and evaluation
results are described in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively. The last part of this section
summarizes the contribution of EsdRank.

3.2.1

EsdRank

EsdRank is intended to be a general technique for using external semi-structured data to improve
ranking. External data elements are modeled as entities. An entity could be a term from another
corpus or a knowledge graph entity. The evidence from the query, external data, and the corpus
is incorporated as features to express the relationship between query, entity and document. A
ranking model is then learned to rank documents with these entities and evidence.
In the first part of this section, we propose a novel latent listwise learning to rank model,
Latent-ListMLE, as our ranking model. Latent-ListMLE handles the entities as a latent space
between query and documents. The evidence between query-entity and entity-document is naturally expressed as features connecting the query to the latent space, and then connecting latent
space to documents.
Prior research found that a major challenge in using external data is to find related entities [20,
31, 105]. In the second part of this section, we explore three popular related entity selection
methods used in prior research. In the final part of this section, we describe the features used to
connect query, entities and documents.
3.2.1.1

Latent-ListMLE

Given a query q and an initial set of retrieved documents D, a set of entities E =
{e1 , ..., ej , ..., em } related to q and D is produced by one of the related entity selection methods
as described in Section 3.2.1.2. Features that describe relationships between query q and entity
ej are denoted as vector vj . Features that describe relationships between entity ej and document
di are denoted as uij . The goal of Latent-ListMLE, like other learning to rank methods, is to rerank D, but with the help of the related entities E and feature vectors U = {u11 , ..., uij , .., unm }
and V = {v1 , ..., vj , ..., vm }.
Latent-ListMLE treats E as the latent space between q and D and uses V, U as features
to describe the relationships between query-entity, and entity-document. We will first revisit
ListMLE [96], the listwise learning to rank model which Latent-ListMLE is built upon. Then we
discuss the construction, learning, and ranking of Latent-ListMLE.
ListMLE Revisited
ListMLE defines the probability of a ranking (a list) being generated by a query in a parametric
model. Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to find parameters that maximize the
likelihood of the best ranking(s). However, the sample space of all possible rankings is the
permutation of all candidate documents D, which is too large. One contribution of ListMLE
is that it reduces the sample space by assuming the probability of a document being ranked at
position i is independent of those ranked at previous positions.
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Specifically, with a likelihood loss and a linear ranking model, ListMLE defines the probability of a document di being ranked at position i as:
exp(wT xi )
p(di |q, Si ) = Pn
,
T
k=i exp(w xk )

(3.6)

where Si = {di . . . dn } are the documents that were not ranked in positions 1 . . . i − 1, xi is the
query-document feature vector for di , and w is the parameter vector to learn.
~ of candidate documents.
Equation 3.7 defines the likelihood of a given ranking D
~ w) =
p(D|q;

n
Y
i=1

exp(wT xi )
Pn
.
T
k=i exp(w xk )

(3.7)

The parameter vector w is learned by maximizing the likelihood for all given queries qk and
~ ∗ given document relevance judgments:
their best rankings D
k
ŵ = arg max
w

Y
k

~ ∗ |qk ; w).
p(D
k

(3.8)

This is an unconstrained convex optimization problem that can be solved efficiently by gradient
methods.
Latent-ListMLE Construction
Latent-ListMLE extends ListMLE by adding a latent layer in the ranking generation process.
The latent layer contains related entities E as possible representations of the original query q.
~ is to first sample a
With the latent entities E, the ideal generation process of a ranking D
~ and then sample document ranking D
~ based on E.
~ However, this process
ranking of entities E,
is also impractical due to the huge sampling space. Similarly to ListMLE, we assume that the
probabilities of picking entities and documents at each position are independent with those at
previous positions. Thus, the generative process is redefined to be:
For each position from 1 to N:
1. Sample ej from multinomial distribution M ulti(E|q), with probability p(ej |q); and
2. Sample di from multinomial distribution M ulti(Si |ej ), with probability p(di |ej , Si ).
We further define:
exp(θT vj )
p(ej |q) = Pm
T
k=1 exp(θ vk )
exp(wT uij )
p(di |ej , Si ) = Pn
,
T
k=i exp(w ukj )

(3.9)
(3.10)

where vj is the query-entity feature vector for ej ; uij is the entity-document feature vector between di and ej ; m is the number of entities; and θ and w are the model parameters.
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In this generative process, the latent layer is the sampled entities produced by query q, and
the document ranking probability is conditioned on the sampled entities instead of the query.
With this extension, the probability of picking di at position i is:
p(di |q, Si ) =
=

m
X
j=1
m
X
j=1

p(di |ej , Si )p(ej |q)

(3.11)

exp(θT vj )
exp(wT uij )
Pn
P
m
T
T
k=i exp(w ukj )
k=1 exp(θ vk )

(3.12)

~ given q is:
and the probability of ranking D
~ w, θ) =
p(D|q;

n X
m
Y
i=1 j=1

p(di |ej , Si )p(ej |q).

(3.13)

Latent-ListMLE also uses query-document features by adding a ‘query node’ e0 to E that
represents query q. The features relating query q to e0 are set to 0, thus, e0 is the ‘origin point’
for related entities. The features relating e0 to documents are typical LeToR query-document
features. The combination of query-document features and entity-document features is done by
treating them as individual dimensions in U , and setting missing feature dimensions’ values to
zero. So the dimensions referring to entity-document similarities for the query node are set to
zero, and vice versa.
Our idea of representing the query via related entities (p(e|q)) is similar to query expansion.
In fact, if we use expansion terms as our related entities, and discard the document ranking
part, Latent-ListMLE becomes a supervised query expansion method. On the other hand, if we
only use the query node as the related entity, Latent-ListMLE is exactly the same as ListMLE.
The difference is that, in Latent-ListMLE, the connections from query to latent layer, and from
latent layer to documents are learned together in one unified procedure, which finds the best
combination of query representation (p(e|q)) and document ranking (p(d|e)) together, instead of
only focusing on one of them.
Learning
The parameters w and θ are learned using MLE with given queries and their best rankings. To
keep the notation clear, we present the derivation with one training query q, without loss of
generality.
~ ∗ derived from relevance labels, their log likeliFor a training query q and its best ranking D
hood is:
~ ∗ |q; w, θ) = log p(D
~ ∗ |q; w, θ)
l(D

n
m 
X
X
exp(wT uij )
exp(θT vj )
Pn
× Pm
.
=
log
Tu )
T
exp(w
kj
k=i
k=1 exp(θ vk )
i=1
j=1
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(3.14)
(3.15)

The goal of MLE is to find parameters w∗ , θ∗ such that:
~ ∗ |q; w, θ).
w∗ , θ∗ = arg max l(D

(3.16)

w,θ

Directly maximizing Equation 3.15 is difficult due to the summation of the latent variables
inside the log, thus we use the EM algorithm to solve this optimization problem.
The E step finds the posterior distribution of hidden variable ej for each ranking position
given the current parameters θold and wold .
π(ej |di , q) = p(ej |di , q; θold , wold )
p(di |ej , Si ; wold )p(ej |q; θold )
.
= Pm
k=1 p(di |ek , Si ; wold )p(ek |q; θold )
The M step maximizes the expected log complete likelihood.
~∗ ~
E(˜l) =Eπ(E|
~ D~∗ ,q) log p(D , E|q; w, θ)
n X
m
X
=
π(ej |di , q) log p(di |ej , Si )p(ej |q)
i=1 j=1

=

X
i,j

exp(θT vj )
exp(wT uij )
P
.
π(ej |di , q) log Pn
m
T
T
k=i exp(w ukj )
k=1 exp(θ vk )

We use gradient ascent to maximize the expectation. The gradients are:
Pn
T

∂E(˜l) X
k=i ukj exp w ukj
=
π(ej |di , q) uij − P
n
T
∂w
k=i exp w ukj
i,j
Pm
T

∂E(˜l) X
k=1 vk exp(θ vk )
.
=
π(ej |di , q) vj − P
m
T
∂θ
k=1 exp(θ vk )
i,j

(3.17)
(3.18)

The E step is very efficient with the closed form solution. The M step is an easy convex
optimization problem. Intuitively, the E step finds the best assignment of entity probabilities
under current parameters and best document rankings, thus transferring document relevance information to latent entities. The M step learns the best parameters that fit the entity probabilities
provided by the E step. EM iterations are guaranteed to improve the likelihood until convergence.
However, the overall optimization is not convex and has local optima. In practice, the local optima problem can be suppressed by repeating the training several times with random initial w
and θ, and using the result that converges to the largest likelihood.
Ranking
Given a learned model, a query, and an initial ranking, a new ranking is constructed by picking the
document that has the highest probability p(di |q, Si ) at each position from 1 to n. The complexity
of picking one document is O(nm), thus the total cost of ranking n documents with m related
entities is O(n2 m), which is slower than ListMLE’s O(n log n) ranking complexity. We can
restrict the number of documents n (e.g. 100) and related entities m (e.g. < 5) to maintain
reasonable efficiency.
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3.2.1.2

Related Entities

How to find related entities E given query q and documents D is important for using external
data. Many options have been proposed by prior research [31, 62, 77, 105], but it is not clear
which is the most reliable. This research studies the following three popular automatic methods
to find related entities.
Query Annotation selects the entities that directly appear in the query. Based on specific
entity types in the external data, one can choose corresponding techniques to ‘annotate’ them to
the query, for example, entity linking techniques [20] to find entities that appear in the query, or
all query terms when the entities are terms from an external corpus.
Entity Search selects the entities that are textually similar to the query. Search engines can
be used to find such entities. We can build an index for all the entities in external data, in which
each document is the textual data about the entity, for example, name, alias, description and
context words of an entity. Then textually similar entities can be retrieved by running the query
on the index.
Document Annotation selects the entities that appear in retrieved documents D. The terms
in retrieved documents have been widely used in query expansion. The entities that are annotated
to D were also useful in prior work [31]. This method introduces entities that are more indirectly
related to the query, such as ‘President of United States’ for the query ‘Obama family tree’. A
typical method to score and select entities from retrieved documents is the RM3 pseudo relevance
feedback model [54].
3.2.1.3

Features

Representing the relationship between query and related entities is the major focus of prior research in using external data. We explore the following query-entity features in EsdRank.
Features between Query and Entities
Entity Selection Score features are the scores produced by the entity selection step: Annotator
confidence, entity ranking score, and RM3 model score s(q, e).
Textual Similarity features cover the similarities between the query and the entity’s textual
fields. For example, one can use coordinate matches, BM25 scores, language model scores, and
sequential dependency model (SDM) scores between the query and the entity’s textual fields,
such as name, alias (if any) and descriptions if using entities.
Ontology Overlap features use the ontology, a common type of information for some external semi-structured datasets. When an ontology is available, one can build a multiclass classifier
that classifies the query into the ontology, and use the overlaps with the entity’s ontology as
features.
Entity Frequency is the number of documents in the corpus the entity appears in (e.g. term)
or is annotated to (e.g. entity). This feature is query independent and distinguishes frequent
entities from infrequent ones.
Similarity with Other Entities are the max and mean similarity of this entity’s name with
the other related entities’. These features distinguish entities that have similar names with other
related entities from those that do not.
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Features between Entities and Documents
In learning to rank, rich query-document ranking features, such as multiple retrieval algorithms
on different document fields, have been shown very important for ranking performance [59]. Our
entity-document features are similar to query-document features widely used in LeToR research.
But entities may have richer contents than queries, enabling a larger set of features.
Textual Similarity features measure the similarity of a document and an entity’s textual
fields. BM25, language model, SDM, coordinate match, and cosine similarity in the vector
space model are used to calculate similarities between all combinations of an entity’s textual
fields and a document’s fields. These retrieval models are applied by using the entity to ‘retrieve’
the document. The fusion of these similarity features provides multiple ways to express the
entity-document similarities for EsdRank.
Ontology Overlap features are the same as the ontology overlap features between query and
entity. The same multiclass classifier can be used to classify documents, and overlaps in the
entity’s and document’s top categories can be used as features.
Graph Connection features introduce information about the relationships in the external
data and document annotations. If such graph-like information is available, one can start from
the entity, traverse its relations, and record the number of annotated entities reached at each step
(usually within 2 steps) as features. These features model the ‘closeness’ of the entity and the
document’s annotations in the external data’s relationship graph.
Document Quality features are commonly used in learning to rank. We use classic document
quality features such as document length, URL length, spam score, the number of inlinks, stop
word fraction, and whether the document is from Wikipedia (web corpus only).

3.2.1.4

Discussion

EsdRank provides general guidance about how to use external semi-structured data in ranking.
When an external dataset is available, to use it in ranking, one can first use entity selection
methods to find related entities for each query, and then extract query-entity and entity-document
features. Although the detailed entity selection methods and features may vary for different
datasets, we list some common related entity selection methods and features that have been used
widely in prior research to start with. One can also derive new related entity selection methods
and features based on other available information.
Related entities and features are handled by our latent listwise LeToR model, LatentListMLE. It models the entities as the latent space. As a result, the evidence is decoupled into
a query-entity part and an entity-document part, which is easier to learn than mixed together (as
shown in Section 3.2.3.2). Instead of solely focusing on the query-entity part, or the document
ranking part, Latent-ListMLE learns them together using EM. Our experiments show that the
additional evidence from external data and Latent-ListMLE are both necessary for EsdRank’s
effectiveness.
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3.2.2

Experimental Methodology

EsdRank is intended to be a general method of using external semi-structured data, and experiments test it with two types of semi-structured data and search tasks: Web search using the
Freebase knowledge base, and medical search using the MeSH controlled vocabulary. The former uses a newer type of semi-structured data, a noisy corpus, and queries from web users;
the latter uses a classic form of semi-structured data, a clean corpus, and queries from domain
experts. Datasets and ranking features are determined by these two choices, as described below.
Data. Experiments on web search using Freebase were conducted with ClueWeb09-B and
ClueWeb12-B13, two web corpora used often in IR research. Each corpus contains about 50 million English web documents. The 2009-2013 TREC Web Tracks provided 200 queries with relevance assessments for ClueWeb09 and 50 queries with relevance assessments for ClueWeb12.
We used a snapshot of Freebase provided by Google on Oct 26th, 2014.5
Experiments on medical search using the MeSH controlled vocabulary were conducted with
the OHSUMED corpus, a medical corpus used often in IR research. It contains abstracts of
medical papers that are manually annotated with MeSH terms. The OHSUMED dataset includes
106 queries with relevance assessments. We used the 2014 MeSH dump provided by the U.S.
National Library of Medicine (NIH).6
Indexing and Base Retrieval Model. The ClueWeb and OHSUMED corpora were indexed
by the Indri search engine, using default stemming and stopwords. ClueWeb documents contain
title, body and inlink fields. OHSUMED documents contain title and body fields.
Freebase and MeSH also were indexed by Indri, with each entity treated as a document
containing its associated text fields (name, alias, description). Entities without descriptions were
discarded. Retrieval was done by Indri using its default settings.
Spam filtering is important for ClueWeb09. We removed the 70% spammiest documents
using Waterloo spam scores [27]. Prior research questions the value of spam filtering for
ClueWeb12 [31], thus we did not filter that dataset.
Related Entities. The three related entity generation methods in Section 3.2.1.2 are used:
Query annotation (AnnQ) was done by TagMe [38], one of the best systems in the Short
(Query) Track at the ERD14 workshop competition [20]. TagMe annotates the query with
Wikipedia page ids. Wikipedia page ids were mapped to Freebase entities using their Wikipedia
links and to MeSH controlled vocabulary terms using exact match.
Entity search (Osrch) was done with the Indri search engine for both external semistructured datasets. We investigated using Google’s Freebase Search API to search for Freebase
entities and PubMed’s MeSH query annotations to annotate MeSH entities. Neither was significantly better than Indri search or TagMe annotation. Thus, we only report results with public
solutions.
Google’s FACC1 dataset provided annotations of Freebase entities in ClueWeb documents7 [39]. The OHSUMED dataset contains MeSH annotations for each document. Document annotation (AnnD) entities are generated by first retrieving documents from the ClueWeb
or OHSUMED corpus, and then using the RM3 relevance model [54] to select annotated entities
5

https://developers.google.com/freebase/data
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/filelist.html
7
http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/
6
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Table 3.8: Query-Entity and Entity-Document Features. ‘Web’ and ‘Medical’ list the feature
dimensions in each corpus. ‘Field combinations’ refers to combinations of an entity’s and a
document’s fields. An entity’s fields include name, alias, description, query minus name, query
minus alias, and query minus description. ClueWeb documents (for Fb) contain title, body and
inlink fields. OSHUMED documents (for MeSH) contain title and body fields.
Query-Entity Feature
Score from Query Annotation
Score from Entity Search
Score from Document Annotation
Language model of entity’s description
SDM of entity’s description
BM25 of entity’s description
Coordinate match of entity’s text fields
Top 3 categories overlap
Entity’s idf in corpus’s annotation
Similarity with other entities
Total Dimensions
Entity-Document Feature
Language model of field combinations
SDM of field combinations
Cosine correlation of field combinations
Coordinate match of field combinations
BM25 of field combinations
Top 3 cateogories overlap
Is annotated to document
Connected in graph at 1,2 hop
Total Dimensions

Web
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
13
Web
18
18
18
18
18
1
1
2
94

Medical
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
13
Medical
12
12
12
12
12
1
1
0
62

from these documents.
Thus, the experiments consider query annotation (EsdRank-AnnQ), entity search
(EsdRank-Osrch) and document annotation (EsdRank-AnnD) methods to select related entities.
Feature Extraction. We extract features described in Section 3.2.1.3. Our feature lists are
shown in Tables 3.8–3.9.
For entity-document text similarity features, each entity field is dynamically expanded with
a virtual field that contains any query terms that the field does not contain. For example, given
an entity with name ‘Barack Obama’ and query ‘Obama family tree’, the text ‘family tree’ is
added to the entity as a virtual field called ‘query minus name’. Similar expansion is performed
for ‘query minus alias’ and ‘query minus description’ fields. As a result, Latent-ListMLE also
knows which part of the query is not covered by an entity. This group of features is very important
for long queries, in order to make sure documents only related to a small fraction of the query
are not promoted too much.
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Table 3.9: Query-Document and document quality features used by EsdRank and learning to
rank baselines. ‘Web’ and ‘Medical’ indicate the number of features in each corpus.
Feature
Language model of doc’s fields
SDM of doc’s fields
Cosine correlation of doc’s fields
Coordinate match of doc’s fields
BM25 of doc’s fields
Spam Score
Number of inlinks
Stop word fraction
URL length
Document length
Is Wikipedia
Total Dimensions

Web
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
21

Medical
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
12

The ontology features use the linear multiclass SVM implementation of SVMLight [48] as
the classifier. The Freebase classes are the 100 most frequent (in the FACC1 annotation) bottom
categories in Freebase’s two-level ontology tree. The classes for MeSH are all of the top level
categories in MeSH’s ontology. The training data is the descriptions of entities in each class.
Entities are classified by their descriptions. Documents are classified by their texts. Queries are
classified using voting by the top 100 documents that Indri retrieves for them [16]. The accuracy
of Multiclass SVM in cross-validating on training data is above 70%.
The graph connection features between Freebase entities and ClueWeb documents are calculated using Freebase’s knowledge graph. We treat all edges the same, leaving further exploration
of edge type to future work. We only use the reachable at zero hop for OHSUMED, that is
whether the MeSH term is annotated to the document.
Evaluation Metrics. We use ERR@20 and NDCG@20, which are the main evaluation
metrics in the TREC Web Track ad hoc task. Besides these two metrics that focus on the top
part of the ranking, we also use MAP@100, which considers the quality over the entire reranked
section.
Statistical Significance was tested by the permutation test (Fisher’s randomization test) with
p-value < 0.05, which is a common choice in IR tasks.
Hyper-Parameters and Training. We follow standards in prior work to set hyperparameters. The number of documents retrieved and re-ranked is set to 100. The same set of
documents is used to generate document annotation AnnD. All supervised ranking models are
evaluated on the testing folds in 10-fold cross validation. Cross-validation partitioning is done
randomly and kept the same for all experiments. To suppress the local optima problem, in each
cross-validation fold Latent-ListMLE is trained ten times with random initialization. The training result with the largest likelihood on training data is used for testing. In order to maintain
reasonable ranking efficiency and avoid too many noisy entities, the number of related entities
from AnnD and Osrch are restricted to at most 3. This restriction does not change AnnQ as
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none of our queries has more than 3 annotations.
Baselines. The first baseline is the Sequential Dependency Model (SDM) [70] approach which
is widely recognized as a strong baseline. For ClueWeb datasets, we find that Dalton et al’s SDM
results obtained with Galago8 are stronger than our SDM results obtained with Indri, thus we
use their SDM results as a baseline. We also use EQFE rankings provided by them as the second
baseline on ClueWeb data sets. On OHSUMED, we use the Indri query language to obtain SDM
results. EQFE is not included for OHSUMED as it is specially designed for knowledge bases.
The third and fourth baselines are two state-of-the-art learning to rank baselines: RankSVM
(pairwise) [49] and ListMLE (listwise) [96]. Their features are shown in Table 3.9 and are
trained and tested exactly the same as EsdRank.
Three of our baseline algorithms were used widely in prior research; the fourth (EQFE) is
included because it has important similarities to EsdRank. We could have included other methods
that use external data, for example, Wikipedia for query expansion [15, 105], Wikipedia as one
resource for query formulations [10], and MeSH as an alternate document representation [66].
These methods mainly focus on using external data to better represent the query; they rank
documents with unsupervised retrieval models. In recent TREC evaluations, supervised LeToR
systems that use rich ranking features have shown much stronger performance than unsupervised
retrieval systems. Thus, we mainly compare with LeToR models with document ranking features,
e.g., those in Table 3.9, which we believe are the strongest baselines available now.

3.2.3

Evaluation Results

This section first presents experimental results about EsdRank’s overall accuracy. Then it investigates the effectiveness of our Latent-ListMLE model, together with the influence of
related entity quality on EsdRank’s performance.
3.2.3.1

Overall Performance

Tables 3.10a, 3.10b, and 3.10c show the retrieval accuracy of several baseline methods and three
versions of EsdRank on ClueWeb09, ClueWeb12, and OHSUMED datasets. The three variants
of EsdRank differ only in how related entities are selected. †, ‡, § and ¶ indicate statistical
significance over SDM, RankSVM, ListMLE and EQFE. The change relative to ListMLE is
shown in parentheses. Win/Tie/Loss is the number of queries improved, unchanged or damaged as compared to ListMLE by ERR@20. The best performing method according to each
evaluation metric is marked bold.
On all three data sets, the best EsdRank methods outperform all baselines on all metrics.
The gain over ListMLE varies from 3.33% (OHSUMED, MAP@100) to 21.85% (ClueWeb09,
ERR@20), with 5–7% being typical. We note that ListMLE is a very strong baseline; there is
little prior work that provides statistically significant gains of this magnitude over ListMLE on
the ClueWeb datasets. These improvements show the effectiveness of external data in ranking,
which is EsdRank’s only difference with ListMLE.
On ClueWeb data sets, all three versions of EsdRank outperform EQFE, and the best performing version improves over EQFE by 10%-30%. Both EQFE and EsdRank use Freebase
8

http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/eqfe/runs/
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Table 3.10: Performance of EsdRank. AnnQ, Osrch and AnnD refer to the entity selection
methods: Query annotation, entity search and document annotation. Relative changes compared
to ListMLE are shown in parentheses. Win/Tie/Loss is the number of queries improved, unchanged or hurt, compared to ListMLE. †, ‡, § and ¶ show statistic significance over SDM† ,
RankSVM‡ , ListMLE§ and EQFE¶ . The best method for each evaluation metric is marked
bold. SDM scores are from Dalton et al. [31] which is a highly-tuned Galago implementation and
performs better than Indri’s SDM in Table 3.2.
(a) ClueWeb09

Method
SDM
EQFE
RankSVM
ListMLE
EsdRank-AnnQ
EsdRank-Osrch
EsdRank-AnnD

MAP@100
0.375
0.364
0.352†
0.410†,‡,¶
0.437†,‡,§,¶
0.397†,‡,¶
0.403†,‡,¶

NDCG@20
0.214
0.213
0.193†
0.221†,‡
0.237†,‡,§,¶
0.219†,‡
0.221†,‡

ERR@20
0.135
(−13.52%)
0.139
(−11.21%)
0.147
(−6.10%)
†
0.156
–
†,‡,§,¶
0.190
(21.85%)
0.155†
(−0.75%)
†,¶
0.167
(6.70%)

Win/Tie/Loss
75/30/95
77/27/96
59/37/104
–
88/42/70
71/47/82
75/36/89

(b) ClueWeb12

Method
SDM
EQFE
RankSVM
ListMLE
EsdRank-AnnQ
EsdRank-Osrch
EsdRank-AnnD

MAP@100
0.293
0.319
0.383†
0.397†,¶
0.410†,¶
0.391†,¶
0.440†,‡,§,¶

NDCG@20
0.126
0.146†
0.161†
0.174†,¶
0.181†,¶
0.167†
0.186†,‡,§,¶

ERR@20
0.091
(−25.66%)
0.106
(−13.61%)
0.114
(−7.48%)
†
0.123
–
†,‡,§,¶
0.133
(8.39%)
0.121†
(−1.26%)
0.132†,¶
(7.67%)

Win/Tie/Loss
18/7/25
17/7/26
16/13/21
–
20/12/18
22/10/18
24/14/12

(c) OHSUMED

Method
SDM
RankSVM
ListMLE
EsdRank-AnnQ
EsdRank-Osrch
EsdRank-AnnD

MAP@100
0.413
0.396
0.414
0.428‡,§
0.427‡,§
0.416

NDCG@20
0.332
0.336
0.343
0.355†,‡,§
0.347
0.342

ERR@20
0.453
(−6.14%)
0.453
(−6.12%)
0.483
–
†,‡,§
0.511
(5.77%)
‡
0.489
(1.29%)
0.500†,‡
(3.59%)

Win/Tie/Loss
38/11/57
43/14/49
–
56/16/34
44/17/45
44/20/42

as external data and learning to rank models to rank documents. The features between query
and entity in EsdRank are very similar with those used in EQFE. Why does EsdRank perform
better than EQFE?
One difference is in the entity-document features. EQFE uses the language model or SDM
score between an entity’s textual fields and the whole document to connect the entity to the
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document, while EsdRank uses a much larger feature set (Table 3.8). The entity-document
features in Table 3.8 provide multiple different views of entity-document relevancy, which has
been shown very effective in LeToR research [59]. More entity-document features also better
propagate document relevance judgments to latent entities in Latent-ListMLE’s EM training
procedure, and help it learn better weights for query-entity features. We have tried EsdRank
with only language model scores between an entity’s textual fields and the document as entitydocument features, however, results with this smaller feature set are no better than EQFE. In
Section 3.2.3.2, our second experiment also shows that our Latent-ListMLE model is another
essential factor for EsdRank’s performance with its ability to handle features in the two parts
properly.
On ClueWeb09 and OHSUMED, query annotation (EsdRank-AnnQ) performs the best
with statistically significant improvements on almost all evaluations over all baselines, indicating query annotation is still the most effective in finding reliable entities. On ClueWeb12,
EsdRank-AnnQ also outperforms all baselines, although less statistical significance is observed
due to fewer training queries (only 50). It is interesting to see that EsdRank-AnnD performs
better than EsdRank-AnnQ on ClueWeb12. This is consistent with results of EQFE [31], showing that FACC1 annotation might be of better quality for ClueWeb12 queries than ClueWeb09
queries. EsdRank-Osrch performs the worst on all three data sets. The reason is that entity search provides related entities that might be textually similar to the query, but are actually
noise. The ranking models designed to rank document use assumptions that may not be suitable
for entities, leaving room for improvement in future research.
The different effectiveness of EsdRank with different related entity selection methods shows
the importance of related entity quality. It is also well recognized as one of the most essential
factors in determining the usefulness of external data in prior research [20, 32, 62] (Section 3.1).
In Section 3.2.3.3, our third experiment studies the correlation between related entities’ quality
and EsdRank’s performance.
3.2.3.2

Effectiveness of Latent-ListMLE

To investigate the effectiveness of Latent-ListMLE, in this experiment, we compare it with
ListMLE, using the same external evidence, but with features generated by feature engineering
techniques similar to those in Dalton et al. [31].
Formally, for each query q and document di pair, we have entities {e1 , ..., ej , ..., em }, queryentity features V = {v1 , ..., vj , ...., vm } and entity-document features Ui = {ui1 , ..., uij , ...., uim }.
Let |u| and |v| be the feature dimensions for query-entity features and entity-document features.
We generate |u| × |v| features xi = {xi (1, 1), ..., xi (k1 , k2 ), ..., xi (|u|, |v|)} by enumerating all
combination of features in Ui and
P V . The combination of k1 -th feature in V and k2 -th feature
Ui is defined as: xi (k1 , k2 ) =
j vj (k1 ) × uij (k2 ), the summation of corresponding features
over all possible related entities. One may notice that if we only use language model scores as
entity-document features, this set up is exactly the same as EQFE. We name these ‘flat’ features
in comparison with Latent-ListMLE’s latent space model.
We put these ‘flat’ features into ListMLE and use the same training-testing procedure to
evaluate them on our datasets. Evaluation results are shown in Table 3.11. ListMLE-AnnQ,
ListMLE-Osrch and ListMLE-AnnD refer to the flat model with features from related en45

Table 3.11: Performance of ListMLE with flat features derived from external data. AnnQ,
Osrch and AnnD refer to entity selection methods: Query annotation, entity search and document annotation. Relative changes and Win/Tie/Loss are compared to ListMLE. O and H indicate statistic significantly weaker performance compared to ListMLE and EsdRank (which
uses the same information but Latent-ListMLE).
(a) ClueWeb09

Method
ListMLE-AnnQ
ListMLE-Osrch
ListMLE-AnnD

MAP@100
0.389H (−4.96%)
0.331O,H (−19.33%)
0.357O,H (−12.79%)

NDCG@20
0.208H (−5.88%)
0.168O,H (−23.79%)
0.197O,H (−10.63%)

ERR@20
0.170H
(8.99%)
0.127O,H (−18.34%)
0.155
(−0.61%)

(b) ClueWeb12

Method
ListMLE-AnnQ
ListMLE-Osrch
ListMLE-AnnD

MAP@100
0.355H (−10.71%)
0.368
(−7.43%)
0.337O,H (−15.06%)

NDCG@20
0.137O,H (−21.04%)
0.154 (−11.32%)
0.149O,H (−14.38%)

ERR@20
0.098O,H (−20.37%)
0.105 (−14.39%)
0.098O,H (−20.65%)

(c) OSHUMED

Method
ListMLE-AnnQ
ListMLE-Osrch
ListMLE-AnnD

MAP@100
0.388O,H (−6.13%)
0.400H (−3.37%)
0.397O,H (−4.12%)

NDCG@20
0.323O,H (−5.64%)
0.323O,H (−5.58%)
0.339 (−1.14%)

ERR@20
0.444O,H (−7.94%)
0.445O,H (−7.84%)
0.494
(2.43%)

tities selected by query annotation, entity search and document annotation respectively. Relative
performance (in brackets) and Win/Tie/loss values are compared with ListMLE, which uses
the same model but query-document features. O indicates significantly worse performance than
ListMLE in the permutation test (p < 0.05). H indicates significantly worse performance compared to the corresponding version of EsdRank. For example, ListMLE-AnnQ is significantly
worse than EsdRank-AnnQ if marked by H.
Most times these flat features hurt performance, with significant drops compared to
ListMLE and corresponding EsdRank versions. Even on ClueWeb09, where the most training
data is available, it is typical for flat features to perform more than 10% worse than EsdRank.
These results demonstrate the advantage of using a latent space learning to rank model instead of
a flat model to handle external evidence: By modeling related entities as hidden variables in latent space, Latent-ListMLE naturally separates query-entity and entity-document evidence,
and uses the EM algorithm to propagate document level training data to the entity level. As a
result, Latent-ListMLE avoids feature explosion or confusing machine learning algorithms
with highly correlated features, while still only requiring document relevance judgments.
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Table 3.12: The performances of EsdRank’s variants when they agree or differ with other variants, combined from three data sets. ‘Agree’ is defined by at least one overlap in related entities.
Relative gain, Win/Tie/Loss and statistical significance § are compared with ListMLE on corresponding queries. The best relative gains for each variant are marked bold.
(a) EsdRank-AnnQ

Versus
AnnD
Osrch

Group
Agree
Differ
Agree
Differ

MAP@100
0.541§ (14.80%)
0.390 (0.90%)
0.495§ (7.10%)
0.393 (3.75%)

NDCG@20
0.299§ (12.89%)
0.252 (2.45%)
0.328§ (6.69%)
0.227§ (4.28%)

ERR@20
0.254§ (24.18%)
0.286§ (8.14%)
0.347§ (7.53%)
0.238§ (15.31%)

Win/Tie/Loss
54/14/26
110/56/96
74/17/39
90/53/83

ERR@20
0.210 (0.08%)
0.258 (0.45%)
0.340§ (5.37%)
0.198 (−4.08%)

Win/Tie/Loss
29/9/21
108/65/124
72/16/42
65/58/103

ERR@20
0.233§ (11.41%)
0.267 (3.92%)
0.248§ (21.19%)
0.266 (0.47%)

Win/Tie/Loss
30/7/22
113/63/121
50/12/32
93/58/111

(b) EsdRank-Osrch

Versus
AnnD
AnnQ

Group
Agree
Differ
Agree
Differ

MAP@100
0.490 (1.81%)
0.388 (−1.70%)
0.482§ (4.41%)
0.361 (−4.81%)

NDCG@20
0.287 (1.66%)
0.243 (−0.56%)
0.320§ (4.02%)
0.210 (−3.53%)

(c) EsdRank-AnnD

Versus
Osrch
AnnQ

3.2.3.3

Group
Agree
Differ
Agree
Differ

MAP@100
0.504 (4.71%)
0.394 (−0.28%)
0.527§ (11.69%)
0.371 (−4.12%)

NDCG@20
0.292 (3.49%)
0.244 (0.09%)
0.285§ (7.74%)
0.241 (−1.99%)

Influence of Related Entity Quality

Prior research [20, 32, 62] (Section 3.1) and our evaluation results on EsdRank with different
related entities all indicate the great influence of selected entities’ quality on ranking accuracy.
The third experiment further studies its influence on EsdRank’s performance. Although directly
measuring the quality is hard due to the lack of entity level labels, we can indirectly characterize
the quality by comparing the related entities selected by different methods, with the hypothesis
that entities selected by multiple entity selectors are more likely to have higher quality.
For each variant of EsdRank, queries were divided into two groups (Agree, Differ)
based on whether the query had at least one related entity in common with another variant.
The two groups were compared using the same methodology reported earlier. The results are
summarized in Table 3.12. Each row is the performance of one variant (first column), divided
by overlaps with another variant (second column). Relative gains, Win/Tie/Loss, and statistical
significance (§) are calculated based on comparison with ListMLE. Results for ClueWeb09,
ClueWeb12, and OSHUMED queries are combined because their trends are similar.
The two groups clearly perform differently. On queries with common entities (Agree),
EsdRank is much more effective. For example, when the less effective AnnD and Osrch entity
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selectors agree with the more effective AnnQ selector, they both outperform ListMLE with
statistical significance. When they differ, they may be worse than ListMLE. Although AnnQ
is the most effective individual method, its performance is further improved when it agrees with
AnnD, outperforming ListMLE by more than 10% on all metrics. This level of improvement is
close to the gains reported by Liu et al. [62] with manual query annotations.
The results also show that EsdRank behaves predictably. When simple entity selectors
agree, EsdRank is more likely to improve retrieval quality; when they disagree, the search
engine can simply retreat to ListMLE.
Finding related entities for query and document is still an open problem in the literature.
In the SIGIR ERD’14 workshop [20], many teams built their query annotators upon TagMe
and obtained about 60% accuracy. It is still not clear how to adapt full-text retrieval models
to perform better entity search. Document annotation can be done with very high precision
but there is still room to improve recall, even on the widely used Google FACC1 annotations.
Some prior research questions whether current Freebase query annotation is too noisy to be useful [32, 62]. With the help of features between query, entity and document, Latent-ListMLE
is able to improve retrieval accuracy even when entity selection is noisy. As researchers improve the quality of entity search and annotation, producing less noisy entities, we would expect
Latent-ListMLE’s ranking accuracy to improve further.

3.2.4

EsdRank Summary

EsdRank is a general method of using external semi-structured data in modern LeToR systems.
It uses objects from external data, which are entities in this work but can also be words, as
an interlingua between query and documents. Query-entity and entity-document relationships
are expressed as features. Latent-ListMLE treats entities as latent layers between query and
document, and learns how to use evidence between query, entities and documents in one unified
procedure. This general method can be applied to a variety of semi-structured resources, and is
easily trained using ordinary query-document relevance judgments.
Experiments with two rather different types of knowledge graphs – a classic controlled vocabulary and a modern general domain knowledge graph – and three well-known datasets show
that EsdRank provides statistically significant improvements over several state-of-the-art ranking
baselines.
Experiments with the single-layer LeToR model, which uses exactly the same information
but expressed by ‘flat’ features, show much weaker performance than Latent-ListMLE. This
result confirms the advantage of separating evidence about query-entity and entity-document
relationships with the latent space, instead of mixing them together. The single-layer approach
may result in a large and highly correlated feature space, which is hard for machine learning
models to deal with.
Finding related entities for query and documents is an important step for using external data in
ranking. EsdRank is tested with three popular related entity selection methods: query annotation,
entity search, and document annotation. The evaluation results demonstrate the essential effect of
related entity quality on ranking accuracy, and suggest that query annotation is the most reliable
source for related entities. Section 3.3 further discusses our work in finding related information
from knowledge graphs for queries with entity search.
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3.3

Learning to Rank Related Entities

Previous studies in this chapter demonstrate the influence of related entities’ quality to knowledge
based information retrieval systems’ performance. However, entity linking and entity search are
both on-going research topics themselves. There is a huge room to improve in both techniques
in order to acquire better entities to represent query.
This section presents our research about using entity search to find better related entities9 .
Prior state-of-the-arts represent each entity as a structured document by grouping RDF triples
of an entity in knowledge base into fields [3, 112] or a tree [64]. Then entities can be retrieved
by conventional document retrieval algorithms such as BM25, query likelihood, or sequential
dependency models. However, the problem is far from solved. The current P@10 of prior stateof-the-art [112] is at most 25%, introducing much noise to our ranking systems. This work
studies whether it is possible to utilize supervision to improve entity search accuracy. We represent entities following the previous state-of-the-art’s multi-field representations [112], extract
text similarity features for query-entity pairs, and use learning to rank models trained on entity
level relevance judgments to rank entities.
Experimental results on an entity search test collection based on DBpedia [3] confirm that
learning to rank is as powerful for entity ranking as for document ranking, and significantly
improves the previous state-of-the-art. The results also indicate that learning to rank models
with text similarity features are especially effective on keyword queries.

3.3.1

Related Work in Entity Search

Ad-hoc entity search was originally a task widely studied in the semantic web community, and
recently draws attentions from information retrieval researchers as knowledge bases became popular. A major challenge discovered in previous entity search research is how to represent the entities. In knowledge bases, there are many kinds of information available for each entity, stored by
RDF triples with different types of predicates. Recently Neumayer et al. found it more effective
to just group the facts into two fields: title (name) and content (all others), and use standard field
based document retrieval models such as BM25F and fielded language model [74]. Balog and
Neumayer later produced a test collection that combines various previous entity search benchmarks, with different search tasks including single entity retrieval, entity list retrieval, and natural
language question answering [3]. They also provide thorough experimental studies of baselines.
Their experiment results demonstrate that in ad-hoc entity search, it is effective to combine entities’ facts into fields of virtual documents, treat entity search as a document retrieval problem,
and apply field based document retrieval models.
More recently, Zhiltsov et al. introduce the widely used fielded sequential dependence model
(FSDM) to entity search [112]. They combine entities’ facts into five manually defined fields.
The five-fielded representation groups entities’ RDF triples more structurally than only using a
name field and a body field, and is also not too complex for learning to rank models to learn.
9

Jing Chen, Chenyan Xiong, and Jamie Callan. An Empirical Study of Learning to Rank for Entity Search.
In Proceedings of the 39th International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information
Retrieval (SIGIR 2016) [22]. This work was done by collaborating with Jing Chen, a master student in MIIS
program, through her first semester Directed Study, which I co-advised.
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FSDM achieves the state-of-the-arts with FSDM on multiple entity search benchmarks, especially on keyword queries [112]. On natural language question queries, Lu et al. shows that it
is more effective to keep the original graph structure of knowledge bases as question queries are
more complex than short keyword queries [64]. They parse the question into a tree structure,
and finds the answer by mapping the parsed question tree to entity’s facts, very similar to knowledge based question-answer technique (OpenQA) [6, 107]. As our focus is more on keyword
queries, this work follows ad-hoc entity search methods [3, 112] and introduces the widely used
and effective learning to rank techniques from document ranking to entity search.
Another related work is Schuhmacher et al. [85], in which the authors propose a new task of
ranking entities specially for web queries, from web search’s point of view. They use learning
to rank model to rank the entities that are annotated to top retrieved documents for a web query,
instead of retrieving entities directly from the knowledge base. In this way, it is not directly
comparable with prior work about entity search.

3.3.2

Learning to Rank Entities

The first question in entity search is how to represent entities. We follow Zhiltsov et al. [112]
and group RDF triples into five fields: Name, which contains the entity’s names; Cat, which
contains its categories; Attr, which contains all attributes except name; RelEn, which includes
the names of its neighbor entities; and SimEn, which contains its aliases. We only include RDF
triples whose predicates are among the top 1,000 most frequent in DBpedia in the fields [3].
In state-of-the-art learning to rank systems for document ranking, most features are the
scores of common unsupervised ranking algorithms applied to different document representations (fields). The different ranking algorithms and representations provide different views of the
relevance of the document to the query. The multiple perspectives represented by these features
are the backbone of any learning to rank system.
This approach can be applied to entity search by extracting features for query-entity pairs.
We use the following ranking algorithms on each of an entity’s five fields: Language model
with Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 2500), BM25 (default parameters), coordinate match,
cosine correlation, and sequential dependency model (SDM). We also include Zhiltsov et al’s. [112] fielded sequential dependency model (FSDM)
score for the full document as a feature. As a result, there are in total 26 features as listed in
Table 3.14.
With features extracted for all query-entity pairs, all learning to rank models developed
for ranking documents can be used to rank entities. We use two widely-used LeToR models:
RankSVM, which is an SVM-based pairwise method, and Coordinate Accent, which is a
gradient-based listwise method that directly optimizes mean average precision (MAP). Both of
these LeToR algorithms are robust and effective on a variety of datasets.

3.3.3

Experimental Methodology

This section describes our experiment methodology in studying the effectiveness of learning to
rank in entity search.
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Table 3.13: Entity Search Query Sets.
Query Set
SemSearch ES
ListSearch
INEX-LD
QALD-2

Queries
130
115
100
140

Search Task
Retrieve one entity
Retrieve a list of entities
Mixed keyword queries
Natural language questions

Table 3.14: Query-Entity features used in Learning to Rank Entity.
Features
FSDM
SDM on all fields
BM25 on all fields
Language model on all fields
Coordinate match on all fields
Cosine on all fields

Dimension
1
5
5
5
5
5

Dataset: Our experiments are conducted on the entity search test collection provided by
Balog and Neumayer [3], which others also have used for research on entity retrieval [64, 112].
The dataset has 485 queries with relevance judgments on entities from DBpedia version 3.7.
These queries come from seven previous competitions and are merged into four groups based on
their search tasks [112]. Table 3.13 lists the four query groups used in our experiments.
Base Retrieval Model: We use the fielded sequential dependency model
(FSDM) as the base retrieval model to enable direct comparison to prior work [112]. All learning
to rank methods are used to rerank the top 100 entities per query retrieved by FSDM, as provided
by Zhiltov et al. [112].
Ranking Models: RankSVM implementation is provided by SVMLight toolkit10 .
Coordinate Ascent implementation is provided by RankLib11 . Both methods are trained
and tested using five fold cross validation. We use linear kernel in RankSVM. For each fold,
hyper-parameters are selected by another five fold cross validation on the training partitions
only. The ‘c’ of RankSVM is selected from range 1 − 100 using step size of 1. The number of
random restarts and iterations of Coordinate Ascent are selected from range 1 − 10 and
10 − 50 respectively using step size of 1.
Baselines: The main baseline is FSDM, the state-of-the-art for the benchmark dataset [112].
We also include SDM-CA and MLM-CA results as they perform well in this test collection [112].
Evaluation Metrics: All methods are evaluated by MAP@100, P@10, and P@20 following
previous work [112]. We also report NDCG@20 because it provides more details. Statistical
significance tests are performed by Fisher Randomization (permutation) tests with p < 0.05.
10
11

https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html
http://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
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Figure 3.2: Query level relative performance in four query groups. X-axis lists all queries,
ordered by relative performance. Y-axis is the relative performance of RankSVM comparing
with FSDM in NDCG@20. Positive value indicates improvement and negative value indicates
loss.

3.3.4

Evaluation Results

We first present experimental results for learning to rank on entity search. Then we provide
analysis of the importance of features and fields, and the influence of different query tasks on
LeToR models.

3.3.4.1

Overall Performance

The ranking performances of learning to rank models are listed in Table 3.15. We present results
separately for each query group and also combine the query groups together, shown in the All
section of Table 3.15. Relative performances over FSDM are shown in parenthesis. †, ‡, § indicate
statistical significance over SDM-CA, MLM-CA, and FSDM respectively. The best performing
method for each metric is marked bold. Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries improved,
unchanged and hurt, also compared with FSDM.
The results demonstrate the power of learning to rank for entity search. On all query sets and
all evaluation metrics, both learning methods outperform FSDM, defining a new state-of-the-art in
entity search. The overall improvements on all queries can be as large as 8%. On SemSearch
ES, ListSearch and INEX-LD, where the queries are keyword queries like ‘Charles Darwin’, LeToR methods show significant improvements over FSDM. However, on QALD-2, whose
queries are questions such as ‘Who created Wikipedia’, simple text similarity features are not as
strong.
Similar trends are also found in individual query performances. Figure 3.2 compares the
best learning method, RankSVM, with FSDM at each query. The x-axis lists all queries, ordered
by relative performance. The y-axis is the relative performance of RankSVM over FSDM on
NDCG@20. On keyword queries more than half queries are improved while only about a quarter
of queries are hurt. On questions (QALD-2), about the same number of queries are improved
and hurt. A more effective method of handling natural question queries is developed recently by
Lu et al. in which queries are parsed using question-answering techniques [64]. That method
achieves 0.25 in P@10, but performs worse than FSDM on keyword queries. Section 3.3.4.3
further studies the influence of query types on entity-ranking accuracy.
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Table 3.15: Performance of learning to rank methods on entity search. Relative improvements
over FSDM are shown in parentheses. Win/Tie/Loss show the number of queries improved, unchanged and hurt, comparing with FSDM. All section combines the evaluation results of the
other four sections. †, ‡, § indicate statistical significance over SDM-CA, MLM-CA, and FSDM
respectively. The best method for each metric is marked bold.

SDM-CA
MLM-CA
FSDM
RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

MAP@100
0.254
0.320†
0.386†‡
0.410†‡§
0.396†‡

P@10
0.202
0.250†
0.286†‡
0.304†‡§
0.295†‡

SDM-CA
MLM-CA
FSDM
RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

MAP@100
0.197
0.190
0.203
0.224†‡§
0.225†‡§

P@10
0.252
0.252
0.256
0.303†‡§
0.300†‡§

SDM-CA
MLM-CA
FSDM
RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

MAP@100
0.117‡
0.102
0.111‡
0.126‡§
0.121‡§

P@10
0.258
0.238
0.263‡
0.282‡
0.275‡

SDM-CA
MLM-CA
FSDM
RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

MAP@100
0.184
0.152
0.195‡
0.197‡
0.208‡

P@10
0.106
0.103
0.136†‡
0.136†‡
0.141†‡

SDM-CA
MLM-CA
FSDM
RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

MAP@100
0.192
0.196
0.231†‡
0.246†‡§
0.245†‡§

P@10
0.198
0.206
0.231†‡
0.251†‡§
0.248†‡§

SemSearch ES
P@20
NDCG@20
0.148
0.355
(-29.5%)
†
†
0.178
0.443
(-12.0%)
†‡
†‡
0.203
0.503
0.213†‡§ 0.527†‡§
(+4.7%)
0.206†‡
0.511†‡
(+1.5%)
ListSearch
P@20
NDCG@20
0.202
0.296
(+1.7%)
0.192
0.275
(-5.3%)
0.203
0.291
†‡§
†‡§
0.235
0.332
(+14.3%)
†‡§
†‡§
0.229
0.328
(+12.9%)
INEX-LD
P@20
NDCG@20
0.199
0.284
(-0.9%)
0.190
0.261
(-8.8%)
†‡
‡
0.214
0.287
†‡§
†‡§
0.231
0.317
(+10.6%)
0.224†‡
0.306†‡§
(+6.7%)
QALD-2
P@20
NDCG@20
0.090
0.244‡
(-6.8%)
0.084
0.206
(-21.3%)
‡
‡
0.111
0.262
†‡
‡
0.113
0.266
(+1.6%)
0.115†‡ 0.278‡
(+5.9%)
All
P@20
NDCG@20
0.155
0.294
(-13.1%)
0.157
0.297
(-12.1%)
0.179†‡
0.339†‡
†‡§
†‡§
0.193
0.362
(+7.0%)
†‡§
†‡§
0.189
0.358
(+5.7%)
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Win/Tie/Loss
26/15/89
30/32/68
65/27/38
48/32/50
Win/Tie/Loss
55/23/37
39/28/48
61/23/31
62/21/32
Win/Tie/Loss
43/7/50
34/13/53
55/9/36
53/7/40
Win/Tie/Loss
36/66/38
17/78/45
31/74/35
40/71/29
Win/Tie/Loss
160/111/214
120/151/214
212/133/140
203/131/151

(a) Influence of fields

(b) Influence of feature groups

Figure 3.3: The contribution of fields and feature groups to RankSVM’s performance. X-axis
lists the fields or feature groups. Y-axis is the relative NDCG@20 difference between RankSVM
used with all fields or feature groups and without corresponding field or feature group. Larger
values indicate more contribution.
3.3.4.2

Field and Feature Study

The second experiment studies the contribution of fields and feature groups to learning to rank
models. For each field or feature group, we compare the accuracy of models when used without
field or features from that group to those with all features. The change in accuracy indicates
the contribution of the corresponding field or feature group. The field and feature studies for
RankSVM are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b respectively. The x-axis is the field or feature
group studied. The y-axis is the performance difference between the two conditions (All versus
held out). Larger values indicate greater contributions. Figure 3.3a organizes features by the
fields they are extracted from, including Name, Cat, Attr, RelEn, and SimEn. Figure 3.3b
organizes features into five groups, with one retrieval model per group. SDM related contains
FSDM and SDM scores as they are very correlated.
Figure 3.3a shows that RankSVM favors different fields for different query sets. The Name
field is useful for ListSearch and QALD-2, but does not contribute much to the other two
query sets. RelEn provides the most gain to keyword queries, but is not useful at all for the
natural language question queries in QALD-2. For feature groups we find that SDM related
features are extremely important and provide the most gains across all query sets. This result is
expected because all of the queries are relatively long queries and often contain phrases, which
is where SDM is the most useful.
3.3.4.3

Query Type Differences

Previous experiments found that when different models are trained for different types of queries,
each model favors different types of evidence. However, in live query traffic different types of
queries are mixed together. The third experiment investigates the accuracy of a learning to rank
entities system in a more realistic setting. The four query sets are combined into one query set,
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Table 3.16: Performance of learning to rank models when queries from different groups are all
trained and tested together. Relative performances and Win/Tie/Loss are compared with the same
model but trained and tested separately on each query group.

RankSVM
Coor-Ascent

All Queries Mixed Together
MAP@100 P@10 P@20
NDCG@20
Win/Tie/Loss
0.234
0.238 0.185 0.347 (-4.3%) 153/136/196
0.233
0.232 0.179 0.344 (-3.8%) 148/129/208

and new models are trained and tested using five fold cross validation as before.
Table 3.15 All shows the average accuracy when different models are trained for each of
the four types of query. Table 3.16 shows the accuracy when a single model is trained for all
types of queries. Despite being trained with more data, both learning to rank algorithms produce
less effective models for the diverse query set than for the four smaller, focused query sets.
Nonetheless, a single learned model is as accurate as the average accuracy of four carefullytuned, query-set-specific FSDM models.
This results suggests that diverse query streams may benefit from query classification and
type-specific entity ranking models. They may also benefit from new types of features or more
sophisticated ranking models.

3.3.5

Summary of Related Entities Finding

We use learning to rank models to improve entity search. Entities are represented by multifield documents constructed from RDF triples. How well a query matches an entity document
is estimated by text similarity features and a learned model. Experimental results on a standard
entity search test collection demonstrate the power of learning to rank in entity retrieval. Statistically significant improvements over the previous state-of-the-art are observed on all evaluation
metrics. Further analysis reveals that query types play an important role in the effectiveness of
learned models. Text similarity features are very helpful for keyword queries, but less effective
with longer natural language question queries. Learned models for different query types favor
different entity fields because each query type targets different RDF predicates.

3.4

Summary

This chapter focuses on enriching the word-based representations of queries using knowledge
graphs. We presented several query expansion methods that select expansion terms from the
descriptions of retrieved entities and document annotations, using pseudo relevance feedback
and ontology similarities with the query. Then we developed the EsdRank approach to represent
query directly with entities, and a latent learning to rank model that jointly reasons about the
connection from query to query entities and document ranking. The experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of our methods but also found the quality of related entities is a bottleneck of
the system performances. The last section provides a possible approach to improve related entity
finding using learning to rank methods.
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The research presented in this chapter is from the first stage of this thesis research, when we
were exploring and proving the effectiveness of knowledge graphs in information retrieval tasks.
Thus the methods proposed mainly aim to improve the existing standard word-based retrieval
models. The next chapter presents a new entity-oriented search paradigm that directly constructs
entity-based text representations which leads to more intrinsic approaches to integrate and utilize
knowledge graph semantics in search.
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Chapter 4
Entity-Based Text Representation
This chapter presents our entity-based text representations and ranking approaches with them.
Entities are more meaningful minimum language units than individual words: when reading a
document, we humans process the entity “Carnegie Mellon University” as one concept instead
of breaking it down to three individual words. The idea of representing texts by entities has been
widely used by controlled vocabulary based retrieval. However, it was challenging because of
the needs of expensive manual annotations and lack of coverage.
This chapter revisit this idea with large scale modern knowledge graphs and automatic entity
linking systems. It first constructs a bag-of-entities text representation using automatic entity
annotations—with careful studies of their precision, coverage, and applicability with standard
unsupervised retrieval models. Then it proceeds with leveraging the rich structural semantics in
knowledge graphs to perform soft matches in the entity-based representation space. In addition,
we also provide case studies on the needs, coverage, and effectiveness of our entity-based ranking
systems in the environment of an online academic search engine: Semantic Scholar.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 4.1 presents the bag-of-entities representation and the unsupervised exact match retrieval models built upon it. Section 4.2 presents the Explicit Semantic
Ranking model that soft matches query and documents with using bag-of-entities as well as the
structured semantics associated with them.

4.1

Bag-of-Entities Representation

Recall that in the earliest information retrieval systems, query and documents were both represented by terms manually picked from predefined controlled vocabularies [83]. The controlled
vocabulary representation conveys clean and distilled information and can be ranked accurately
by simple methods. However, its usage is mainly limited to specific domains because manual
annotations are required and the scale of classic controlled vocabulary dataset is usually small.
Now that knowledge bases have grown to rather a large scale, and automatic entity annotation is
made possible by entity linking research [20], it is time to reconsider whether a pure entity based
representation can provide decent ranking performance.
This section presents a new bag-of-entities based representation for document ranking, as a
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heritage of the classic controlled vocabulary based representation, but with the aid of modern
large scale knowledge graphs and automatic entity linking systems1 . We represent queries and
documents by their bag-of-entities constructed from the annotations provided by three entity
linking systems: Google’s FACC1 [39] with high precision, CMNS [43] with high recall, and
TagMe [38] with balanced precision and recall. With the deeper text understanding provided by
entity linking, documents can be ranked by their overlap with the query in the entity space.
To investigate the effectiveness of bag-of-entities representations, we conducted experiments
with a state-of-the-art knowledge graph, Freebase, and two large scale web corpora, ClueWeb09B and ClueWeb12-B13, together with their queries from the TREC Web Track. Our evaluation
results first confirm that current entity linking systems can provide sufficient coverage over general domain queries and documents. Then we compare bag-of-entities with bag-of-words in
standard document ranking tasks and demonstrate that although the accuracy of entity linking is
not perfect (about 50% − 60% on TREC Web Track queries), the ranking performance can be
improved by as much as 18% with bag-of-entities representations.

4.1.1

Bag-of-Entities

We construct bag-of-entities representations for query and documents using several entity linking systems. When annotating texts, an entity linking system does not just match the n-grams
with entity names, but makes the decision jointly by also considering external evidence such
as the entity descriptions and relationships in the knowledge graph, and corpus statistics like
commonness, linked probability and contexts of entities. As a result, representing texts by entities naturally incorporates the semantics from the linking process: Entity synonyms are aligned,
polysemy in entity mentions is disambiguated, and global coherence between entities is incorporated.
We continue using Freebase as our choice of the knowledge graph, with which several entity
linking systems have been developed. This work explores the following three popular ones to
annotate query and documents with Freebase entities.
FACC1 is the Freebase annotation of TREC queries and ClueWeb corpora provided by
Google [39]. It aims to achieve high precision, which is believed to be around 80-85%, based on
a small-scale human evaluation2 .
TagMe is a system [38] widely used in entity linking competitions [20] and in our previous
work (Section 3.2). It balances precision and recall, both at about 60% in various evaluations.
CMNS is an entity linking system that spots texts using surface forms from the FACC1 annotation, and links all of them to their most frequently linked entities [43]. It achieves almost 100%
recall on some query entity linking datasets, but the precision may be lower than TagMe [43].
~ q or
Given the annotations of a query or document, we construct its bag-of-entities vector E
~ d , in which each dimension (E
~ q (e) or E
~ d (e)) refers to an entity e in Freebase, and its weight is
E
the frequency of that entity being annotated to the query or document.
Compared to the controlled vocabularies based retrieval, the bag-of-entities representation
1

Chenyan Xiong, Jamie Callan, and Tie-Yan Liu. Bag-of-Entities Representation for Ranking. In Proceedings
of the Second ACM SIGIR International Conference on the Theory of Information Retrieval (ICTIR 2016) [99].
2
http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09/FACC1/
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also uses entities as its basic information unit. As with controlled vocabulary terms, entities are
more informative than words. However, whereas in controlled vocabularies based retrieval, the
annotations were assigned manually, bag-of-entities used automatically linked entities, which is
more efficient but also more uncertain. With controlled vocabularies, simple ranking methods
such as Boolean retrieval work well, because the representation is clean and distilled [83], while
with bag-of-words perhaps more sophisticated ranking models are required. Given the heritage
to the classic controlled vocabulary based search systems, we start simple and use the following
two basic ranking models to study the power of bag-of-entities representations.
Coordinate Match (COOR) ranks a document by the number of query entities it contains:
X
fCOOR (q, d) =
1(E~ d (e) > 0)
(4.1)
~ q (e)>0
e:E

Entity Frequency (EF) ranks document by the frequency of query entities in it:
X
~ q (e) log(E
~ d (e))
fEF (q, d) =
E

(4.2)

~ q (e)>0
e:E

fCOOR (q, d) and fEF (q, d) are the ranking scores of document d for query q using coordinate
match (COOR) and entity frequency (EF) respectively. 1(·) is the indicator function.
COOR performs Boolean retrieval, which is the most basic ranking method and often works
well with controlled vocabularies. EF studies the value of term frequency information, another
basis for document ranking. These simple models investigate basic properties of ranking with
bag-of-entities, and provide understanding and intuition for the future development of more advanced ranking models.

4.1.2

Experiment Methodology

This section provides details about our experiments to study the quality of annotations and the
effectiveness of bag-of-entities in ranking.
Dataset: Our experiments are conducted on TREC Web Track datasets. TREC Web Tracks
use two large web corpora: ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12. We use the ClueWeb09-B and
ClueWeb12-B13 subsets. There are 200 queries with relevance judgments from TREC 20092012 for ClueWeb09, and 100 queries in 2013-2014 for ClueWeb12. Manual annotations provided by Dalton et al. [31] and Liu et al. [61] are used as query annotation labels.
Indexing and Base Retrieval Model: We indexed both corpora with Indri. Default stemming and stopword removal were used. Spam in ClueWeb09 was filtered using the default threshold (70%) for Waterloo spam scores. Spam filtering was not used for ClueWeb12 because its
effectiveness is unclear. Indri language model with default Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 2500) was
used to retrieve 100 documents per query for the evaluation of entity linking and ranking. All
our methods re-rank the top 100 documents retrieved by the Indri language model.
Entity Linking Systems: We used TagMe software provided by Ferragina et al. [38] to
annotate queries and documents. It annotates text with Wikipedia entities. The same as in Section 3.2, we aligned Wikipedia entities to Freebase entities using the Wikipedia ID field in Freebase.
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CMNS is implemented by ourselves, following Hasibi et al. [43]. The boundary overlaps of
surface forms are resolved by only linking the earliest and then the longest one [20, 43].
FACC1 entity annotations for ClueWeb documents are provided by Google [39]. They also
annotated ClueWeb09 queries’ intent descriptions, but not the queries. We used the descriptions’
annotations as approximations of queries’ annotations, and manually filtered out entities that did
not appear in the original queries to reduce disturbance. ClueWeb12’s queries are not annotated
by Google so we are only able to study FACC1 annotations on ClueWeb09.
Baselines: We used two standard unsupervised bag-of-words ranking models as baselines:
Indri’s unstructured language model (Lm) and sequential dependency model (SDM), both with
default parameters: µ = 2500 for Lm, and query weights (0.8, 0.1, 0.1) for SDM. Typically these
baselines do well in competitive evaluations such as TREC. There are better rankers, for example
learning to rank methods. However, methods that combine many sources of evidence usually
outperform methods that use a single source of evidence; such comparison would not reveal
much about the value of the bag-of-entities representation.
Compared to Section 3.1, the experimental settings in ClueWeb09-B are kept the same, except that the relevance judgments are updated to the ‘category B’ setting in which only documents
in ClueWeb09-B are included in the TREC qrel file. This leads to slightly different ‘absolute’
scores for baselines. This section also uses Indri’s implementation as the SDM baseline, instead
of the highly-tuned Galago implementation from Dalton et al. [31]. More comparisons with the
Galago SDM implementation are presented in later sections.
There were three representations for ClueWeb09 (FACC1, TagMe and CMNS), and two for
ClueWeb12 (TagMe and CMNS). COOR and EF were used to re-rank the top 100 documents per
query retrieved by Lm. Ties were broken by Lm’s score.
Evaluation Metrics: The entity annotations were evaluated by the lean evaluation metric
from Hasibi et al. [43]. The ranking performance was evaluated by the TREC Web Track Adhoc Task’s official evaluation metrics: ERR@20 and NDCG@20. Statistical significance was
tested by the Fisher randomization test (permutation test) with p < 0.05.

4.1.3

Evaluation Results

This section evaluates the accuracy and coverage of entity annotations and bag-of-entities’ performance in ranking.
4.1.3.1

Annotation Accuracy and Coverage

Table 4.2 shows the precision, recall, and F1 of FACC1, TagMe, and CMNS on ClueWeb queries.
TagMe performs the best on ClueWeb09 queries with higher precision, while CMNS performs
better on ClueWeb12 queries. The ClueWeb09 queries are more ambiguous because they needed
to support the TREC Web Track’s Diversity task; TagMe’s disambiguation was more useful on
this set. ClueWeb12 queries needed to support risk minimization research, and have been shown
to be harder; both systems perform worse on them. FACC1 query annotation does not perform
well as its goal was to annotate the query’s description, not the query itself.
There is no gold standard entity annotation for ClueWeb documents, preventing a quantitative
evaluation. Nevertheless, our manual examination confirms that FACC1 has high precision;
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Table 4.1: Coverage of annotations. Freq and Dens are the average number of entities linked
per query/document and per word respectively. Missed is the percentage of queries or documents that have no annotation at all. ClueWeb12 queries do not have FACC1 annotations as they
are published later than FACC1.
(a) ClueWeb09

FACC1
TagMe
CMNS

Freq
0.42
1.54
1.50

Query
Dens Missed
0.20
62%
0.70
1%
0.69
1%

Freq
15.95
92.31
252.41

Document
Dens Missed
0.13
30%
0.20
2%
0.55
0%

(b) ClueWeb12

FACC1
TagMe
CMNS

Freq
NA
1.77
1.75

Query
Dens Missed
NA
NA
0.57
0%
0.55
0%

Freq
24.52
246.76
324.37

Document
Dens Missed
0.06
26%
0.37
0%
0.48
0%

Table 4.2: Entity linking performance on ClueWeb queries. All methods are evaluated by
Precison, Recall and F1.

FACC1
TagMe
CMNS

ClueWeb09 Query
Prec
Rec
F1
0.274 0.236 0.254
0.581 0.597 0.589
0.577 0.596 0.587

ClueWeb12 Query
Prec
Rec
F1
NA
NA
NA
0.460 0.555 0.503
0.485 0.575 0.526

TagMe performs a little better on documents with more contexts; and CMNS performs worse
than TagMe on documents as it only uses the surface forms.
One concern of controlled vocabulary based search systems is the low coverage on general
domain queries, restricting their usage mainly to specific domains. With the much larger scale
of current knowledge bases, it is interesting to study whether their coverage is sufficient to influence the majority of general domain queries. Table 4.1 shows the coverage results of our entity
annotations on ClueWeb queries and their top 100 retrieved documents. Freq and Dens are
the average number of entities linked per query/document, and per word respectively. Missed
is the percentage of queries/documents that have no linked entity. The results show that TagMe
and CMNS have good coverage on ClueWeb queries and documents. Almost all queries and
documents have at least one linked entity. The annotations are no longer sparse. There can be
up to 324 entities linked per documents on average. However, precision and coverage have not
been achieved together yet. FACC1 has the highest precision but provides very few entities per
document and misses many documents.
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Table 4.3: Ranking performance of bag-of-entity based ranking models. FACC1, TagMe and
CMNS refer to the bag-of-entity representation constructed from corresponding annotations.
COOR and EF refer to the coordinate match and entity frequency ranking models. Percentages
show the relative changes compared to SDM. Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries improved
(Win), unchanged (Tie) and hurt (Loss) comparing with SDM. † and ‡ indicate statistic significance (p < 0.05 in permutation test) over Lm and SDM. The best method for each metric is
marked bold. The Indri Lm and SDM scores are higher than those in Table 3.2 because they are
evaluated by the category-B relevance judgments instead of the category-A ones.
(a) ClueWeb09

Method
Lm
SDM
FACC1-COOR
FACC1-EF
TagMe-COOR
TagMe-EF
CMNS-COOR
CMNS-EF

NDCG@20
0.176
-12.92%
0.202†
–
0.173
-14.16%
0.167
-17.32%
†
0.211
4.55%
†,‡
0.229
13.71%
†
0.210
4.08%
0.216†
6.97%

ERR@20
0.119
-5.23%
0.126†
–
0.126
-0.21%
0.116
-8.14%
†
0.133
5.55%
†
0.149 18.04%
0.131†
4.21%
0.136
7.52%

Win/Tie/Loss
39/88/71
–
64/56/78
63/51/84
108/35/55
96/24/78
105/37/56
97/22/79

(b) ClueWeb12

Method
Lm
SDM
FACC1-COOR
FACC1-EF
TagMe-COOR
TagMe-EF
CMNS-COOR
CMNS-EF

NDCG@20
0.106
-2.10%
0.108
–
NA
NA
NA
NA
†,‡
0.117
8.35%
0.107
-0.90%
0.120†,‡ 11.03%
0.110
2.03%

ERR@20
0.086
-4.69%
0.090
–
NA
NA
NA
NA
†
0.095
5.02%
0.091
1.08%
†
0.101
11.20%
0.102 12.71%

Win/Tie/Loss
28/29/43
–
NA
NA
42/20/38
42/18/40
43/22/35
36/20/44

These results show that the entity linking itself is still an open research problem. Precision
and coverage can not yet be achieved at the same time. Thus, the ranking method must be robust
and able to accommodate a noisy representation.
4.1.3.2

Ranking Performance

The ranking performances of bag-of-entities based ranking models are shown in Table 4.3. EF
and COOR are used to rerank top retrieved documents using the bag-of-entities representations
built from FACC13 , TagMe, and CMNS.
On ClueWeb09, both TagMe and CMNS work well with EF and COOR. They outperform all
3

FACC1 annotations not available for ClueWeb12 queries.
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Table 4.4: Performances of bag-of-entity based ranking models on queries that are correctly
annotated and not correctly annotated, compared with manual annotations. The relative performance and Win/Tie/Lossare calculated by comparing with SDM on the same query group. † and
‡ indicate statistic significance (p < 0.05 in permutation test) over Lm and SDM. The best method
for each metric is marked bold.
(a) Correctly Annotated Query

Method
TagMe-COOR
TagMe-EF
CMNS-COOR
CMNS-EF

NDCG@20
0.214†,‡
14.56%
0.243†,‡ 30.43%
0.211†
4.28%
†,‡
0.240
18.44%

ERR@20
0.153†,‡
12.71%
0.178†,‡ 31.19%
0.146†
4.89%
0.168
20.74%

Win/Tie/Loss
59/16/17
53/10/29
53/22/20
52/11/32

(b) Mistakenly Annotated Query

Method
TagMe-COOR
TagMe-EF
CMNS-COOR
CMNS-EF

NDCG@20
0.200† −3.28%
0.209
0.65%
†
0.201
3.90%
0.185
−4.09%

ERR@20
0.111 −1.93%
0.118
4.30%
0.112
3.40%
0.100 −8.12%

Win/Tie/Loss
49/21/38
43/16/49
52/17/36
45/13/47

baselines on all evaluation metrics. The best method, TagMe-EF, outperforms SDM as much as
18% on ERR@20. On ClueWeb12, COOR outperforms all baselines on all evaluation metrics by
about 12%. These results demonstrate that even with current imperfect entity linking systems,
bag-of-entities is a valuable representation on which very basic ranking models can significantly
outperform standard bag-of-words based ranking.
Bag-of-entities’ representation power correlates with the entity linking system’s accuracy.
ClueWeb09 queries are more ambiguous, favoring TagMe in annotation accuracy, and TagMe
provides the most improvements when ranking for ClueWeb09 queries. ClueWeb12 queries have
lower annotation quality, and bag-of-entities based ranking is not as powerful as on ClueWeb09
queries. FACC1’s coverage is too low and can not well represent the documents. This also
explains why prior research mainly uses it as a pool to select query entities [31] (Section 3.1,
3.2).
Entity linking is a rapidly developing area; improvement in the future is likely. To study how
the bag-of-entities can benefit from improvements in annotation accuracy, we used the manual
query annotations [31, 61] to divide queries into two groups: Correctly Annotated, and Mistakenly Annotated. Better ranking performance is expected for Correctly Annotated queries. Table 4.4 shows the ranking performances of TagMe and CMNS on the two groups in ClueWeb09.
We omit FACC1 as it always hurts, and ClueWeb12 queries as there are not enough queries in
either group to provide reliable observations. The relative performance, W/T/L and statistical significance over SDM are calculated on the same queries. The results are as expected: On Correctly
Annotated queries, bag-of-entities provides more accurate ranking; On Mistakenly Annotated
queries, the improvements are smaller, and sometimes bag-of-entities reduces accuracy.
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Our experiments show that intuitions developed for bag-of-words representations do not necessarily apply directly to bag-of-entities representations. A long line of research shows that
frequency based (e.g., tf.idf) ranking models are superior to Boolean ranking models. Thus, one
might expect EF to provide consistently more accurate ranking than COOR, however, that is not
the case in our experiments. We found that the majority of annotation errors are missed annotations, which makes entity frequency counts less reliable. However, it is rare for the entity linker
to miss every mention of an important entity in a document, thus, the Boolean representation is
robust to this majority type of errors.
We also examined the effectiveness of other ranking intuitions, such as inverse document frequency (idf) and document length normalization. In our bag-of-entities representations, they did
not provide improvements when used individually or in language modeling and BM25 rankers.
We speculate that idf had less impact because most queries contained just one or two entities,
thus most of the queries were ‘short’ in the bag-of-entities representation; idf is known to be
less important for short queries. We also speculate that the lack of improvement from document
length normalization is related to the lack of improvement from frequency-based weighting (EF),
as discussed above. Our work suggests that better ranking will require thinking carefully about
models designed for the unique characteristics of entities, rather than simply assuming that entities behave like words.

4.1.4

Bag-of-Entities Summary

This section presents a new bag-of-entities representation for search. Query and documents
are represented by bag-of-entities representations developed from entity annotations; ranking
is performed by exact-matching them in the entity space. Experiments on TREC Web Track
datasets demonstrate that bag-of-entities representations have sufficient coverage and ranking
with them outperforms bag-of-words based retrieval models by as much as 18% in standard
retrieval tasks.

4.2

Explicit Semantic Ranking with Entity Embedding

This section presents Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR), a new ranking technique that soft
matches query and documents in the entity space4 . The structured semantics associated with
entities form the majority information in knowledge graphs; only exact matching entities does
not fully leverage those semantics. However, these structures are challenging to use due to their
high variety and sparse nature. For example, it is often that two highly related entities have no
edges between them nor share common neighbors, even in large scale general domain knowledge graphs such as Freebase. ESR addresses this challenge with knowledge graph embeddings
that convert the sparse structure into dense, continuous representations. Then given the bagof-entities representations of query and documents, the semantic relatedness between their en4

Chenyan Xiong, Russell Power, and Jamie Callan. Explicit Semantic Ranking for Academic Search via Knowledge Graph Embedding. In Proceedings of the 26th International World Wide Web Conference (WWW 2017) [103].
Part of this work was done during my 2016 summer internship at the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence. Russell was my internship mentor.
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tities can be easily calculated in the embedding space, providing soft match between query and
document entities. ESR uses a two-stage pooling to generalize these entity-based matches to
query-document ranking features and uses a learning to rank model to combine them.
Furthermore, this section applies our techniques in a new search domain: academic search.
We provide analysis on the search intent and the error cases in the online search log of Semantic Scholar (S2), the academic search engine from Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence. The
analysis shows the importance of understanding entities in a real online production system. Then,
to apply ESR in domains where large scale domain-specific knowledge graphs are not available,
we propose a simple knowledge graph construction approach that automatically build the academic knowledge graph using Freebase and the S2 corpus. This section then applies ESR on this
academic knowledge graph to improve the search accuracy of Semantic Scholar.
The explicit semantics from the knowledge graph has the ability to improve ranking in multiple ways. The entities and surface names help the ranking model recognize which part of a
query is an informative unit, and whether different phrases have the same meaning, providing
a powerful exact match signal. Embeddings of entities from the knowledge graph can also be
leveraged to provide a soft match signal, allowing ranking of documents that are semantically
related but do not match the exact query terms. Our experiments on S2 ranking benchmark
demonstrate the effectiveness of this explicit semantics. ESR improves the already-reliable S2
online production system by more than 10%. The gains are robust, with bigger gains and smaller
errors, and also favoring top ranking positions. Further analysis confirms that both exact match
and soft match in the entity space provide effective and novel ranking signals. These signals
are successfully utilized by ESR’s ranking framework, and greatly improve the queries that S2’s
word-based ranking system finds hard to deal with.
The rest of this section first discusses related work in academic search and soft-match retrieval. Then it analyzes the search traffic of Semantic Scholar. After that, it presents the Explicit
Semantic Ranking system, experimental methodologies, and evaluation results. The last part of
this section summarizes the contributions of Explicit Semantic Ranking.

4.2.1

Related Work in Academic Search and Soft-Match Retrieval

Besides the related work discussed in Chapter 2, the research presented in this Section is also
related to other work in academic search and also soft-match retrieval.
Prior research in academic search is more focused on the analysis of the academic graph
than on ad-hoc ranking. Microsoft uses its Microsoft Academic Graph to build academic dialog
and recommendation systems [86]. Other research on academic graphs includes the extraction
and disambiguation of authors, integration of different publication resources [91], and expert
finding [4, 28, 109]. The academic graph can also be used to model the importance of papers [94]
and to extract new entities [2].
Soft match is a widely studied topic in information retrieval, mostly in word-based search
systems. Translation models treat ranking as translations between query terms and document
terms using a translation matrix [11]. Topic modeling techniques have been used to first map
query and document into a latent space, and then matching them in it [95]. Word embedding
and deep learning techniques have been studied recently. One possibility is to first build query
and document representations using their words’ embeddings heuristically, and then match them
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in the embedding space [93]. The DSSM model directly trains a representation model using
deep neural networks, which learns distributed representations for the query and document, and
matches them using the learned representations [46]. A more recent method, DRMM, models
the query-document relevance with a neural network built upon the word-level translation matrix [42]. The translation matrix is calculated with pre-trained word embeddings. The word-level
translation scores are summarized by bin-pooling (histograms) and then used by the ranking
neural network.

4.2.2

Query Log Analysis

The Semantic Scholar (S2) launched in late 2015, with the goal of helping researchers find
papers without digging through irrelevant information. The project has been a success, with over
3 million visits in its first year after launch. Its current production ranking system is based on
the word-based model in ElasticSearch that matches query terms with various parts of a paper,
combined with document features such as citation count and publication time in a learning to
rank architecture [59]. In user studies conducted at Allen Institute, this ranking model provides
at least comparable accuracy with other academic search engines.
S2’s current ranking system is built on top of ElasticSearch’s vector space model. It computes a ranking score based on the tf.idf of the query terms and bi-grams on papers’ title, abstract,
body text and citation context. Static ranking features are also included, for example, the number
of citations, recent citations, and the time of publication. To handle the request for an author
or for a particular paper by title, a few additional features match explicitly against authors and
boost exact title matches. The ranking system was trained using learning to rank on a training set
created at Allen Institute. Before and after release, several rounds of user studies were conducted
by researchers at Allen Institute (mostly Ph.D.’s in Computer Science) and by a third party company. The results agree that on computer science queries S2 performs at least on par with other
academic search engines on the market.
The increasing online traffic in S2 makes it possible to study the information needs in academic search, which is important for guiding the development of ranking models. For example, if
users are mostly searching for paper titles, the ranking would be straightforward exact-matches;
if users are mostly searching for author names, the ranking would be mainly about name disambiguation, aggregation, and recognition.
We manually labeled the intents of S2’s 400 most frequent queries in the first six months
of 2016. A query was labeled based on its search results and clicks. The result shows that the
information needs on the head traffic can be categorized into the following categories:
• Concept: Searching for a research concept, e.g. ‘deep reinforcement learning’;
• Author: Searching for a specific author;

• Exploration: Exploring a research topic, e.g. ‘forensics and machine learning’;
• Title: Searching for a paper using its title;

• Venue: Searching for a specific conference; and
• Other: Unclear or not research related.

Figure 4.1a shows the distribution of these intents. More than half of S2’s head traffic is
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Figure 4.1: Query log analysis in Semantic Scholar’s search traffic in the first six months of 2016.
Query intents are manually labeled on the 400 most frequent queries. Error sources are manually
labeled on the 200 worst performing queries.
research concept related: searching for an academic concept (39%) and exploring research topics
(15%). About one-third is searching an author (36%). Very little of the head queries are paper
titles; most of such queries are in the long tail of the online traffic.
The large fraction of concept related queries shows that much of academic search is an ad-hoc
search problem. The queries are usually short, on average about 2-3 terms, and their information
needs are not as clear as the author, venue, or paper title queries. They are very typical ad-hoc
search queries, in a specific domain – computer science.
To understand where S2 is making mistakes, we studied the error sources of the failure
queries in the query log. These failure queries were picked based on the average click depth in
the query log: The lower the click, the worse S2 might be performing. Among the queries with
more than 10 clicks, we manually labeled the top 200 worst performing ones. The distribution
of error types is shown in Figure 4.1b. The two major causes of failure are author name not
recognized (22%) and concept not understood (20%).
S2’s strategy for author queries is to show the author’s page. When the author name is not
recognized, S2 uses its normal ranking based on papers’ textual similarity with the author name,
which often results in unrelated papers.
A concept not understood error occurs when S2 returns papers that do not correctly match
the semantic meanings of concept queries. Since this is the biggest error source in S2’s ad-hoc
ranking part, we further analyzed what makes these queries difficult.
The first part of the difficulty is noise in the exact-match signal. Due to language variety, the
query term may not appear frequently enough in the relevant documents (vocabulary mismatch),
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for example, ‘softmax categorization’ versus ‘softmax classification’. The segmentation of query
concepts is also a problem. For example, the whole query ‘natural language interface’ should be
considered as a whole because it is one informative unit, but the ranking model matches all words
and n-grams of the query, and the result is dominated by the popular phrase ‘natural language’.
The second part is more subtle as it is about the meaning of the query concept. There can
be multiple aspects of the query concept, and a paper that mentions it the most frequently may
not be about the most important aspect. For example, ‘ontology construction’ is about how to
construct ontologies in general, but may not be about how a specific ontology is constructed; ‘dynamic programming segmentation’ is about word segmentation in which dynamic programming
is essential, but is not about image segmentation.
To conclude, our analysis finds that there is a gap between query-documents’ textual similarity and their semantic relatedness. Ranking systems that rely solely on term-level statistics
have few principled ways to resolve this discrepancy. Our desire to handle this gap led to the
development of ESR.

4.2.3

Our Method

We now describe the academic knowledge graph we automatically constructed and then introduce the Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR) method that soft matches query and documents using
the knowledge graph.
4.2.3.1

Automatically Constructed Academic Knowledge Graph

The prerequisite of semantic ranking systems is a knowledge graph that stores semantic information. Usually, an entity linking system that links natural language text with entities in the
knowledge graph is also necessary [31, 61] (Section 3.2 and 4.1). In this work, we build a
standard knowledge graph G with concept entities (E) and edges (predicates P and tails T ) by
harvesting S2’s corpus and Freebase, and use a popularity based entity linking system to link
query and documents.
Concept Entities in our knowledge graph can be collected from two different sources:
corpus-extracted (Corpus) and Freebase. Corpus entities are keyphrases automatically
extracted from S2’s corpus. Key phrase extraction is a widely studied task that aims to find
representative keyphrases for a document, for example, to approximate the manually assigned
keywords of a paper. This work uses the keyphrases extracted by S2’s production system, which
extracts noun phrases from a paper’s title, abstract, introduction, conclusion and citation contexts, and selects the top ranked ones in a keyphrase ranking model with typical features such as
frequency and location [18].
The second source of entities is Freebase. Despite being a general domain knowledge
base, our manual examination found that Freebase has rather good coverage on the computer
science concept entities in S2’s head queries.
Entity Linking: We use CMNS which links surface forms (entity mentions) in a query or
document to their most frequently linked entities in Google’s FACC1 annotation [39, 43] (Section 4.1). Although CMNS does not provide entity disambiguation, it has been shown to be effective for query entity linking [43], and the language in computer science papers is less ambiguous
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Figure 4.2: Explicit Semantic Ranking Pipeline
than in a more general domain.
Edges in our knowledge graph include three parts: Head H, Predicates P and tails T . From
Freebase and the CMNS annotated S2 corpus, the following four types of edges are harvested:
• Author edges link an entity to an author if the author has a paper which mentioned the
entity in the title;
• Context edges link an entity to another entity if the two co-occur in a window of 20

words more than 5 times in the corpus;

• Desc edges link an entity to words in its Freebase description (if one exists); and

• Venue edges link an entity to a venue if the entity appears in the title of a paper published

in the venue.
The knowledge graph G contains two types of entities: Corpus-extracted (Corpus) and
Freebase, and four types of edges: Author, Context, Desc and Venue.
Embeddings of our entities are trained based on their neighbors in the knowledge graph.
The graph structure around an entity conveys the semantics of this entity. Intuitively, entities
with similar neighbors are usually related. We use entity embeddings to model such semantics.
We train a separate embedding model for each of {Author, Context, Desc, Venue}
edges using the skip-gram model [73]:
l=

X
e∈E,t∈T


w(e, t) σ(V (e)T U (t)) − Et̂∼T σ(−V (e)T U (t̂)) .

The loss function l is optimized using a typical gradient method. V and U are the entity
embedding matrices learned for entities and tails of this edge type. Each of their rows (V (e) or
U (t)) is the embedding of an entity e or a tail t, respectively. σ is the Sigmoid function. T is the
collection of all tails for this edge type. Et̂∼T () samples negative instances based on the tails’
frequency (negative sampling). w(e, t) is the frequency of entity e and tail t being connected, for
example, how many times an entity is used by an author.
4.2.3.2

Ranking Model

Given a query q, and a set of candidate documents D = {d1 , ..., dn }, the goal of ESR is to
find a ranking function f (q, d|G), that better ranks D using the explicit semantics stored in
the knowledge graph G. The explicit semantics include entities (E = {e1 , ..., e|E| }) and edges
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(predicates P and tails T ). The rest of this section describes the ESR framework, which is also
shown in Figure 4.2.
Entity-based Representations
ESR represents query and documents by their bag-of-entities constructed using their entity annotations linked by CMNS [80] (Section 4.1). Each query or document is represented by a vector
~ q or E
~ d ). Each dimension in the vector corresponds to an entity e in the query or document’s
(E
annotation, and the weight is the frequency of the entity being annotated to it.
Match Query and Documents in the Entity Space
Instead of being restricted to classic retrieval models [80] (Section 4.1), ESR matches query and
documents’ entity representations using the knowledge graph embedding.
ESR first calculates a query-document entity translation matrix. Each element in the matrix
is the connection strength between a query entity ei and a document entity ej , calculated by their
embeddings’ cosine similarity:
s(ei , ej ) = cos(V (ei ), V (ej )).

(4.3)

A score of 1 in the entity matrix refers to an exact match in the entity space. It incorporates the
semantics from entities and their surface forms: The entities in the text are recognized, different
surface forms of an entity are aligned, and the exact match is done at the entity level. We call this
effect ‘smart phrasing’. Scores less than 1 identify related entities as a function of the knowledge
graph structure and provide soft match signals.
Then ESR performs two pooling steps to generalize the exact matches and soft matches in
the entity translation matrix to query-document ranking evidence.
The first step is a max-pooling along the query dimension:
~ d ).
~
S(d)
= max s(ei , E
~q
ei ∈E

(4.4)

~ q and E
~ d are the bag-of-entities of q and d. S(d)
~
~ d | dimensional vector. Its j th dimension
E
is a |E
is the maximum similarity of the document entity ej to any query entities.
The second step is a bin-pooling (histogram) to count the matches at different strengths [42]:
X
~j (d) < edk ).
Bk (q, d) = log
I(stk ≤ S
(4.5)
j

[stk , edk ) is the range for the k th bin. Bk is the number of document entities whose scores fall
into this bin.
The max-pooling matches each document entity to its closest query entity using embeddings,
which is the exact-match if one exists. Its score describes how closely related a document entity is
to the query. The bin-pooling counts the number of document entities with different connection
strengths to the query. The bin with range [1, 1] counts the exact matches, and the other bins
generate soft match signals [42]. The two pooling steps together summarize the entity matches
to query-document ranking evidence.
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Ranking with Semantic Evidence
The bin scores B are used as features for standard learning to rank models in ESR:
f (q, d|G) = w0 fS2 (q, d) + W T B(q, d)

(4.6)

where fS2 (q, d) is the score from S2’s production system, w0 and W are the parameters to
learn, and f (q, d|G) is the final ranking score. Based on which edge type the entity embedding is trained, there are four variants of ESR: ESR-Author, ESR-Context, ESR-Desc,
and ESR-Venue.
With entity-based representations, the exact matches (smart phrasing) allow ESR to consider
multiple words as a single unit in a principled way, and the knowledge graph embeddings allow
ESR to describe semantic relatedness via soft matches. The exact match and soft match signals
are utilized by ESR’s unified framework of embedding, pooling, and ranking.

4.2.4

Experimental Methodology

This section describes the ranking benchmark of S2 and the experimental settings.
4.2.4.1

Semantic Scholar Ranking Benchmark

The queries of the benchmark are sampled from S2’s query log in the first six months of 2016.
There are in total 100 queries, 20 uniformly sampled from the head traffic (100 most frequent
queries), 30 from the median (queries that appear more than 10 times), and 50 hard queries from
the 200 worst performing queries based on the average click depth. Author and venue queries
are manually ignored as they are more about name recognition instead of ranking.
The candidate documents were generated by pooling from several variations of S2’s ranking
system. First, we labeled several of the top ranked results from S2. Then several variations of
S2’s ranking systems, with same features, but different learning to rank models, are trained and
tested on these labels using cross-validation. The top 10 results from these rankers obtained from
cross-validation were added to the document pool. They were then labeled for another iteration
of training. The training-labeling process was repeated twice; after that, rankings had converged.
We also tried pooling with classic retrieval models such as BM25 and the query likelihood
model, but their candidate documents were much worse than the production system. Our goal
was to improve an already-good system, so we chose to use the higher quality pool produced by
S2 variants.
We used the same five relevance categories used by the TREC Web Track. Judging the relevance of research papers to academic queries requires a good understanding of related research
topics. It is hard to find crowd-sourcing workers with such research backgrounds. Thus we asked
two researchers in the Allen Institute to label the query-document pairs. Label differences were
resolved by discussion.
The distribution of relevance labels in our dataset is shown in Table 4.5. The same statistics
from the TREC Web Track 2009-2012 are also listed for reference. Our relevance judgments
share a similar distribution, although our data is cleaner, for example, due to a lack of spam.
The benchmark dataset is available at http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/
appendices/WWW2016/.
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Table 4.5: Distribution of relevance labels in Semantic Scholar’s benchmark dataset. S2
shows the number and percentage of query-document pairs from the 100 testing queries that are
labeled to the corresponding relevance level. TREC shows the statistics of the relevance labels
from TREC Web Track 2009-2012’s 200 queries.
Relevance Level
Off-Topic (0)
Related (1)
Relevant (2)
Exactly-Right (3)
Navigational (4)

4.2.4.2

S2
3080 65.24%
1060 22.45%
317 6.71%
213 4.51%
51 1.08%

TREC
54660 77.45%
10778 15.27%
3681 5.22%
598 0.85%
858 1.22%

Experimental Settings

Data: Ranking performances are evaluated on the benchmark dataset discussed in Section
4.2.4.1. The entity linking performance is evaluated on the same queries with manual entity
linking from the same annotators.
Baselines: The baseline is the Semantic Scholar (S2) production system on July 1st
2016, as described in Section 4.2.2. It is a strong baseline. An internal evaluation and a thirdparty evaluation indicate that its accuracy is at least as good as other academic search engines on
the market. We also include BM25-F and tf.idf-F for reference. The BM25 and vector space
model are applied to the paper’s title, abstract, and body fields. Their parameters (field weights)
are learned using the same learning to rank model as our method in the same cross-validation
setting.
Evaluation Metrics: Query entity linking is evaluated by Precision and Recall at the query
level (strict evaluation [20]) and the average of query level and entity level (lean evaluation [43]).
Ranking is evaluated by NDCG@20, the main evaluation metric in the TREC Web Track. As
an online production system, S2 especially cares about top positions, so NDCG@{1, 5, 10} are
also evaluated. Statistical significances are tested by permutation test with p < 0.05.
ESR Methods: Based on which edge type is used to obtain the entity embedding, there are
four versions of ESR: ESR-Author, ESR-Context, ESR-Desc, and ESR-Venue. Embeddings for ESR-Author and ESR-Venue are trained with authors and venues with more than
1 publication. Description and context embeddings are trained with entities and terms with the
minimum frequency of 5.
Entity linking is done by CMNS with all linked entities kept to ensure recall [43] (Section 4.1). Corpus entities do not have multiple surface forms so CMNS reduces to exact match.
Freebase entities are linked using surface forms collected from Google’s FACC1 annotation [39].
Entity connection scores are binned into five bins: [1, 1], [0.75, 1), [0.5, 0.75), [0.25, 0.5),
[0, 0.25) with the exact match bin as the first bin [42]. We discard the negative bins as negative
cosine similarities between entities are not informative: most of them are not related at all.
All other settings follow previous standards. The embedding dimensionality is 300; The
five bins and three paper fields (title, abstract, and body) generate 15 features, which are com72

Table 4.6: Entity linking evaluation results. Entities are linked by CMNS. Corpus shows the
results when using automatically extracted keyphrases as the targets. Freebase shows the
results when using Freebase entities as the targets. Precison and Recall from lean evaluation and
strict evaluation are displayed.

Corpus
Freebase

Lean Evaluation
Prec
Rec
0.5817 0.5625
0.6960 0.6958

Strict Evaluation
Prec
Rec
0.5400 0.5400
0.6800 0.6800

Table 4.7: Overall accuracy of ESR compared to Semantic Scholar (S2). ESR-Author,
ESR-Context, ESR-Desc and ESR-Venue are ESR with entity embedding trained
from corresponding edges. Relative performances compared with S2 are in percentages.
Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries a method improves, does not change, or hurts, compared with S2. Best results in each metric are marked Bold. Statistically significant improvements (P>0.05) over S2 are marked by †.
Method
tf.idf-F
BM25-F
Semantic Scholar
ESR-Author
ESR-Context
ESR-Desc
ESR-Venue

NDCG@5
0.2254
−54.93%
0.2890
−42.20%
0.5000
–
0.5501† +10.02%
0.5417†
+8.35%
0.5496†
+9.92%
†
0.5700 +13.99%

NDCG@20
0.3299
−39.91%
0.3693
−32.75%
0.5491
–
0.5935†
+8.08%
0.5918†
+7.77%
0.5875†
+6.99%
†
0.6090 +10.91%

W/T/L
28/01/71
32/01/67
–/–/–
60/10/30
58/04/38
55/11/34
59/11/30

bined with S2’s original score using linear RankSVM [49]. All models and baselines’ parameters are trained and evaluated using a 10-fold cross validation with 80% train, 10% development and 10% test in each fold. The hyper-parameter ‘c’ of RankSVM is selected from
{0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1} using the development part of each fold.

4.2.5

Evaluation Results

Five experiments investigated entity linking and document ranking accuracy, as well as the effects of three system components (entity based match, embedding, pooling).
4.2.5.1

Entity Linking Performance

The entity linking accuracy of CMNS on our queries is shown in Table 4.6. Corpus and
Freebase refer to using entities from extracted keyphrases in S2’s corpus or Freebase.
Precison and Recall are evaluated by lean evaluation (query and entity averaged) and strict evaluation (query only) metrics.
The results in Table 4.6 reveal a clear gap between the quality of automatically extracted
entities and manually curated entities. Linking performance is 10-25% better with Freebase
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entities than Corpus entities on all evaluation metrics, demonstrating the significant differences
in the quality of their entity sets. Further analysis finds that Freebase not only provides a larger set
of surface forms, but also a cleaner and larger set of computer science concept entities. Indeed,
our manual examination found that only the most frequent automatically extracted keyphrases
(about ten thousand) are reliable. After that, there is much noise. Those most frequent keyphrases
are almost all included in Freebase; little additional information is provided by the Corpus
entities.
The absolute Precision and Recall are higher than those on the general domain (TREC Web
Track) queries (evaluated in Section 4.1). Our manual examination finds that a possible reason
is the lower ambiguity in academic queries than in TREC Web Track queries. Also, since our
queries are from the head and middle of the online traffic, they are mostly about popular topics.
Freebase’s coverage on them is no worse than on general domain queries. Due to its dominating
entity linking accuracy, the rest of our experiments used only Freebase.
4.2.5.2

Ranking Performance

The overall performance of ESR is shown in Table 4.7. The four versions of ESR only differ in
the edges they used to obtain the entity embedding. Relative performances comparing with the
production system Semantic Scholar (S2) are shown in percentages. Win/Tie/Loss are
the number of queries outperformed, unchanged, and hurt by each method compared with S2.
Statistically significant improvements over S2 are marked by †.
The production system S2 outperforms BM25-F by a large margin. NDCG@1 is almost
doubled. This result confirms the quality of the current production system. Although half of the
queries were deliberately picked to be difficult, at all depths S2 achieves absolute NDCG scores
above 0.5.
ESR provides a further jump over the production system by at least 5% on all evaluation
metrics and with all edge types. With Venue, the improvements are consistently higher than
10%. On the earlier positions which are more important for user satisfaction, ESR’s performances are also stronger, with about 2 − 3% more improvements on NDCG@1 and NDCG@5
than on NDCG@20. The improvements are statistically significant, with the only exception of
ESR-Desc on NDCG@1. We think this behavior is due to the edge types Author, Context,
and Venue being domain specific, because they are gathered from S2’s corpus, whereas Desc
is borrowed from Freebase and no specific attention is paid to the computer science domain.
ESR is designed to improve the queries that are hard for Semantic Scholar. To verify
that ESR fulfills this requirement, we plot ESR’s performance on individual queries with respect
to S2’s in Figure 4.3. Each point in the figure corresponds to a query. S2’s NDCG@20 is shown
in the x-axis. The relative performance of ESR compared with S2 is shown in the y-axis.
In all four sub-figures, ESR’s main impact is on the hard queries (the left side). On the
queries where S2 already performs well, ESR makes only small improvements: Most queries
on the right side stay the same or are only changed a little bit. On the queries where S2’s
word-based ranking fails, for example, on those whose NDCG < 0.3, the semantics from the
knowledge graph improve many of them with large margins. The improvements are also robust.
More than half of the queries are improved with big wins. Fewer queries are hurt and the loss is
usually small.
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Figure 4.3: ESR’s relative NDCG@20 compared with Semantic Scholar (S2) on individual queries. Each point corresponds to a query. The value on the x-axis is S2’s NDCG@20 on
each query. The y-axis shows ESR’s relative NDCG@20 (percentage) compared with S2.
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NDCG@20
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Semantic Scholar
First 3 Bins
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First 4 Bins

ESR‐Desc

ESR‐Venue

First 2 Bins
All Bins (ESR)

Figure 4.4: ESR accuracy using different numbers of matching bins. For each group, from left
to right: Semantic Scholar, the baseline; Exact match which only uses the first bin;
First 2 Bins, First 3 Bins, and First 4 Bins which refer to only using the first
k bins with the highest matching scores; the last one All Bins is the original ESR.
This experiment demonstrates ESR’s ability to improve a very competitive online production
system. ESR’s advantages also favor online search engines’ user satisfaction: More improvements are at early ranking positions, the improvements are robust with fewer queries badly damaged, and most importantly, ESR fixes the hard queries that the production system finds difficult.
4.2.5.3

Effectiveness of Entity-Based Match

ESR matches query and documents on their entity representations using the semantics from the
knowledge graph. The semantic contribution to ESR’s ranking can come from two aspects:
exact match with smart phrasing and soft match with knowledge graph embedding. The third
experiment investigated the effectiveness of ESR’s entity-based matching, both exact match and
soft match.
Recall that ESR uses five bins to combine and weight matches of different strengths. This
experiment used the same ranking model, but varies the bins used. We started with only using
the first exact match bin [1, 1]; then we added in the second bin [0.75, 1), the third [0.5, 0.75),
and the fourth [0.25, 0.5), and evaluated effectiveness of exact match and soft matches at varying
strength. Figure 4.4 displays the performance of ESR with different number of bins. For each
ESR version, the bins correspond to, from left to right: Semantic Scholar, the baseline;
Exact match which only uses the first bin; First 2 Bins, First 3 Bins, and First
4 Bins which refer to only using the first k bins with the highest matching scores; the last one
All Bins is the original ESR. For brevity, only NDCG@20 is shown (the y-axis). The behavior
is similar for other depths.
Entities’ exact match information (the first bin) provides about 6% gains over S2, with
Context and Venue. The exact match signals with ESR-Author and ESR-Desc are sparse,
because some entities do not have Author or Desc edges. In that case, their rankings are reduced to S2, and their gains are smaller. Our manual examination found that this gain does come
from the ‘smart phrasing’ effect: an entity’s mention is treated as a whole unit and different
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phrases referring to the same entity are aligned. For example, the rankings of queries like ‘natural language interface’ and ‘robust principle component analysis’ are greatly improved, while in
S2 their textual similarity signals are mixed by their individual terms and sub-phrases.
The soft match information (later bins) contributes approximately another 5% of improvement. The soft-match bins record how many document entities are related to the query entities
at certain strengths. Intuitively, the soft match should contribute for all queries as knowing more
about the document entities should always help. But our examination finds this information is
more effective on some queries, for example, ‘dynamic segmentation programming’, ‘ontology
construction’ and ‘noun phrases’. The soft match helps ESR find the papers whose meanings
(e.g. research area, topic, and task.) are semantically related to these queries’ information needs,
while S2’s word-based match fails to do so.
This experiment helps us understand why the explicit semantics in knowledge graphs is useful
for ranking. By knowing which entity a phrase refers to and whether different phrases are about
the same thing, the exact match signal is polished. By knowing the relatedness between query
entities and document entities through their embeddings, additional soft match connections that
describe query-document relatedness with semantics are incorporated.

4.2.5.4

Effectiveness of Embedding

ESR captures the semantic relatedness between entities by using their distance in the embedding
space. An advantage of using embeddings compared with the raw knowledge graph edges is their
efficiency, which is tightly constrained in online search engines. By embedding the neighbors of
an entity into a dense continuous vector, at run time, ESR avoids dealing with the graph structure
of the knowledge graph, which is sparse, of varying length, and much more expensive to deal
with than fixed length dense vectors.
However, does ESR sacrifice effectiveness for efficiency? The fourth experiment studied the
influence of embeddings on ESR’s effectiveness, by comparing it with the ranking performance
of using raw knowledge graph edges. In this experiment, a discrete vector representation is
formed for each entity for each edge type. Each of the vector’s dimensions is a neighbor of the
entity. Its weight is the frequency of them being connected together. The Raw variants of ESR are
then formed with the knowledge graph embedding replaced by this discrete entity representation
and everything else kept the same.
Table 4.8 shows the results of such ‘Raw’ methods. Different versions of Raw use different
edges (Author, Context, Desc and Venue) to represent entities. The relative performance and Win/Tie/Loss are compared with the corresponding ESR version that uses exactly
the same information but with knowledge graph embedding. The result shows that ESR actually
benefits from the knowledge graph embedding; Raw methods almost always perform worse than
the corresponding ESR version. We believe that the advantage of knowledge graph embedding
is similar with word embedding [73]: the embedding better captures the semantics by factoring
the raw sparse data into a smooth low-dimensional space.
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Table 4.8: Performance of different strategies that make use of the knowledge graph in ranking. Raw directly calculates the entity similarities in the original discrete space. Mean uses
mean-pooling when generalizing the entity translation matrix to query-document ranking evidence. Max uses max-pooling. Mean&Bin replaces the max-pooling in ESR’s first stage with
mean-pooling. Relative performances (percentages), statistically significant differences (†), and
Win/Tie/Loss are compared with the ESR version that uses the same edge type and embedding;
for example, Raw-Author versus ESR-Author.
Method
ESR-Author
ESR-Context
ESR-Desc
ESR-Venue
Raw-Author
Raw-Context
Raw-Desc
Raw-Venue
Mean-Author
Mean-Context
Mean-Desc
Mean-Venue
Max-Author
Max-Context
Max-Desc
Max-Venue
Mean&Bin-Author
Mean&Bin-Context
Mean&Bin-Desc
Mean&Bin-Venue

4.2.5.5

NDCG@20
0.5935
–
0.5918
–
0.5875
–
0.6090
–
0.5821 −1.91%
0.5642† −4.66%
0.5788 −1.48%
0.5576† −8.43%
0.5685† −4.22%
0.5676† −4.08%
0.5660 −3.66%
0.5599† −8.07%
0.5842 −1.56%
0.5861 −0.95%
0.5659† −3.67%
0.5763† −5.38%
0.5823 −1.89%
0.5808 −1.85%
0.5694 −3.07%
0.5639† −7.41%

W/T/L
–/–/–
–/–/–
–/–/–
–/–/–
45/06/49
38/06/56
46/05/49
28/07/65
33/09/58
39/06/55
45/12/43
32/10/58
38/10/52
52/07/41
41/12/47
32/12/56
41/06/53
41/08/51
38/14/48
31/10/59

Effectiveness of Pooling

ESR applies a two stage pooling on the entity translation matrix to obtain query-document ranking evidence. The first, max-pooling, is used to match each document entity to its closest query
entity. The second, bin-pooling, is used to summarize the matching scores of each document
entity into match frequencies at different strengths. This experiment evaluates the effectiveness
of ESR’s pooling strategy.
We compare ESR’s two-stage pooling with several common pooling strategies: mean-pooling
that summarizes the translation matrix into one average score; max-pooling that only keeps the
highest score in the matrix; and mean&bin-pooling which is the same as ESR’s max-pooling and
bin-pooling, but in the first step the document entities are assigned with their average similarities
to query entities. Except for the pooling strategy, all other settings of ESR are kept.
The results of different pooling strategies are shown in the second half of Table 4.8. Relative
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performances and Win/Tie/Loss are compared with the corresponding ESR version. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of ESR’s two-stage pooling strategy: All other pooling strategies
perform worse. Abstracting the entire entity translation matrix into one mean or max score
may lose too much information. Mean&bin pooling also performs worse. Intuitively, we would
prefer document entities that match one of the query entities very well, rather than entities that
have mediocre matches with multiple query entities. Also, the exact match information is not
preserved in the mean&bin-pooling when there are multiple query entities.
This result shows that generalizing the entity level evidence to the query-document level is
not an easy task. One must find the right level of abstraction to obtain a good result. There are
other abstraction strategies that are more complex and could be more powerful. For example,
one can imagine building an RNN or CNN upon the translation matrix, but that would require
more training labels. We believe ESR’s two-stage pooling provides the right balance of model
complexity and abstraction granularity, given the size of our training data.

4.2.6

Explicit Semantic Ranking Summary

This section presents Explicit Semantic Ranking, a new technique that utilizes the explicit semantics from a knowledge graph in academic search. In ESR, queries and documents are represented
in the entity space using their annotations, and the ranking is defined by their semantic relatedness described by their entities’ connections, in an embedding, pooling, and ranking framework.
Explicit Semantic Ranking is first applied on the academic search domain. This section first
provides analysis on the query logs from Semantic Scholar and shows the crucial role entities
played in the online production system. Then it presents a simple and effective knowledge graph
construction method that automatically built an academic knowledge graph using Freebase and
the Semantic Scholar corpus. ESR then utilizes this automatically constructed knowledge graph
to improve the search accuracy of Semantic Scholar.
Experiments on a Semantic Scholar testbed demonstrate that ESR improves the production system by 6% to 14%. Additional analysis revealed the effectiveness of the explicit
semantics: the entities and their surface forms help recognize the concepts in a query, and polish
the exact match signal; the knowledge graph structure helps build additional connections between
query and documents, and provides effective and novel soft match evidence. With the embedding, pooling, and ranking framework that successfully utilizes this semantics, ESR provides
robust improvements, especially on the queries that are hard for word-based ranking models.
Perhaps surprisingly, we found that using Freebase entities was more effective than
keyphrases automatically extracted from S2’s corpus. Although Freebase is considered generalpurpose, it provides surprisingly good coverage of the entities in our domain - computer science.
The value of this knowledge graph can be further improved by adding domain specific semantics
such as venues and authors. This result is encouraging because good domain-specific knowledge bases can be difficult to build from scratch. It shows that entities from a general-domain
knowledge base can be a good start.
Different edge types in the knowledge graph convey rather different semantics. In our experiments, there is less than 15% overlap between the close neighbors of an entity in different
embedding spaces. The different variants of ESR also perform rather differently on different
queries. This work mainly focuses on how to make use of each edge type individually and
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specifically in the academic search domain. The following chapters will present more unified
approaches to utilize knowledge graph semantics as well as their applications in general domain
search environments.

4.3

Summary

This chapter presents the bag-of-entities representations and the Explicit Semantic Ranking approach that represents and matches query and documents in the entity space. Instead of restricting
to the word-based retrieval framework, it provides a fully entity-driven approach that resembles
the classic controlled vocabulary based retrieval but with the advantage of large scale knowledge
graphs, automatic entity linking techniques, and new machine learning models. We present thorough analysis showing the applicability of automatic entity annotations in representing query
and documents in both the general domain (web search) and a special domain (academic search).
The search log analysis on Semantic Scholar further demonstrate the crucial role entities played
in a real online production system and the needs of deeper text understanding about entities.
This chapter provides new ranking models that perform both exact match and soft match
using the entity-based representations of query and documents. The exact match leverages the
semantics from entity linking—disambiguation, synonym resolution, and chunking—and the
soft match leverages the structural semantics associated with entities in the knowledge graph and
is able to build connections between related entities in the query and documents. Various experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of the entity-based text representations in search.
The bag-of-entities representation and the Explicit Semantic Ranking form the backbone of
entity-oriented search, which is a new research topic in information retrieval that aims to leverage
knowledge graphs in search systems. Next, Chapter 5 studies how to combine the entity-based
text representations with the original word-based representations; it also develops new machine
learning models that addresses the uncertainties brought in by the automatic construction of
entity-based representations: entity linking errors.
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Chapter 5
Combining Word-based and Entity-based
Representations
This chapter studies how to combine entity-based text representations with the original wordbased representations for search. In the previous chapter, we have shown the effectiveness of
bag-of-entities representations and the advantage of matching query and documents in the entity
space. Entity-oriented search operates in the automatically constructed bag-of-entities space and
the ranking signals convey information from knowledge graphs that is external to the word-based
search system. It is natural to study how the two search paradigms interact with each other and
how to them to get the best of both representation spaces.
This chapter first proposes a word-entity duet framework that integrates bag-of-words and
bag-of-entities. The framework not only combines the two but also leverages the interactions
between them which leads to additional ranking signals. It also includes a hierarchical ranking
model that handles the noise in the query annotations which is a major bottleneck in entityoriented search. Then this chapter proposes the JointSem approach, which increases the scope
of the hierarchical ranking model to include the entity linking step. In JointSem, the decision
of entity linking is jointly made with entity-based document ranking. Thus the ranking model no
longer treats the entity linker as a black box. Instead, it learns how to link entities and how to
rank documents simultaneously from relevance judgments.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 5.1 presents the duet framework and Section 5.2 presents
the JointSem approach.

5.1

Word-Entity Duet

This section presents the word-entity duet framework to utilize knowledge graphs in information
retrieval1 . Instead of centering around words or entities, this work treats them equally and
represents the query and documents using both word-based and entity-based representations.
Thus the interaction of query and document is no longer a ‘solo’ of their words or entities,
1

Chenyan Xiong, Jamie Callan, and Tie-Yan Liu. Word-Entity Duet Representations for Document Ranking.
In Proceedings of the 40th International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information
Retrieval (SIGIR 2017) [100].
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but a ‘duet’ of their words and entities. Working together, the word-based and entity-based
representations form a four-way interaction: query words to document words (Qw-Dw), query
entities to document words (Qe-Dw), query words to document entities (Qw-De), and query
entities to document entities (Qe-De). This leads to a general methodology for incorporating
knowledge graphs into text-centric search systems.
The rich and novel ranking evidence from the word-entity duet does come with a cost. Because it is created automatically, the entity-based representation also introduces uncertainties.
For example, an entity can be mistakenly annotated to a query, and may mislead the search
system. This sections develops an attention-based ranking model, AttR-Duet, that employs
a simple attention mechanism to handle the noise in the entity representation. The matching
component of AttR-Duet focuses on ranking with the word-entity duet, while its attention
component focuses on steering the model away from noisy entities. Trained directly from relevance judgments, AttR-Duet learns how to demote noisy entities and how to rank documents
with the word-entity duet simultaneously.
The effectiveness of AttR-Duet is demonstrated on the ClueWeb Category B corpora and
TREC Web Track queries. On both ClueWeb09-B and ClueWeb12-B13 , AttR-Duet outperforms previous word-based and entity-based ranking systems by at least 14%. We demonstrate
that the entities bring additional exact match and soft match ranking signals from the knowledge graph; all entity-based rankings perform similar or better compared to solely word-based
rankings. We also find that, when the automatically-constructed entity representations are not as
clean, the attention mechanism is necessary for the ranking model to utilize the ranking signals
from the knowledge graph. Jointly learned, the attention mechanism is able to demote noisy
entities and distill the ranking signals, while without such purification, ranking models become
vulnerable to noisy entity representations, and the mixed evidence from the knowledge graph
may be more of a distraction than an asset. In the rest of this section, we first present the wordentity duet framework for utilizing knowledge graphs in ranking and then the attention-based
ranking model. Experimental settings and evaluations are described in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4.
This section wraps up with conclusions about the duet framework.

5.1.1

Duet Framework

We now present our word-entity duet framework for utilizing knowledge graphs in search. Given
a query q and a set of candidate documents D = {d1 , ..., d|D| }, our framework aims to provide
a systematic approach to better rank D for q, with the help of a knowledge graph G. In the
framework, query and documents are represented by two representations, one word-based and
one entity-based (Section 5.1.1.1). The two representations’ interactions create the word-entity
duet and provide four matching components (Section 5.1.1.2).
5.1.1.1

Word and Entity Based Representations

Word-based representations of query and document are standard bag-of-words: Qw(w) =
tf(w, q), and Dw(w) = tf(w, d). Each dimension in the bag-of-words Qw and Dw corresponds
to a word w. Its weight is the word’s frequency (tf) in the query or document.
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A standard approach is to use multiple fields of a document, for example, title and body.
Each document field is usually represented by a separate bag-of-words, for example, Dwtitle and
Dwbody , and the ranking scores from different fields are combined by ranking models. In this
work, we assume that a document may have multiple fields. However, to make notation simpler,
the field notation is omitted in the rest of this section unless necessary.
Entity-based representations are bag-of-entities constructed from entity annotations (Section 4.1): Qe(e) = tf(e, q) and De(e) = tf(e, d), where e is an entity linked to the query or the
document. We use automatic entity annotations from an entity linking system to construct the
bag-of-entities (Section 4.1).
An entity linking system finds the entity mentions (surface forms) in a text, and links each
surface form to a corresponding entity. For example, the entity ‘Barack Obama’ can be linked to
the query ‘Obama Family Tree’. ‘Obama’ is the surface form.
Entity linking systems usually contain two main steps [38]:
1. Spotting: To find surface forms in the text, for example, to identify the phrase ‘Obama’;
and
2. Disambiguation: To link the most probable entity from the candidates of each surface
form, for example, choosing ‘Barack Obama’ from all possible Obama-related entities.
A commonly used information in spotting is the linked probability (lp), the probability of a surface form being annotated in a training corpus, such as Wikipedia. A higher lp means the surface
form is more likely to be linked. For example, ‘Obama’ should have a higher lp than ‘table’. The
disambiguation usually considers two factors. The first is commonness (CMNS), the universal
probability of the surface form being linked to the entity. The second is the context in the text,
which provides additional evidence for disambiguation. A confidence score is usually assigned to
each annotated entity by the entity linking system, based on spotting and disambiguation scores.
The bag-of-entities is not the set of surface forms that appear in the text (otherwise it is not
much different from phrase-based representation). Instead, the entities are associated with rich
semantics from the knowledge graph. For example, in Freebase, the information associated with
each entity includes (but is not limited to) its name, alias, type, description, and relations with
other entities. The entity-based representation makes these semantics available when matching
query and documents.
5.1.1.2

Matching with the Word-Entity Duet

By adding the entity based representation into the search system, the ranking is no longer a
solo match between words, but a word-entity duet that includes four different ways a query can
interact with a document: query words to document words (Qw-Dw); query entities to document
words (Qe-Dw); query words to document entities (Qw-De); and query entities to document
entities (Qe-De). Each of them is a matching component and generates unique ranking features
to be used in our ranking model.
Query Words to Document Words (Qw-Dw): This interaction has been widely studied in
information retrieval. The matches of Qw and Dw generate term-level statistics such as term
frequency and inverse document frequency. These statistics are combined in various ways by
standard retrieval models, for example, BM25, language model (Lm), and vector space model.
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Table 5.1: Ranking features from query words to document words (title and body) (ΦQw-Dw ).
Feature Description
BM25
TF-IDF
Boolean OR
Boolean And
Coordinate Match
Language Model (Lm)
Lm with JM smoothing
Lm with Dirichlet smoothing
Lm with two-way smoothing
Total

Dimension
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
18

Table 5.2: Ranking features from query entities (name and description) to document words (title
and body) (ΦQe-Dw ).
Feature Description
BM25
TF-IDF
Boolean Or
Boolean And
Coordinate Match
Lm with Dirichlet Smoothing
Total

Dimension
4
4
4
4
4
4
24

This work applies these standard retrieval models on document title and body fields to extract the
ranking features ΦQw-Dw in Table 5.1.
Query Entities to Document Words (Qe-Dw): knowledge graphs contain textual attributes
about entities, such as names and descriptions. These textual attributes make it possible to build
cross-space interactions between query entities and document words. Specifically, given a query
entity e, we use its name and description as pseudo queries, and calculate their retrieval scores on
a document’s title and body bag-of-words, using standard retrieval models. The retrieval scores
from query entities (name or description) to document’s words (title or body) are used as ranking
features ΦQe-Dw . The detailed feature list is in Table 5.2.
Query Words to Document Entities (Qw-De): Intuitively, the texts from document entities
should help the understanding of the document. For example, when reading a Wikipedia article,
the description of a linked entity in the article is helpful for a reader who does not have the
background knowledge about the entity.
The retrieval scores from the query words to document entities’ name and descriptions are
used to model this interaction. Different from Qe-Dw, in Qw-De, not all document entities are
related to the query. To exclude unnecessary information, only the highest retrieval scores from
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Table 5.3: Ranking features from query words to document entities (name and description)
(ΦQw-De ).
Feature Description
Top 3 Coordinate Match on Title Entities
Top 5 Coordinate Match on Body Entities
Top 3 TF-IDF on Title Entities
Top 5 TF-IDF on Body Entities
Top 3 Lm-Dirichlet on Title Entities
Top 5 Lm-Dirichlet on Body Entities
Total

Dimension
6
10
6
10
6
10
48

Table 5.4: Ranking features from query entities to document’s title and body entities (ΦQe-De ).
Feature Description
Binned translation scores, 1 exact match bin,
5 soft match Bins in the range [0, 1).

Dimension
12

each retrieval model are included as features:
ΦQw-De ⊃ max-k({score(q, e)|∀e ∈ De}),
where score(q, e) is the score of q and document entity e from a retrieval model, and max-k()
takes the k biggest scores from the set. Applying retrieval models on title and body entities’
names and descriptions, the ranking features ΦQw-De in Table 5.3 are extracted. We choose a
smaller k for title entities as titles are short and rarely have more than three entities.
Query Entities to Document Entities (Qe-De): There are two ways the interactions in the
entity space can be useful. The exact match signal addresses the vocabulary mismatch of surface
forms [80] (Section 4.1). For example, two different surface forms, ‘Obama’ and ‘US President’,
are linked to the same entity ‘Barack Obama’ and thus are matched. The soft match in the entity
space is also useful. For example, a document that frequently mentions ‘the white house’ and
‘executive order’ may be relevant to the query ‘US President’.
We apply the Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR) technique, presented in Section 4.2, to obtain
Qe-De features. ESR first calculates an entity translation matrix of the query and document
using entity embeddings. Then it gathers ranking features from the matrix by histogram pooling.
ESR was originally applied in Semantic Scholar and its entity embeddings were trained using
domain specific information like author and venue. In the general domain, there is much research
that aims to learn entity embeddings from the knowledge graph [14, 58]. We choose the TransE
model which is effective and efficient enough to be applied on large knowledge graphs [14].
Given the triples (edges) from the knowledge graph (eh , p, et ), including eh and et the head
entity and the tail entity, and p the edge type (predicate), TransE learns entity and relationship
embeddings (~e and p~) by optimizing the following pairwise loss:
X
X
[1 + ||e~h + p~ − e~t ||1 − ||e~0h + p~ − e~0t ||1 ]+ ,
(eh ,p,et )∈G (e0h ,p,e0t )∈G0
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where [·]+ is the hinge loss, G is the set of existing edges in the knowledge graph, and G0 is
the randomly sampled negative instances. The loss function ensures that entities in similar graph
structures are mapped closely in the embedding space, using the compositional assumption along
the edge: e~h + p~ = e~t .
The distance between two entity embeddings describes their similarity in the knowledge
graph [14]. Using L1 similarity, a translation matrix can be calculated:
T (ei , ej ) = 1 − ||~ei − ~ej ||1 .

(5.1)

T is the |Qe| × |De| translation matrix. ei and ej are the entities in the query and the document
respectively.
Then the histogram pooling technique is used to gather query-document matching signals
from T [42] (Section 4.2):
~
S(De)
= max T (e, De),
e∈Qe
X
~
~j (De) < edk ),
Bk (S(De))
= log
I(stk ≤ S
j

~
where S(d)
is the max-pooled |De| dimensional vector, whose j th dimension is the maximum
similarity of the j th document entity to any query entities. Bk () is the k th bin that counts the
number of translation scores in its range [stk , edk ).
We use the same six bins as in Section 4.2: [1, 1], [0.8, 1), [0.6, 0.8), [0.4, 0.6), [0, 2, 0.4),
[0, 0, 2). The first bin is the exact match bin and is equivalent to the entity frequency model
(Section 4.1). The other bin scores capture the soft match signal between query and documents
at different levels. These bin scores generated the ranking features ΦQe-De in Table 5.4.
5.1.1.3

Recap

The word-entity duet incorporates various semantics from the knowledge graph: The textual
attributes of entities are used to model the cross-space interactions (Qe-Dw and Qw-De); the
relations in the knowledge graphs are used to model the interactions in the entity space (Qe-De),
through the knowledge graph embedding. The word-based retrieval models are also included
(Qw-Dw).
Many prior methods are generalized by the duet framework. For example, the two query
expansion methods using Wikipedia or Freebase represent the query using related entities, and
then use these entities’ texts to build additional connections with the document’s text [31, 105]
(Section 3.1); the latent entity space techniques first find a set of highly related query entities,
and then rank documents using their connections with these entities [61] (Section 3.2); and the
entity based ranking methods model the interactions between query and documents in the entity
space using exact match [80] (Section 4.1) and soft match (Section 4.2).
Each of the four interactions generates a set of ranking signals. A straightforward way is to
use them as features in learning to rank models. However, the entity representations may include
noise and generate misleading ranking signals, which motivates our AttR-Duet ranking model
in the next section.
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5.1.2

Attention-based Ranking Model

Unlike bag-of-words, entity-based representations are constructed using automatic entity linking
systems. It is inevitable that some entities are mistakenly annotated, especially in short queries
where there is less context for disambiguation. If an unrelated entity is annotated to the query, it
will introduce misleading ranking features; documents that match the unrelated entity might be
promoted. Without additional information, ranking models have little leverage to distinguish the
useful signals brought in by correct entities from those by the noisy ones, and their accuracies
might be limited.
We address this problem with an attention-based ranking model AttR-Duet. It first extracts
attention features to describe the quality of query entities. Then AttR-Duet builds a simple
attention mechanism using these features to demote noisy entities. The attention and the matching of query-documents are trained together using back-propagation, enabling the model to learn
simultaneously how to weight entities of varying quality and how to rank with the word-entity
duet. The attention features are described in Section 5.1.2.1. The details of the ranking model
are discussed in Section 5.1.2.2.
Table 5.5: Attention Features for Query Entities.
Feature Description
Entropy of the Surface Form
Is the Most Popular Candidate Entity
Margin to the Next Candidate Entity
Embedding Similarity with Query
Total

5.1.2.1

Dimension
1
1
1
1
4

Attention Features

Two groups of attention features are extracted for each query entity to model its annotation
ambiguity and its closeness to the query.
Annotation Ambiguity features describe the risk of an entity annotation. There is a risk
that the linker may fail to disambiguate the surface form to the correct entity, especially when
the surface form is too ambiguous. For example, ‘Apple’ in a short query can be the fruit or
the brand. It is risky to put high attention on it. There are three ambiguity features used in
AttR-Duet.
The first feature is the entropy of the surface form. Given a training corpus, for example,
Wikipedia, we gather the probability of a surface form being linked to different candidate entities,
and calculate the entropy of this probability. The higher the entropy is, the more ambiguous the
surface form is, and the less attention the model should put on the corresponding query entity.
The second feature is whether the annotated entity is the most popular candidate of the surface
form, i.e. has the highest commonness score (CMNS). The third feature is the difference between
the linked entity’s CMNS to the next candidate entity’s.
A Closeness attention feature is extracted using the distance between the query entity and
the query words in an embedding space. An entity and word joint embedding model are trained
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AttR‐Duet:

Qw‐Dw Qw‐De 1D‐CNN
Obama
Family
Tree

,

1D‐CNN

Obama
Family

Dot Product

Tree
Qe‐Dw Qe‐De

1D‐CNN

Concatenation

Concatenation

1D‐CNN

‘Barack Obama’
‘Family Tree’

‘Barack Obama’
‘Family Tree’
Matching Feature

Matching Model

Attention Model Attention Feature

Figure 5.1: The Architecture of the Attention based Ranking Model for Word-Entity Duet
(AttR-Duet). The left side models the query-document matching in the word-entity duet.
The right side models the importances of query entities using attention features. They together
produce the final ranking score.
on a corpus including the original documents and the documents with surface forms replaced by
linked entities. The cosine similarity between the entity embedding to the query embedding (the
average of its words’ embeddings) is used as the feature. Intuitively, a higher similarity score
should lead to more attention.
The full list of entity attention features, Att(e), is listed in Table 5.5.
5.1.2.2

Model

The architecture of AttR-Duet is illustrated in Figure 5.1. It produces a ranking function
f (q, d) that re-ranks candidate documents D for the query q, with the ranking features in Table 5.1-5.4 and attention features in Table 5.5. f (q, d) is expected to weight query elements more
properly and rank document more accurately.
Model inputs: Suppose the query contains words {w1 , ..., wn } and entities {e1 , ... , em },
there are four input feature matrices: Rw , Re , Aw , and Ae . Rw and Re are the ranking feature
matrices for query words and entities in the document. Aw and Ae are the attention feature
matrices for words and entities. These matrices’ rows are feature vectors previously described:
Rw (wi , ·) = ΦQw-Dw (wi ) t ΦQw-De (wi )
Re (ej , ·) = ΦQe-Dw (ej ) t ΦQe-De (ej )
Aw (wi , ·) = 1
Ae (ej , ·) = Att(ej ).

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)

ΦQw-Dw , ΦQw-De , ΦQe-Dw , and ΦQe-De are the ranking features from the word-entity duet, as described in Section 5.1.1. The two feature vectors of a query element are concatenated (t). Att(ej )
is the attention features for entity ej (Table 5.5). In this work, we use uniform word attention
(Aw = 1), because the main goal of the attention mechanism is to handle the uncertainty in the
entity representations.
The matching part contains two Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN’s). One matches
query words to d (Rw ); the other one matches query entities to d (Re ). The convolution is
applied on the query element (word/entity) dimension, assuming that the ranking evidence from
different query words or entities should be treated the same. The simplest setup with one 1d
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CNN layer, 1 filter, and linear activation function can be considered as a linear model applied
‘convolutionally’ on each word or entity:
Fw (wi ) = Wwm · Rw (wi , ·) + bm
w
m
m
Fe (ej ) = We · Re (ej , ·) + be .

(5.6)
(5.7)

Fw (wi ) and Fe (ej ) are the matching scores from query word wi and query entity ej , respectively.
The matching scores from all query words form an n dimensional vector Fw , and those from
m
entities form an m dimensional vector Fe . Wwm , Wem , bm
w , and be are the matching parameters to
learn.
The attention part also contains two CNN’s. One weights query words with Aw and the
other one weights query entities with Ae . The same convolution idea is applied as the attention
features on each query word/entity should be treated the same.
The simplest set-ups with one CNN layer are:
αw (wi ) = ReLU(Wwa · Aw (wi , ·) + baw )
αe (ej ) = ReLU(Wea · Ae (ej , ·) + bae ).

(5.8)
(5.9)

αw (wi ) and αe (ej ) are the attention weights on word wi and entity ej . {Wwa , Wea , baw , bae } are the
attention parameters to learn. ReLU activation is used to ensure non-negative attention weights.
The matching scores can be negative because only the differences between documents’ matching
scores matter.
The final ranking score combines the matching scores using the attention scores:
f (q, d) = Fw · αw + Fe · αe .
The training is done by optimizing the pairwise hinge loss:
X X
l(q, D) =
[1 − f (q, d) + f (q, d0 )]+ .
d∈D+

(5.10)

(5.11)

d0 ∈D−

D+ and D− are the set of relevant documents and the set of irrelevant documents. [·]+ is the
hinge loss. The loss function can be optimized using back-propagation in the neural network,
and the matching part and the attention part are learned simultaneously.

5.1.3

Experimental Methodology

This section describes the experiment methodology, including dataset, baselines, and the implementation details of our methods.
Dataset: Ranking performances were evaluated on the TREC Web Track ad-hoc task, the
standard benchmark for web search. TREC 2009-2012 provided 200 queries for ClueWeb09,
and TREC 2013-2014 provided 100 queries for ClueWeb12. The Category B of both corpora
(ClueWeb09-B and ClueWeb12-B13) and corresponding TREC relevance judgments were used.
On ClueWeb09-B, the SDM runs provided by EQFE [31] are used as the base retrieval. It
is a well-tuned Galago-based implementation and performs better than Indri’s SDM. All their
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settings are inherited, including spam filtering using Waterloo spam score (with a threshold of
60), INQUERY plus web-specific stopwords removal, and KStemming. On ClueWeb12-B13,
not all queries’ rankings are available from prior work, and Indri’s SDM performs similarly to
its language model. For simplicity, the base retrieval on ClueWeb12-B13 used is Indri’s default
language model with KStemming, INQUERY stopword removal, and no spam filtering. All our
methods and learning to rank baselines re-ranked the first 100 documents from the base retrieval.
The ClueWeb web pages were parsed using Boilerpipe2 . The ‘KeepEverythingExtractor’ was
used to keep as much text from the web page as possible, to minimize the parser’s influence. The
documents were parsed to two fields: title and body. All the baselines and methods implemented
by ourselves were built upon the same parsed results for fair comparisons.
The Knowledge Graph used in this work is Freebase [13]. The query and document entities
were both annotated by TagMe [38]. No filter was applied on TagMe’s results; all annotation
were kept. This is the most widely used setting of entity-based ranking methods on ClueWeb [80]
(Section 3.2, 4.1).
Baselines included standard word-based baselines: Indri’s language model (Lm), sequential
dependency model (SDM), and two state-of-the-art learning to rank methods: RankSVM3 [49]
and coordinate ascent (Coor-Ascent4 ) [71]. RankSVM was trained and evaluated using a 10fold cross-validation on each corpus. Each fold was split to train (80%), develop (10%), and test
(10%). The develop part was used to tune the hyper-parameter c of the linear SVM from the set
{1e − 05, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. Coor-Ascent was trained using
RankLib’s recommended settings, which worked well in our experiments. They used the same
word based ranking features as in Table 5.1.
Entity-based ranking baselines were also compared. EQFE [31] runs are provided by
its authors. Our own entity-oriented search methods, including EsdRank (Section 3.2),
BOE-TagMe (Section 4.1) and ESR (Section 4.2) are also compared. The comparisons with
EQFE and EsdRank are mainly done on ClueWeb09, because when they were developed not
all ClueWeb12 TREC queries were released. BOE-TagMe is the best TagMe based runs in
Section 4.1, which is TagMe-EF on ClueWeb09-B and TagMe-COOR on ClueWeb12-B13. We
apply ESR on web search with the same set-up as it was applied on academic search (Section 4.2)
except the entity embeddings are obtained by TransE [14] on Freebase instead of Skip-gram on
the academic knowledge graph.
There are also other unsupervised entity-based systems [61, 80] (Section 3.1); it is unfair to
compare them with our supervised methods.
Evaluation was done by NDCG@20 and ERR@20, the official TREC Web Track ad-hoc
task evaluation metrics. Statistical significances were tested by permutation test with p< 0.05.
Feature Details: All parameters in the unsupervised retrieval model features were kept default. All texts were reduced to lower case, punctuation was discarded, and standard INQUERY
stopwords were removed. Document fields included title and body, both parsed by Boilerpipe.
Entity textual fields included name and description. When extracting Qw-De features, if a document did not have enough entities (3 in title or 5 in body), the feature values were set to −20. The
2

https://github.com/kohlschutter/boilerpipe
https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html
4
https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/
3
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TransE embeddings were trained using Fast-TransX library5 . The embedding dimension used is
50.
When extracting the attention features in Table 5.5, the word and entity joint embeddings
were obtained by training a skip-gram model on the candidate documents using Google’s
word2vec [73] with 300 dimensions; the surface form’s statistics were calculated from Google’s
FACC1 annotation [39].
Model Details: AttR-Duet was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation with the same
partitions as RankSVM. Deeper neural networks were explored but did not provide much improvement so the simplest CNN setting was used: 1 layer, 1 filter, linear activation for the ranking part, and ReLU activation for the attention part. All CNN’s weights were L2-regularized.
Regularization weights were selected from the set {0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1} using the develop fold
in the cross validation. Training loss was optimized using the Nadam algorithm [90]. Our implementation was based on Keras. To facilitate implementation, input feature matrices of query
elements were padded to the maximum length with zeros. Batch training was used, given the
small size of training data.
Using a common CPU, the training took 4-8 hours to converge on ClueWeb09-B and 24 hours on ClueWeb12-B13. The testing is efficient as the neural network is shallow. The
document annotations, TransE embeddings, and surface form information can be obtained off
line. Query entity linking is efficient given the short query length. If the embedding results
and entities’ texts are maintained in memory, the feature extraction is of the same complexity as
typical learning to rank features.
The rankings, evaluation results, and the data used in our experiments are available online
at http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/appendices/SIGIR2017_word_entity_
duet/.

5.1.4

Evaluation Results

This section first evaluates the overall ranking performances of the word-entity duet with attention based learning to rank. Then it analyzes the two parts of AttR-Duet: Matching with the
word-entity duet and the attention mechanism.
5.1.4.1

Overall Performance

The overall accuracies of AttR-Duet and baselines are shown in Table 5.12. Relative performances over RankSVM are shown in percentages. Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries a
method improves, does not change, and hurts, compared with RankSVM on NDCG@20. Best
results in each metric are marked Bold. § indicates statistically significant improvements over
all available baselines.
AttR-Duet outperformed all baselines significantly by large margins. On ClueWeb09-B, a
widely studied benchmark for web search, AttR-Duet improved RankSVM, a strong learning
to rank baseline, by more than 20% at NDCG@20, and more than 30% at ERR@20, showing
the advantage of the word-entity duet over bag-of-words. ESR, EQFE and EsdRank, previous
5

https://github.com/thunlp/Fast-TransX
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Table 5.6: Overall accuracies of AttR-Duet. (U) and (S) indicate unsupervised or supervised
method. (E) indicates that information from entities is used. Relative performances compared
with RankSVM are shown in percentages. Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries a method
improves, does not change, or hurts, compared with RankSVM on NDCG@20. Best results are
marked bold. § marks statistically significant improvements over all baselines. The baseline
scores are in general higher than in previous sections because the experimental setups are improved with more proper relevance judgments (Category-B), a better HTML parser (Boilerpipe),
better tuned base retrieval models (from EQFE [31]), and revised ranking features.

Method
Lm
(U)
SDM
(U)
RankSVM
(S)
Coor-Ascent (S)
BOE-TagMe
(UE)
ESR
(SE)
EQFE
(SE)
EsdRank
(SE)
AttR-Duet
(SE)
Method
Lm
(U)
SDM
(U)
RankSVM
(S)
Coor-Ascent (S)
BOE-TagMe
(UE)
ESR
(SE)
EQFE
(SE)
EsdRank
(SE)
AttR-Duet
(SE)

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.1757
−33.33% 0.1195
−22.63%
0.2496
−5.26% 0.1387
−10.20%
0.2635
– 0.1544
–
0.2681
+1.75% 0.1617
+4.72%
0.2294
−12.94% 0.1488
−3.63%
0.2695
+2.30% 0.1607
+4.06%
0.2448
−7.10% 0.1419
−8.10%
0.2644
+0.33% 0.1756
+13.69%
§
§
0.3197 +21.32% 0.2026 +31.21%
ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.1060
−12.02% 0.0863
−6.67%
0.1083
−10.14% 0.0905
−2.08%
0.1205
– 0.0924
–
0.1206
+0.08% 0.0947
+2.42%
0.1173
−2.64% 0.0950
+2.83%
0.1166
−3.22% 0.0898
−2.81%
n/a
– n/a
–
n/a
– n/a
–
§
§
0.1376 +14.22% 0.1154 +24.92%

W/T/L
47/28/125
62/38/100
–/–/–
71/47/82
74/25/101
80/39/81
77/33/90
88/28/84
101/37/62
W/T/L
35/22/43
27/25/48
–/–/–
36/32/32
44/19/37
30/23/47
–/–/–
–/–/–
45/24/31

state-of-the-art entity-based ranking methods, were outperformed by at least 15%. It is not surprising because the duet framework includes all of their effects, as discussed in Section 5.1.1.3.
ClueWeb12-B13 has been considered a hard dataset due to its noisy corpus and harder queries.
The size of its training data is also smaller, which limits the strength of our neural network. However, AttR-Duet still significantly outperformed all available baselines by at least 14%. The
information from entities is effective and also different with those from words: AttR-Duet
influences more than 75% of the queries, and improves the majority of them.
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Table 5.7: Ranking accuracy with each group of matching feature from the word-entity duet.
Base Retrieval is SDM on ClueWeb09 and Lm on ClueWeb12. LeToR-Qw-Dw uses the
query and document’s BOW (Table 5.1). LeToR-Qe-Dw uses the query’s BOE and document’s BOW (Table 5.2), LeToR-Qw-De is the query BOW + document BOE (Table 5.3), and
LeToR-Qe-De uses the query and document’s BOE (Table 5.4). LeToR-All uses all groups.
Relative performances in percentages, Win/Tie/Loss on NDCG@20, and statistically significant
improvements (†) are all compared with Base Retrieval.

Method
Base Retrieval
LeToR-Qw-Dw
LeToR-Qe-Dw
LeToR-Qw-De
LeToR-Qe-De
LeToR-All
Method
Base Retrieval
LeToR-Qw-Dw
LeToR-Qe-Dw
LeToR-Qw-De
LeToR-Qe-De
LeToR-All

5.1.4.2

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.2496
−− 0.1387
−−
0.2635†
+5.55% 0.1544† +11.36%
0.2729
+9.33% 0.1824† +31.51%
0.2867† +14.83% 0.1651† +19.07%
0.2695†
+7.97% 0.1607† +15.88%
0.3099† +24.13% 0.1955† +40.97%
ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.1060
−− 0.0863
−−
0.1205 +13.67% 0.0924
+7.14%
0.1110
+4.66% 0.0928
+7.63%
0.1146
+8.09% 0.0880
+1.96%
0.1166
+10.01% 0.0898
+4.13%
0.1205 +13.69% 0.1000 +15.93%

W/T/L
–/–/–
100/38/62
82/34/84
91/39/70
99/40/61
103/38/59
W/T/L
–/–/–
43/22/35
40/20/40
42/20/38
38/20/42
47/19/34

Matching with Word-Entity Duet

In a sophisticated system like AttR-Duet, it is hard to tell the contributions of different components. This experiment studies how each of the four-way interactions in the word-entity duet
contributes to the ranking performance individually. For each group of the matching features
in Table 5.1- 5.4, we train a RankSVM individually, which resulted in four ranking models:
LeToR-Qw-Dw, LeToR-Qe-Dw, LeToR-Qw-De, and LeToR-Qe-De. LeToR-All which
uses all ranking features is also evaluated. In LeToR-Qw-De and LeToR-Qe-De, the score of
the base retrieval model is included as a feature, so that there is a feature to indicate the strength
of the word-based match for the whole document. All these methods were trained and tested
in the same setting as RankSVM. As a result, LeToR-Qw-Dw is equivalent to the RankSVM
baseline, and LeToR-Qe-De is equivalent to the ESR baseline.
Their evaluation results are listed in Table 5.7. Relative performances (percentages),
Win/Tie/Loss, and statistically significant improvements (†) are all compared with Base
Retrieval (SDM on ClueWeb09 and Lm on ClueWeb12). All four groups of matching features were able to improve the ranking accuracy of Base Retrieval when used individually as ranking features, demonstrating the usefulness of all matching components in the duet.
On ClueWeb09-B, all three entity related components, LeToR-Qe-Dw, LeToR-Qw-De, and
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Table 5.8: Examples of entities used in Qw-De and Qe-De. The first half are examples of
matched entities in relevant and irrelevant documents, which are used to extract Qw-De features.
The second half are examples of entities falls into the exact match bin and the closest soft match
bins, used to extract Qe-De features.
Examples of Most Similar Entities to the Query
Query
In Relevant Documents In Irrelevant Documents
Uss Yorktown
‘Charles Cornwallis’,
‘USS Yorktown (CV-10)’
Charleston SC
‘USS Yorktown (CV-5)’
‘Roosevelt Avenue’,
‘Flushing (physiology)’,
Flushing
‘Flushing, Queens’
‘Flush (cards)’
Examples of Neighbors in Knowledge Graph Embedding
Query
In Exact Match Bin
In Soft Match Bins
Uss Yorktown ‘USS Yorktown (CV-10)’,
‘Empire of Japan’,
‘Charleston, SC’
‘World War II’
Charleston SC
‘Brooklyn’, ‘Manhattan’,
Flushing
‘Flushing, Queens’
‘New York’
LeToR-Qe-De, provided similar or better performances than the word-based RankSVM. When
all features were used together, LeToR-All significantly improved RankSVM by 17% and 26%
on NDCG@20 and ERR@20, showing that the ranking evidence from different parts of the duet
can reinforce each other.
On ClueWeb12-B13, entity-based matching was less effective. LeToR-All’s NDCG@20
was the same as RankSVM’s, despite additional matching features. The difference is that the
annotation quality of TagMe on ClueWeb12 queries is lower (Table 5.9). The noisy entity representation may mislead the ranking model, and prevent the effective usage of entities. To deal
with this uncertainty is the motivation of the attention based ranking model, which is studied in
Section 5.1.4.4.
5.1.4.3

Matching Feature Analysis

The features from the word space (Qw-Dw) are well understood, and the feature from the query
entities to document words (Qe-Dw) have been studied in prior research [31, 61] (Section 3.2).
This experiment analyzes the features from the two new components (Qw-De and Qe-De).
Qw-De features match the query words with the document entities. For each document, the
query words are matched with the textual fields of document entities using retrieval models, and
the highest scores are Qw-De features.
We performed an incremental feature analysis of LeToR-Qw-De. Starting with the highest
scored entities from each group in Table 5.3, we incrementally added the next highest ones to
the model and evaluated the ranking performance. The results are shown in Figure 5.2a. The
y-axis is the relative NDCG@20 improvements over the base retrieval model. The x-axis is the
used features. For example, ‘Top 3 Scores’ uses the top 3 entities’ retrieval scores in each row of
Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: Incremental analysis for duet ranking features. The y-axis is the relative NDCG@20
improvement over the base retrieval. The x-axis refers to the features from only top k (1-5) entity
match scores (5.2a), and the features from only first k (1-6) bins in the ESR model (5.2b), both
ordered incrementally from left to right.
The highest scores were very useful. Simply combining them with the base retrieval provided
nearly 10% gain on ClueWeb09-B and about 7% on ClueWeb12-B13. Adding the following
scores was not that stable, perhaps because the corresponding entities were rather noisy, given
the simple retrieval models used to match query words with them. Nevertheless, the top 5 scores
together further improve the ranking accuracy.
The first half of Table 5.8 shows examples of entities with highest matching scores. We found
that such ‘top’ entities from relevant documents are frequently related to the query, for example,
‘Roosevelt Avenue’ is an avenue across Flushing, NY. In comparison, entities from irrelevant
documents are much noisier. Qw-De features make use of this information and generate useful
ranking evidence.
Qe-De features are extracted using the Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR) method (Section 4.2). ESR is built upon the translation model. It operates in the entity space, and extracts the
ranking features using histogram pooling. ESR was originally applied on academic search. This
section introduces ESR to web search and uses the TransE model [14] to train general domain
embeddings from the knowledge graph.
To study the effectiveness of ESR in our setting, we also performed an incremental feature
analysis of LeToR-Qe-De. Starting from the first bin (exact match), the following bins (soft
matches) were incrementally added into RankSVM, and their rankings were evaluated. The
results are shown in Figure 5.2b. The y-axis is the relative NDCG@20 over the base retrieval
model they re-rank. The x-axis is the features used. For example, First 3 Bins refers to using the
first three bins: [1, 1], [0.8, 1), and [0.6, 0.8).
The observation on Semantic Scholar (Section 4.2) holds on ClueWeb: Both exact match
and soft match with entities are useful. The exact match bin provided a 7% improvement on
ClueWeb09-B, while only 2% on ClueWeb12-B13. Similar exact match results were also observed in our prior study (Section 4.1). It is another reflection of the entity annotation quality
differences on the two datasets. Adding the later bins almost always improves the ranking accuracy, especially on ClueWeb12.
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Table 5.9: Query annotation accuracy and the gain of attention mechanism. TagMe Accuracy includes the precision and recall of TagMe on ClueWeb queries, evaluated in Section 4.1. Attention
Gains are the relative improvements of AttR-Duet compared with LeToR-All. Statistical
significant gains are marked by †.
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0.581
0.597
0.460
0.555

3

(b) ClueWeb12-B13

Figure 5.3: Attention mechanism’s gain on queries that contain different number of entities. The
x-axis is the number of entities in the queries. The y-axis is the number of queries in each group
(histogram), and the gain from attention (plots).
The second half of Table 5.8 shows some examples of entities in the exact match bin and the
nearest soft match bins. The exact match bin includes the query entities and is expected to help.
The first soft match bin usually contains related entities. For example, the neighbors of ‘USS
Yorktown (CV-10)’ include ‘World War II’ which is when the ship was built. The further bins
are mostly background noise because they are too far away. The improvements are mostly from
the first 3 bins.
5.1.4.4

Attention Mechanism Analysis

The last experiment studies the effect of the attention mechanism by comparing AttR-Duet
with LeToR-All. If enforcing flat attention weights on all query words and entities,
AttR-Duet is equivalent to LeToR-All: The matching features, model function, and loss
function are all the same. The attention part is their only difference, whose effect is reflected in
this comparison.
The gains from the attention mechanism are shown in Table 5.9. To better understand the
attention mechanism’s effectiveness in demoting noisy query entities, the query annotation’s
quality evaluated in Section 4.1 is also listed. The percentages in the Attention Gain columns
are relative improvements of AttR-Duet compared with LeToR-All. † marks statistical
significance. Figure 5.3 breaks down the relative gains to queries with different numbers of
query entities. The x-axis is the number of query entities. The histograms are the number of
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queries in each group, marked by the left y-axis. The plots are the relative gains, marked by the
right y-axis.
Table 5.10: Examples of learned attention weights. The entities in bold blue draw more attention; those in gray draw less attention.
Query
Balding Cure
Nicolas Cage Movies
Hawaiian Volcano
Observatories
Magnesium Rich Foods
Kids Earth Day
Activities

Entity Attention
‘Cure’
‘Clare Balding’
‘Nicolas Cage’
‘Pokemon (Anime)’
‘Volcano’; ‘Observatory’
‘Hawaiian Narrative’;
‘Magnesium’; ‘Food’
‘First World’
‘Earth Day’
‘Youth Organizations in the USA’

The attention mechanism is essential to ClueWeb12-B13. Without the attention model,
LeToR-All was confused by the noisy query entities and could not provide significant improvements over word-based models, as discussed in the last experiment. With the attention
mechanism, AttR-Duet improved LeToR-All by about 15%, outperforming all baselines.
On ClueWeb09 where TagMe’s accuracy is better (Section 4.1), the ranking evidence from the
word-entity duet was clean enough for LeToR-All to improve ranking, so the attention mechanism’s effect was smaller. Also, in general, the attention mechanism is more effective when there
are more query entities, while if there is only one entity there is not much to tweak.
The motivation for using attention is to handle the uncertainties in the query entities, a crucial
challenge in utilizing knowledge bases in search. These results demonstrated its ability to do
so. We also found many intuitive examples in the learned attention weights, some listed in
Table 5.10. The bold blue entities on the first line of each block gain more attention (> 0.6
attention score). Those in gray on the second line draw less attention (< 0.4 score). The attention
mechanism steers the model away from those mistakenly linked query entities, which makes it
possible to utilize the correct entities’ ranking evidence from a noisy representation.

5.1.5

Word-Entity Duet Summary

This section presents a word-entity duet framework for utilizing knowledge bases in document
ranking. In the framework, the query and documents are represented by both word-based and
entity-based representations. The four-way interactions between the two representation spaces
form a word-entity duet that can systematically incorporate various semantics from the knowledge graph. From query words to document words (Qw-Dw), word-based ranking features are
included. From query entities to document entities (Qe-De), entity-based exact match and soft
match evidence from the knowledge graph structure are included. The entities’ textual fields
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are used in the cross-space interactions Qe-Dw, which expands the query, and Qw-De, which
enriches the document.
To handle the uncertainty introduced from the automatic-thus-noisy entity representations, a
new ranking model AttR-Duet is developed. It employs a simple attention mechanism to demote the ambiguous or off-topic query entities, and learns simultaneously how to weight entities
of varying quality and how to rank documents with the word-entity duet.
Experimental results on the TREC Web Track ad-hoc task demonstrate the effectiveness of
proposed methods. AttR-Duet significantly outperformed all word-based and entity-based
ranking baselines on both ClueWeb corpora and all evaluation metrics. Further experiments
reveal that the strength of the method comes from both the advanced matching evidence from the
word-entity duet, and the attention mechanism that successfully ‘purifies’ them. On ClueWeb09
where the query entities are cleaner, all the entity related matching components from the duet
provide similar or better improvements compared with word-based features. On ClueWeb12
where the query entities are noisier, the attention mechanism steers the ranking model away
from noisy entities and is necessary for stable improvements.

5.2

Joint Entity Linking and Entity-based Ranking

In entity-oriented search systems, a key step is entity linking, which aligns the texts in the query
and document to the knowledge graph’s semantics. Though significant progress has been made
in both fronts, entity linking and entity-based ranking research were developed separately. Entity
linking systems are mostly optimized for their own metrics, which may not suit the needs of
entity-based ranking. For example, entity linking systems may prefer high accuracy on several
named entity categories [20], while entity-based search systems need high recall on general domain entities to ensure coverage of the query traffic (Section 4.2). On the other hand, entity-based
ranking systems merely treat the entity linker as a pre-processing step, and use the annotation as
a black box. Even the state-of-the-art automatic entity linking systems still make mistakes, especially on short queries (Section 5.1). Frequently the noise introduced by the entity linker is the
main error source of entity-based ranking systems [61] (Section 3.2). Without access to the detailed linking process, the best an entity-based search system can do is manual correction [31, 61]
and post-pruning (Section 3.2, 5.1).
This section presents JointSem, a joint semantic ranking method that combines query entity linking and entity-based document ranking6 . JointSem spots surface forms in the query,
links multiple candidate entities to each spotted surface form to avoid over committing (softalignment), and ranks documents using the linked entities. The spotting and linking evidence
widely used in the entity linking literature are incorporated to weight the entities, and standard
entity-based ranking features are used to rank documents. The whole system – spotting, linking,
and ranking – is trained jointly by a learning-to-rank model using document relevance labels.
6

Chenyan Xiong, Zhengzhong Liu, Jamie Callan, and Eduard Hovy. JointSem: Combining Query Entity Linking
and Entity based Document Ranking. In Proceedings of the 26th ACM International Conference on Information and
Knowledge Management (CIKM 2017) [102]. The majority of this work was done as the course project for the
class ‘11-727, Computational Semantics for NLP’ at Carnegie Mellon University. Zhengzhong Liu was the TA and
Eduard Hovy was a Instructor of the course. They provided valuable feedback and helped the paper writing.
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Table 5.11: Spotting, linking, and ranking features. Surface Form Features are extracted for each
spotted surface form. Entity Features are extracted for each candidate entity from each spot.
Entity-Document Ranking Features are extracted for each entity-document pair. The number in
brackets is the dimension of the corresponding feature group.
Surface Form Features (φs )
Entity Features (φe )
(1) Linked Probability
(1) Commonness
(1) Surface Form Entropy
(2) Max and Mean Similarity
(1) Top Candidate Entities Margin
with Query Words
(1) Surface Form Length and Coverage (2) Max and Mean Similarity
(1) Surface Form Coverage
with Other Query Entities
Entity-Document Ranking Features (φr )
(16) BM25, Coordinate Match, TFIDF and language model with Dirichlet smoothing
from entity’s textual fields (name and description) to document’s fields (title and body)
Our experiments on TREC Web Track datasets demonstrate that the joint model is more
effective for ranking; significant improvements were found over both word-based and entitybased ranking systems. Our analysis further reveals that the advantage of JointSem comes
from both the soft-alignment that passes more information to the ranking model, and the joint
modeling of spotting, linking, and ranking signals.

5.2.1

Joint Semantic Ranking

This section first describes the spotting, linking, and ranking features used in JointSem, and
then the joint learning-to-rank model.
5.2.1.1

Spotting, Linking, and Ranking

JointSem first aligns entities from the knowledge graph to the given query q in a two-step
approach: spotting and linking. The spotting step detects surface forms (entity mentions)
S = {s1 , ...si ..., sM } that appear in the query. The linking step aligns each surface form si
to some candidate entities: E i = {ei1 , ...eij ..., eiN }. JointSem uses a soft-alignment so that
multiple candidate entities are kept. Typical spotting and linking features are extracted for the
final ranking model to decide the importance of each soft-aligned entity.
Spotting: The spotting step is conducted by looking up the n-grams in the query in a surface
form dictionary. The surface form dictionary contains all the possible surface forms (names and
aliases) of entities, and is collected from a training corpus, for example, Wikipedia. Following
prior convention [20], we start from the first word, spot the longest surface forms, and then move
to the word after the surface form. No overlapped spots are allowed.
In spotting, the following features (φs (si )) are extracted to describe the reliability of the
surface form.
• Linked Probability is the probability of a surface form being linked to any entity in the
training corpus.
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• Surface Form Entropy is the entropy of the probabilities of a surface form being linked to

different entities in the training corpus (Section 5.1).

• Top Candidate Margin is the difference between the probabilities of the surface form being

linked to the most frequent entity and the second one.

• Surface Form Length and Coverage are the number of words the surface form contains and

the fraction of the query words it covers.
Linking: The linking step aligns entities to each spotted surface form. The surface form
dictionary contains the mapping from surface forms to its candidate entities, collected from the
training corpus. If a surface form has multiple possible candidate entities, all of them are linked
(soft-alignment).
The relevance of an entity (e) to the query is described by the following features (φe (e)).
• Commonness is the probability of the surface form being linked to the entity among all its
appearances in the training corpus (Section 5.1).
• Similarity with Query Words: The similarity between a query word and a candidate entity

is calculated by the cosine of their pre-trained embeddings (see §5.2.2). The max and mean
of the entity’s embedding similarity to all query words are used as features.

• Similarity with Other Query Entities: The similarities between an entity and the top entity

(the one with the highest Commonness) of the other spots are calculated using the pretrained embeddings. The max and mean of these similarity scores are used as its features.
Ranking: The aligned query entities provide many new ranking features. For each linked
entity, JointSem uses its textual fields as pseudo queries, and extracts entity-document ranking
features using standard retrieval models. The ranking features φr used in this work are: BM25,
TFIDF, Coordinate Match, and language model with Dirichlet smoothing, applied on the entity’s
name and description and the document’s title and body [61] (Section 3.2, 5.1). The descriptions
are lower-cased and the standard INQUERY stopwords are removed.
The full list of features is shown in Table 5.11. In a re-ranking setting, all these features
are efficient enough to be extracted online if the surface form dictionary, embeddings, and the
entity’s textual fields are maintained in the memory.
5.2.1.2

Joint Learning to Rank

JointSem ranks the candidate document d for q using the entity-based ranking features
φr (E, d). Additionally, JointSem aims to learn how to better utilize the entity-based ranking signals using the surface form features φs (S) and entity features φe (E). The joint ranking
model contains three components.
The first part learns the importance of the surface form si :
fs (si ) = wsT φs (si ).
The second part learns the importance of the aligned entity eij :
fe (eij ) = weT φe (eij ).
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The third part learns the ranking of document for the entity eij :
fr (eij , d) = wrT φr (eij , d).
The three parts are combined to the final ranking score:
f (q, d|θ, S, E) =

M X
N
X
i=1 j=1

fs (si ) · fe (eij ) · fr (eij , d),

(5.12)

where M is the number of surface forms in the query, N is the number of candidate entities aligned per surface form (N > 1), f (q, d|θ, S, E) is the final ranking score produced by
JointSem, and θ = {ws , we , wr } are the parameters to learn.
Training uses standard pairwise learning-to-rank with hinge loss:
X
X
θ∗ = argminθ
[1 − f (q, d+ |S, E) + f (q, d− |S, E)]+ .
q

d+ ,d− ∈Dq+,−

Dq+,− is the pairwise document preferences (d+ > d− ). The whole model is differentiable and is
optimized by standard back-propagation.
In Equation 5.12, fs (si ) and fe (eij ) together produce the weight, or attention, for the aligned
entity eij , which is used to weight the document ranking score fr (eij , d) produced by the entity.
As the whole model is trained jointly by learning-to-rank, the query entity linking is optimized
together with the entity-based ranking for better end-to-end ranking performance.

5.2.2

Experiment Methodology

The experiments conducted in this section follows the same settings as in Section 5.1.
Dataset: Our experiments use two ClueWeb Category B corpora, TREC Web Track queries
and corresponding relevance judgments. ClueWeb09-B has 200 queries from TREC Web Track
2009-2012; ClueWeb12-B13 has 100 queries from TREC Web Track 2013-2014.
All our methods re-rank the top 100 candidate documents from a base retrieval model. On
ClueWeb09, the base retrieval is the SDM runs from the well-tuned and widely used EQFE [31].
On ClueWeb12, not all rankings are publicly available from EQFE, so the base retrieval is Indri’s
default language model, with KSteming, INQUERY stopword removal, and no spam filtering.
When extracting ranking features, the document’s title and body are parsed by Boilerpipe
with the ‘KeepEverythingExtractor’; all parameters of the retrieval models used are kept default.
Baselines: Word-based baselines are unsupervised language model (Lm) and SDM, and supervised learning-to-rank models, including RankSVM and Coordinate Ascent. They are the
same as in Section 5.1.
Entity-based ranking baselines include the widely used EQFE [31] and EsdRank (Section 3.2)
on ClueWeb09-B. We also compare with LeToR-Qe-Dw with query entities from an off-theshelf entity linker [38] and similar entity-based ranking features (Section 5.1).
The main goal of this experiment is to show the effectiveness of joint query entity linking and
entity-based ranking; other entity-based ranking systems that use manual annotations or involve
document entities are not fair comparisons.
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Evaluation Metrics: The TREC Web Track’s official evaluation metrics, NDCG@20 and
ERR@20, are used. Statistical significance is tested by the permutation test with p < 0.05.
Implementation Details: All supervised methods implemented by us are evaluated using the
same 10-fold cross validation, done separately on ClueWeb09 or ClueWeb12 queries. In each
fold, the training of JointSem and its variants were repeated 20 times, and the one with the
best training loss is used in testing.
The knowledge graph used is Freebase. The surface form dictionary, including the surface forms, their candidate entities, and corresponding commonness scores are obtained from
Google’s FACC1 annotation on the two ClueWeb corpora. The linked probabilities of the surface
forms are calculated on a recent Wikipedia dump (20170420). The word and entity embeddings
are trained with the skip-gram model in Google’s word2vec toolkit, with 300 dimensions. The
training corpus of embeddings is the Wikipedia dump mixed with its duplicate on which the
manual entity annotations are replaced by their Freebase Ids. The base retrieval score is added
as a ranking feature to JointSem.
The training uses batch training and ndam optimization. The maximum entities allowed per
surface form (N ) is 5; candidate entities not in the top 5 are extremely rare or noise.

5.2.3

Evaluation

This section presents the overall evaluation results and the analysis of JointSem’s source of
effectiveness.

5.2.3.1

Overall Performance

The overall evaluation results in Table 5.12 demonstrate that jointly modeling the linking of
entities and entity-based ranking helps. JointSem outperforms all entity-based baselines which
also use query annotations and similar ranking evidence, but treat the entity linking step as a fixed
pre-processing step. The performances of entity-based systems are also correlated with the entity
linking difficulties on corresponding queries. On ClueWeb09 where the entity linking systems
perform better (Section 5.1), directly using TagMe’s results is already helpful (LeToR-Qe-Dw),
and the improvement of joint semantic ranking is relatively smaller (5 − 10%); on ClueWeb12
where query entity linking is harder (Section 5.1), fully trusting entity linking’s results sometimes
even fails to outperform word-based ranking, and JointSem’s improvements are bigger (15%).
Factoring in the entity linking influences most of the queries. JointSem acts rather differently than baselines, improving about half of the queries. The statistical significances are more
frequently observed on ClueWeb09 but less on ClueWeb12, although the relative improvements
on the latter are higher. Part of the reason is that ClueWeb12 has fewer queries (100), which also
makes the learning of the query level models (spotting and linking) less stable.
JointSem differs from previous entity-based ranking systems in two aspects: the softalignment that introduces multiple entities per spot, and the joint modeling of the spotting, linking and ranking signals to optimize end-to-end ranking performance. The rest of the experiments
study the effectiveness of these two factors.
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Table 5.12: Overall accuracies of JointSem. Relative performances compared with
LeToR-Qe-Dw are shown as percentages. Win/Tie/Loss are the number of queries a method
improves, does not change, or hurts, compared with LeToR-Qe-Dw on NDCG@20. Best results in each metric are marked bold. †, ‡, §, and ¶ indicate statistically significant improvements
over Coordinate Ascent† , EQFE‡ , EsdRank§ , and LeToR-Qe-Dw¶ , respectively.

Method
Lm
SDM
RankSVM
Coordinate Ascent
EQFE
EsdRank
LeToR-Qe-Dw
JointSem
Method
Lm
SDM
RankSVM
Coordinate Ascent
EQFE
EsdRank
LeToR-Qe-Dw
JointSem

5.2.3.2

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
0.1757
−35.63%
0.2496
−8.54%
0.2635
−3.46%
0.2681
−1.77%
0.2448
−10.32%
0.2644
−3.14%
0.2729
–
†‡§¶
0.3054
+11.89%
ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
0.1060
−4.45%
0.1083
−2.41%
0.1205
+8.61%
0.1206
+8.70%
n/a
–
n/a
–
0.1110
–
0.1314¶
+18.46%

ERR@20
0.1195
−34.48%
0.1387
−23.96%
0.1544
−15.32%
0.1617
−11.32%
0.1419
−22.18%
0.1756
−3.73%
0.1824
–
†‡
0.1926
+5.63%

W/T/L
70/25/99
84/28/82
90/29/75
91/28/75
76/28/90
93/25/76
–/–/–
99/30/65

ERR@20
0.0863
−7.09%
0.0905
−2.52%
0.0924
−0.45%
0.0947
+1.96%
n/a
–
n/a
–
0.0928
–
0.1076
+15.93%

W/T/L
40/20/40
43/20/37
39/22/39
44/23/33
–/–/–
–/–/–
–/–/–
54/20/26

Effectiveness of Soft Alignment

This experiment studies the soft-alignment’s influence by varying the number of entities allowed
per spot in JointSem. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. The y-axis marks the relative
improvements compared with LeToR-Qe-Dw which uses ‘hard alignment’ but similar ranking
features. The ‘k’ in JointSem-Topk refers to the number of candidate entities considered per
spot, selected by their commonness scores.
Although in most cases the Top1 entity is the right choice, in general, considering more
candidate entities, especially when using all top 5, improves the ranking accuracy. Without
many contexts in short queries, an entity linking system tends to merely choose the most popular
candidate entity. Our manual examination found that improvements are often seen on ambiguous
queries whose most popularly linked candidate entities are not the right choice. For example, the
query ‘bobcat’ refers to bobcat the company, but bobcat the animal is the more popular choice
for the entity linking system. JointSem’s soft-alignment avoids such over-commitment, and
lets the final ranking model select the most useful one(s).
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Figure 5.4: Relative improvements of JointSem with different numbers (TopK) of candidate
entities per spot. The relative gains marked by the y-axis are compared with LeToR-Qe-Dw.
Table 5.13: Ablation study of JointSem. JointSem-NoAtt is the entity-based ranking without attention. JointSem-SpotAtt uses the spot attention with entity-based
ranking. JointSem-EntityAtt uses the entity attention with entity-based ranking.
JointSem-All is the full model. Relative performances and Win/Tie/Loss are compared
with JointSem-NoAtt.

Method
JointSem-NoAtt
JointSem-SpotAtt
JointSem-EntityAtt
JointSem-All
Method
JointSem-NoAtt
JointSem-SpotAtt
JointSem-EntityAtt
JointSem-All
5.2.3.3

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
0.2919
–
0.3005 +2.95%
0.2999 +2.74%
0.3054 +4.62%
ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
0.1258
–
0.1247 −0.88%
0.1240 −1.48%
0.1314 +4.44%

ERR@20
0.1835
–
0.1882 +2.61%
0.1872 +2.06%
0.1926 +5.00%

W/T/L
–/–/–
83/55/56
85/50/59
88/49/57

ERR@20
0.1012
–
0.1010 −0.27%
0.1058 +4.52%
0.1076 +6.31%

W/T/L
–/–/–
31/32/37
36/34/30
46/27/27

Effectiveness of Joint Modeling

This experiment studies the effectiveness of joint modeling by comparing JointSem and its
sub-models. The results are listed in Table 5.13. JointSem-NoAtt uses the Top1 entity per
spot as fixed and only includes the ranking part (fr (E, d)). JointSem-SpotAtt includes the
surface form attention part (fs ), but only the Top1 entities are included with uniform weights;
it is similar to the recent attention-based ranking model with word-entity duet (Section 5.1), but
without document entities. JointSem-EntityAtt includes the soft-alignment and entity
weighting (fe ), but without surface form weighting. JointSem-All is the full model.
The ranking part alone provides better or comparable performance with baselines. Adding
in the spotting or the linking part individually helps on ClueWeb09 but has mixed effects on
ClueWeb12. Only JointSem-All provides stable 5% improvements, confirming the importance of jointly modeling the linking and the utilization of entities for document ranking.
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5.2.4

JointSem Summary

This section addresses the discrepancy between entity linking and entity-based ranking systems
by performing the two tasks jointly. Our method, JointSem, spots and links entities in the
query, and then uses the linked entities to rank documents. The signals from spotting and linking
are incorporated as entity importance features, and the similarities between entities’ texts and
the document are used as ranking features. JointSem uses a joint learning-to-rank model that
combines all three components together, and directly optimizes them towards the end-to-end
ranking performance.
Experiments on two TREC Web Track datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of
JointSem, and the influences of the two novelties: the soft-alignment includes multiple entities per spot thus is more robust to ambiguous queries; and the joint modeling stably combines
the features from spotting, linking, and ranking together. These results demonstrate that entity
linking, a widely studied natural language processing task, and document ranking, a core information retrieval task, can be, and should be developed together.

5.3

Summary

This chapter first presents the word-entity duet framework that integrates the word-based and
entity-based representations. The duet representation naturally leads to a four-way match scheme
that provide a systematic way to incorporate various information from the knowledge graph. To
handle the noise from automatically linked query entities, we develop an attention-based learning
to rank model that utilizes the attention mechanism on query entities. The four-way matches and
the hierarchical ranking model together improve the word-based learning to rank systems by
large margins. The same attention-based ranking model is then generalized in Section 5.2 to
include entity linking. It leads to a soft-linking approach that enables the ranking model to ‘fix’
some linking errors instead of ‘pruning’ them.
The research presented in this chapter wraps up our exploration of knowledge graphs in
search within the feature-based framework. With a series of progress, we successfully developed
the entity-oriented search paradigm that effectively and systematically integrates entities and
their structured semantics from knowledge graphs to search engines. The next chapter goes
beyond the ‘bag-of-terms’ representations and aims to improve text understanding with more
structure and neural networks.
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Chapter 6
From Representation to Understanding
through Entity Salience Estimation
Understanding the meaning of text has been a long desired goal in information retrieval. In
search engines, the processing of texts begins with the representations of query and documents.
The representations can be bag-of-words, bag-of-entities (Chapter 4), or the combination of them
(Chapter 5). After representation, the next step is to estimate the term (word or entity) importance
in the text, which is also called term salience estimation [33, 36]. The ability to know which terms
are important and central (salient) to the meaning of a text is crucial to many text processing tasks.
In ad hoc search, the ranking of documents is often determined by the salience of query terms in
the documents, which is typically estimated by combining frequency-based signals such as term
frequency and inverse document frequency [29].
Effective as it is, frequency is not equal to salience. For example, a Wikipedia article about
an entity may not repeat the entity the most times; a person’s homepage may only mention her
name once; a frequently mentioned term may be a stopword. In word-based retrieval, many
approaches have been developed to better estimate term importance and improve retrieval models [12]. However, in entity-based representations (Sections 4.2 and 5.1), although richer semantics are conveyed by entities, entity salience estimation is a rather immature task [33, 36] and its
effectiveness in search has not yet been explored.
This chapter focuses on improving text understanding and retrieval by better estimating the
entity salience in documents1 . We present a Kernel Entity Salience Model (KESM) that models
the entity salience end-to-end using neural networks. Given annotated entities in a document,
KESM represents them using Knowledge Enriched Embeddings and models the interactions of
an entity with other entities and words using a Kernel Interaction Model [101]. In the entity
salience task [36], the kernel scores from the interaction model are combined by KESM to estimate entity salience, and the whole model, including the Knowledge Enriched Embeddings and
Kernel Interaction Model, is learned end-to-end using a large number of salience labels.
Our experiments on a news corpus [36] and a scientific proceedings corpus (Section 4.2)
1

Chenyan Xiong, Zhengzhong Liu, Jamie Callan, and Tie-Yan Liu. Towards Better Text Understanding and Retrieval through Kernel Entity Salience Modeling. In Proceedings of the 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference
on Research and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR 2018) [104]. Zhengzhong Liu pointed me to the
salience task, pre-processed the Annotated NYT data and conducted entity salience baselines.
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demonstrate KESM’s effectiveness in the entity salience task. It outperforms previous frequencybased and feature-based models by large margins; it also requires less linguistic pre-processing
than the feature-based model. Our analyses found that KESM has a better balance on popular
(head) entities and rare (tail) entities when predicting salience, while frequency-based or featurebased methods are heavily biased towards the most popular entities—less attractive to users as
they are more expected. Also, KESM is more reliable on documents with different lengths while
frequency-based methods are not as effective on shorter documents.
KESM also improves ad hoc search by modeling the salience of query entities in candidate
documents. Given a query-document pair and their entities, KESM uses its kernels to model
the interactions of query entities with the entities and words in the document. It then merges
the kernel scores to ranking features and combines these features to rank documents. In ad hoc
search, KESM can either be trained end-to-end when sufficient ranking labels are available, or
use its pre-trained distributed representations and kernels from the entity salience task to provide
salience ranking features for standard learning to rank systems.
Our experiments on TREC Web Track search tasks show that KESM’s text understanding
ability in estimating entity salience also improves search accuracy. The salience ranking features extracted by KESM’s pre-trained embeddings and kernels on the news corpus outperform
both word-based and entity-based features in learning to rank, despite various differences in the
salience and search tasks. Our case study found interesting examples showing that KESM distinguishes documents that are more focused on the query entities from those just mentioning the
query terms. We found it encouraging that the fine-grained text understanding ability of KESM—
the ability to model the consistency and interactions between entities and words in texts—is
indeed able to improve the accuracy of ad hoc search.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 6.1 describes KESM, the Kernel Entity Salience Model, and
its application in entity salience estimation; Section 6.2 discusses the application of KESM in ad
hoc search; Section 6.3 concludes this chapter.

6.1

Entity Salience Modeling

This section first discusses the related work in term importance estimation. Then it provides the
background information about the kernel technique which was originally developed for neural
information retrieval. After that, this section presents the Kernel Entity Salience Model (KESM),
the experimental methodology, and the evaluation results in entity salience modeling.

6.1.1

Related Work in Term Salience Estimation

Representing and understanding texts is a key challenge in information retrieval. The standard
approaches in modern information retrieval represent a text by a bag-of-words and model a term’s
importance using frequency-based signals such as term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), and document length [29]. The bag-of-words representation and frequency-based
signals are the backbone of modern information retrieval and have been used by many unsupervised and supervised retrieval models [29, 59].
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Nevertheless, bag-of-words and frequency-based statistics only provide shallow text understanding. One way to improve the text understanding is to use more meaningful language units
than words in the text representations. These approaches include the first generation of search
engines that were based on controlled vocabularies [29] and also the recent entity-oriented search
systems which utilize knowledge graphs in search [31, 61, 80] (Chapter 4-5). In these approaches, the texts are often represented by entities, which introduces information from taxonomies and knowledge graphs to improve various components of search engines.
In both word-based and entity-based text representations, frequency signals such as TF and
IDF provide good approximations for the importance or salience of terms (words or entities).
However, solely relying on frequency signals limits the search engine’s text understanding capability. Many approaches have been developed to improve term importance estimation.
In the word space, the query term weighting research focuses on modeling the importance of
words or phrases in the query. For example, Bendersky et al. use a supervised model to combine
the signals from Wikipedia, search log, and external collections to better estimate term importance in verbose queries [9]; Zhao and Callan predict the necessity of query terms using evidence
from pseudo relevance feedback [110]; word embeddings have also been used as features in supervised query term importance prediction [111]. These are just a few examples from that broad
literature. In general, these methods leverage extra signals to model how important a term is to
the search intent.
Many graph-based approaches have been developed to better model the word importance
in documents, for example, TextRank [12] and TW-IDF [82]. Instead of using isolated words,
the graph-based approaches connect words by co-occurrence or proximity. Then graph ranking
algorithms, for example, PageRank and in-degree, are used to estimate the term importance in
the document. The graph ranking scores reflect the centrality and connectivity of words and
better estimate the word importance [12, 82].
In the entity space, modeling the term importance is even more crucial. Unlike word-based
representations, the entity-based representations are automatically constructed and inevitably include noisy entities. The noisy query entities have been a major bottleneck for entity-oriented
search and often required manual cleaning [31, 37, 61]. In this dissertation, we have presented
a series of approaches to model the importance of entities in a query, including the latent-space
learning to rank (Section 3.2) and the attention-based hierarchical ranking network (Section 5.1).
These approaches learn the importance of query entities and the ranking of documents jointly
using ranking labels. The features used to describe the entity importance include IR-style features (Section 3.2) and NLP-style features from entity linking (Section 5.1).
Previous research on modeling entity importance mainly focused on query representations,
while the entities in document representations are still weighted by frequencies, i.e. in the bagof-entities model (Section 4.1) and the word-entity duet (Section 5.1). Recently, Dunietz and
Grllick [36] proposed the entity salience task using the New York Times corpus [84]; they consider the entities annotated in the expert-written summary to be salient to the article, enabling
them to automatically construct millions of training data. Dojchinovski et al. constructed a
deeper study and found that crowdsource workers consider entity salience an intuitive task [33].
They demonstrated that the frequency of an entity is not equal to its salience in the document; a
supervised model with linguistic and semantic features is able to outperform frequency, though
mixed findings have been found with graph-based methods such as PageRank.
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Figure 6.1: The Architecture of K-NRM. Given input query words and document words, the
embedding layer maps them into distributed representations, the translation layer calculates the
word-word similarities and forms the translation matrix, the kernel pooling layer generate softTF counts as ranking features, and the learning to rank layer combines the soft-TF to the final
ranking score.

6.1.2

Background: Kernel-based Neural Ranking Model

An important component of our Kernel Entity salience Model is the kernels that effectively model
the interactions between terms in the embedding space. The kernel technique was originally
developed in our kernel-based neural ranking model (K-NRM), which uses kernels to capture the
soft match patterns between query and document words. To better understand KESM, this section
first provide the necessary background about K-NRM, including its architecture, learning, and
effectiveness in neural information retrieval.2
6.1.2.1

K-NRM Architecture

K-NRM was first developed for ad hoc search. It takes a query-document pair (q, d) and generates a ranking score f (q, d) using query words q = {tq1 , ...tqi ..., tqn } and document words
d = {td1 , ...tdj ..., tdm }. As shown in Figure 6.1, K-NRM includes three components: translation
model, kernel-pooling, and learning to rank.
Translation Model: K-NRM first uses an embedding layer to map each word t to an
2

Chenyan Xiong, Zhuyun Dai, Jamie Callan, Zhiyuan Liu, and Russell Power. End-to-End Neural Adhoc Ranking with Kernel Pooling. In Proceedings of the 40th International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR 2017) [101]. Zhuyun and I contributed equally to this work. Zhiyuan and
Russell helped with the paper writing.
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L-dimension embedding ~vt :
t ⇒ ~vt .
Then a translation layer constructs a translation matrix M . Each element in M is
the embedding similarity between a query word and a document word:
Mij = cos(~vtqi , ~vtdj ).
The translation model in K-NRM uses word embeddings to recover the word similarities instead
of trying to learn one for each word pair. Doing so requires much fewer parameters to learn. For
a vocabulary of size |V | and the embedding dimension L, K-NRM’s translation model includes
|V | × L embedding parameters, much fewer than learning all pairwise similarities (|V |2 ).
Kernel-Pooling: K-NRM then uses kernels to convert word-word interactions in the translation matrix M to query-document ranking features ρ(M ):
ρ(M ) =

n
X

log Φ(Mi )

i=1

Φ(Mi ) = {φ1 (Mi ), ..., φK (Mi )}
Φ(Mi ) applies K kernels to the i-th query word’s row of the translation matrix, summarizing
(pooling) it into a K-dimensional feature vector. The log-sum of each query word’s feature
vector forms the query-document ranking feature vector ρ.
The effect of Φ depends on the kernel used. This work uses the RBF kernel3 :
φk (Mi ) =

X

exp(−

j

(Mij − µk )2
).
2σk2

As illustrated in Figure 6.2a, the RBF kernel φk calculates how word pair similarities are distributed around it: the more word pairs with similarities closer to its mean µk , the higher its
value. Kernel pooling with RBF kernels is a generalization of existing pooling techniques. As
σ → ∞, the kernel pooling function devolves to the mean pooling. µ = 1 and σ → 0 results in a
kernel that only responds to exact matches, equivalent to the TF value from sparse models. Otherwise, the kernel functions as ‘soft-TF’. µ defines the similarity level that ‘soft-TF’ focuses on;
for example, a kernel with µ = 0.5 calculates the number of document words whose similarities
to the query word are close to 0.5. σ defines the kernel width, or the range of its ‘soft-TF’ count.
Learning to Rank: The ranking features ρ(M ) are combined by a ranking layer to produce
the final ranking score:
f (q, d) = tanh(wT ρ(M ) + b).
3

The RBF kernel is one of the most popular choices. Other kernels with similar density estimation effects can
also be used, as long as they are differentiable. For example, polynomial kernel can be used, but histograms [42]
cannot as they are not differentiable.
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w and b are the ranking parameters to learn. tanh() is the activation function. It controls the
range of ranking score to facilitate the learning process. It is rank-equivalent to a typical linear
learning to rank model.
Putting every together, K-NRM is defined as:
f (q, d) = tanh(wT ρ(M ) + b)
n
X
ρ(M ) =
log Φ(Mi )

Learning to Rank

(6.1)

Soft-TF Features

(6.2)

Kernel Pooling

(6.3)

RBF Kernel

(6.4)

Translation Matrix

(6.5)

Word Embedding

(6.6)

i=1

Φ(Mi ) = {φ1 (Mi ), ..., φK (Mi )}
X
(Mij − µk )2
)
φk (Mi ) =
exp(−
2σk2
j
Mij = cos(~vtqi , ~vtdj )
t ⇒ ~vt .

Eq. 6.5-6.6 embed query words and document words, and calculate the translation matrix. The
kernels (Eq. 6.4) count the soft matches between query and document’s word pairs at multiple
levels, and generate K soft-TF ranking features (Eq. 6.2-6.3). Eq. 6.1 is the learning to rank
model. The ranking of K-NRM requires no manual features. The only input used is the query
and document words. The kernels extract soft-TF ranking features from word-word interactions
automatically.
6.1.2.2

K-NRM Learning

The training of K-NRM uses the pairwise learning to rank loss:
X
X
l(w, b, V) =
max(0, 1 − f (q, d+ ) + f (q, d− )).
q

d+ ,d− ∈Dq+,−
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(6.7)

Dq+,− are the pairwise preferences from the ground truth: d+ ranks higher than d− . The parameters to learn include the ranking parameters w, b, and the word embeddings V.
The parameters are optimized using back propagation through the neural network. Starting
from the ranking loss, the gradients are first propagated to the learning-to-rank part (Eq. 6.1)
and update the ranking parameters (w, b), the kernels pass the gradients to the word similarities
(Eq. 6.2-6.4), and then to the embeddings (Eq. 6.5).
Back propagations through the kernels: The embeddings contain millions of parameters V
and are the main capacity of the model. The learning of the embeddings is guided by the kernels.
The back propagation first applies gradients from the loss function (Eq. 6.7) to the ranking
score f (q, d), to increase it (for d+ ) or decrease it (for d− ); the gradients are propagated through
Eq. 6.18 to the feature vector ρ(M ), and then through Eq. 6.2 to the the kernel scores Φ(Mi ).
The resulted g(Φ(Mi )) is a K dimensional vector:
g(Φ(Mi )) = {g(φ1 (Mi )), ..., g(φK (Mi )}.
Its each dimension g(φk (Mi )) is jointly defined by the ranking score’s gradients and the ranking
parameters. It adjusts the corresponding kernel’s score up or down to better separate the relevant
document (d+ ) from the irrelevant one (d− ).
The kernels spread the gradient to word similarities in the translation matrix Mij , through
Eq. 6.4:
g(Mij ) =

K
X
k=1

g(φk (Mi )) × σk2

(µk − Mij ) exp(

(Mij −µk )2
)
−2σk2

.

(6.8)

The kernel-guided embedding learning process is illustrated in Figure 6.2b. A kernel pulls
the word similarities closer to its µ to increase its soft-TF count, or pushes the word pairs away
to reduce it, based on the gradients received in the back-propagation. The strength of the force
also depends on the the kernel’s width σk and the word pair’s distance to µk : approximately, the
wider the kernel is (bigger σk ), and the closer the word pair’s similarity to µk , the stronger the
force is (Eq. 6.8). The gradient a word pair’s similarity received, g(Mij ), is the combination of
the forces from all K kernels.
The word embedding model receives g(Mij ) and updates the embeddings accordingly. Intuitively, the learned word embeddings are aligned to form multi-level soft-TF patterns that can
separate the relevant documents from the irrelevant ones in training, and the learned embedding
parameters V memorize this information. When testing, K-NRM extracts soft-TF features from
the learned word embeddings using the kernels and produces the final ranking score using the
ranking layer.
6.1.2.3

K-NRM Effectiveness in Ranking

K-NRM is effective for various search scenarios. Using commercial search logs where large scale
user feedback signals are available for end-to-end training, K-NRM outperforms feature-based
learning to rank models and other previous neural models by large margins, as was shown by
our experiments on a Chinese search log dataset from Sogou.com [101] and a English search log
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dataset from Bing.com [30]. Its effectiveness can also be transferred to public search benchmarks
(TREC Web Track) by adapting the model trained from the Bing search log to TREC queries [30].
The effectiveness of K-NRM comes from the kernels; they provide effective multi-level soft
match signals by locating terms in the embedding space to capture the relevance match pattern
reflected from data [101]. Building from K-NRM’s success, the rest of this chapter develops
an entity salience estimation model, which uses the kernels to capture the interaction patterns
between entities and words in text for salience estimation (Section 6.1.3-6.1.5). Then the learned
entity salience model is also adapted to improve the ranking accuracy using our entity-oriented
search framework (Section 6.2).

6.1.3

Kernel Entity Salience Model

We now present our Kernel Entity Salience Model (KESM), which leverages the knowledge graph
embeddings (Section 4.2) and the kernel technique (Section 6.1.2) to estimate entity salience. As
shown in Figure 6.3, the two techniques form KESM’s two main components: the Knowledge
Enriched Embedding (Figure 6.3a) and the Kernel Interaction Model (Figure 6.3b).
Knowledge Enriched Embedding (KEE) encodes each entity e into its distributed representation ~ve . It is achieved by first using an embedding layer that maps the entity to an embedding:
V

e−
→ ~e.

Entity Embedding

V is the parameters of the embedding layer to be learned from data.
An advantage of entities is that they are associated with external semantics in the knowledge
graph, for example, synonyms, descriptions, types, and relations. Those external semantics provide prior knowledge about entities which can help improve the generalization ability of their
distributed representations [63]. Thus, instead of only using the “data-driven” embedding ~e, KEE
also enriches the entity representation with its description in the knowledge graph.
Specifically, given the description D of the entity e, KEE uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to compose the words in D: {w1 , ..., wp , ..., wl }, into one embedding:
V

wp −
→w
~ p,
Cp = W c · w
~ p:p+h ,
~vD = max(C1 , ..., Cp , ..., Cl−h ).

Word Embedding
CNN Filter
Description Embedding

It embeds the words into w
~ using the embedding layer, composes the word embeddings using
CNN filters, and generates the description embeddings ~vD using max-pooling. W c and h are the
weights and length of the CNN.
~vD is then combined with the entity embedding ~e by projection:
~ve = W p · (~e t ~vD ).

KEE Embedding

t is the concatenation operator and W p is the projection weights. ~ve is the KEE vector for e. It
incorporates the external information from the knowledge graph and is to be learned as part of
KESM.
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Figure 6.3: KESM Architecture. (a): Entities are represented using embeddings enriched by
their descriptions. (b): The salience of an entity in a document is estimated by kernels that
model its interactions with entities and words in the document. Squares are continuous vectors
(embeddings) and circles are scalars (cosine similarities).
Kernel Interaction Model (KIM) models the interactions of a target entity, e.g. an entity in
the document (for the salience task) or in the query (for entity-oriented search), with entities and
words in the document using their distributed representations.
Given a document d, its annotated entities E = {e1 , ...ei ..., en }, and its words W =
{w1 , ...wj ..., wm }, KIM models the interactions of a target entity ei with E and W using kernels:
KIM (ei , d) = Φ(ei , E) t Φ(ei , W).

(6.9)

The entity kernels Φ(ei , E) model the interaction between ei and document entities E:
Φ(ei , E) = {φ1 (ei , E), ...φk (ei , E)..., φK (ei , E)},
2 !
X
cos(~vei , ~vej ) − µk
.
φk (ei , E) =
exp −
2σk2
e ∈E

(6.10)
(6.11)

j

~vei and ~vej are the KEE embeddings of ei and ej . φk (ei , E) is the k-th RBF kernel with mean µk
and variance σk2 . If (µk = 1, σk → ∞), φk counts the entity frequency. Otherwise, it models the
interactions between the target entity ei and other entities in the KEE representation space. The
role of kernels in salience estimation is to count the number of entities whose similarities with ei
are in its region (µk , σk2 ); it can also be viewed as collecting votes from other entities in a certain
neighborhood (kernel region) of the current entity.
The word kernels Φ(ei , W) model the interactions between ei and document words W:
Φ(ei , W) = {φ1 (ei , W), ...φk (ei , W)..., φK (ei , W)},
!
2
X
(cos(~vei , w
~ j ) − µk )
.
φk (ei , W) =
exp −
2σk2
w ∈W

(6.12)
(6.13)

j

w
~ j is the word embedding of wj , mapped by the same embedding parameters (V ). The word
kernel φk (ei , W) models the interactions between ei and document words, gathering ‘votes’ from
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words to ei in its kernel region. The distributed representations make it convenient to model the
interactions between a word and a entity as they are mapped to the same continuous embedding
space.
For each entity ei , KEE encodes it to ~vei and KIM models its interactions with entities and
words in the document. The kernel scores KIM (ei , d) include signals from three sources: the
description of the entity in the knowledge graph, its interaction with the document entities, and
its interactions with the document words.
Estimating Entity Salience. Combining the KIM kernel scores yields the salience score of
the entity:
f (ei , d) = W s · KIM (ei , d) + bs .

(6.14)

f (ei , d) is the salience score of ei in d. W s and bs are parameters to learn.
Learning: The entity salience training data are labels on document-entity pairs that indicate
whether the entity is salient to the document. For example, the salience label of entity ei to
document d is:
(
+1, if ei is a salient entity in d,
y(ei , d) =
−1, otherwise.
We use pairwise learning to rank [59] to train KESM:
X
max(0, 1 − f (e+ , d) + f (e− , d)),

(6.15)

e+ ,e− ∈d

w.r.t. y(e+ , d) = +1 & y(e− , d) = −1.
The loss function enforces KESM to rank the salient entities e+ ahead of the non-salient ones e−
within the same document.
The learning of KESM is end-to-end using back-propagation. During training, the gradients
from the labels are first propagated to the Kernel Interaction Model (KIM) and then the Knowledge Enriched Embedding (KEE). KESM updates the kernel weights; KIM converts the gradients
from kernels to ‘expectations’ on the distributed representations—how the entities and words
should be located in the space to better reflect salience; KEE updates its embeddings and parameters according to these ‘expectations’. The knowledge learned from the training labels is
encoded and stored in the model parameters, mainly the embeddings (Section 6.1.2).

6.1.4

Experimental Methodology

This section presents the experimental methodology for the entity salience task. It mainly follows
the setup by Dunietz and Gillick [36] with some revisions to facilitate the applications in search.
An additional dataset is also introduced.
Datasets used include New York Times and Semantic Scholar.
The New York Times corpus has been used in previous work [36]. It includes more than half
million news articles and their expert-written summaries [84]. Among all entities annotated to a
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Table 6.1: Statistics of entity salience estimation datasets. New York Times are news articles
and salient entities are those in the expert-written news summaries. Semantic Scholar are paper
abstracts and salient entities are those in the titles.

# of Documents
Entities Per Doc
Salience Per Doc
Unique Word
Unique Entity

New York Times
Train Dev Test
526k 64k 64k
198
197 198
27.8 27.8 28.2
609k 278k 281k
622k 319k 317k

Semantic Scholar
Train Dev Test
800k 100k 100k
66
66
66
7.3
7.3
7.3
921k 300k 301k
331k 162k 162k

news article, those that also appear in the summary of the article are considered as salient entities
and others are not [36].
The Semantic Scholar corpus is a one million papers random sampled from the index of
SemanticScholar.org, the academic search engine we experimented with in Section 4.2. The full
texts of the papers are not publicly available. We treat the entities annotated in the abstract as the
candidate entities of a paper and those also annotated in the title as salient.
The entity annotations on both corpora are Freebase entities linked by TagMe [38], a setup
widely used in entity-oriented search. Instead of only keeping named entities in several categories [36], we keep all annotated entities in all categories to ensure coverage, which has been
found very crucial in providing effective text representations (Section 4.1).
The statistics of the two corpora are listed in Table 6.1. The Semantic Scholar corpus has
shorter documents (paper abstracts) and a smaller entity vocabulary because its papers are mostly
in the computer science and medical science domains.
Baselines: Three baselines from previous research are compared: Frequency,
PageRank, and LeToR.
Frequency [36] estimates the salience of an entity by its frequency. It is a straightforward but effective baseline in many related tasks. IDF is not as effective in entity-based text
representations [80] (Chapter 4), so we used only frequency counts.
PageRank [36] estimates the salience score of an entity using its PageRank score. It is
also a widely used baseline in graph-based text representations [12]. We conduct a supervised
PageRank on a fully connected graph whose nodes are the entities in the document and edges are
the embedding similarities of corresponding entity pairs. The entity embeddings are configured
and learned using the same pairwise loss as used in KESM.
Similar to previous work [36], we found PageRank not very effective in the entity salience
task. It is hard for the model to learn anything; many times the training loss did not drop at
all. The best setup we were able to find and presented in the evaluation results is the onestep random walk linearly combined with Frequency. It is essentially an embedding-based
translation model [101].
LeToR [36] is a feature-based learning to rank (entity) model. It is trained using the same
pairwise loss with KESM, which we found more effective than the pointwise loss used in prior
research [36].
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Table 6.2: Entity salience features used by the LeToR baseline [36]. The features are extracted
via various natural language processing techniques.
Name
Frequency
First Location
Head Word Count
Is Named Entity
Coreference Count
Embedding Vote

Description
The frequency of the entity being annotated to the document
The first location of the entity annotation
The frequency of the entity’s first head word in dependency parsing
Whether the entity is recognized by named entity recognition
The frequency of the entity mentions after entity coreference resolution
Cosine similarities with other entities in skip-gram embedding

We tried our best to reproduce the features used by Dunietz and Gillick [36]. As listed in Table 6.2, the features are extracted by various linguistic and semantic techniques including entity
linking, dependency parsing, named entity recognition, and entity coreference resolution. The
entity embeddings are trained on the same corpus using Google’s Word2vec toolkit [73]. Entity
linking is done by TagMe; all entities (named entities or general entities) are kept (Section 4).
Other linguistic and semantic preprocessing use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [67].
Compared to Dunietz and Gillick [36], we do not include the headline feature because it uses
information from the expert-written summary and does not improve the performance much anyway; we also replace the head-lex feature with Embedding Vote which has similar effectiveness
but is more efficient.
Evaluation Metrics: We use the ranking-focused evaluation metrics: Precision@{1, 5} and
Recall@{1, 5}. These ranking evaluation metrics avoid the requirement to select cutoff thresholds in the classification evaluation metrics [36], which may vary across documents and are tricky
to choose properly. Statistical significances are tested by permutation (randomization) test with
p < 0.05.
Implementation Details: The hyper-parameters of KESM are configured following popular
choices or previous research. The dimension of entity embeddings, word embeddings, and CNN
filters are all set to 128. The kernel pooling layers use one exact match kernel (µ = 1, σ =
1e − 3) and ten soft match kernels with µ equally splitting the cosine similarity range [−1, 1],
i.e. µ ∈ {−0.9, −0.7, ..., 0.9} and σ = 0.1 [101]. The length of the CNN used to encode entity
description is set to 3 which is tri-gram. The entity descriptions are fetched from Freebase. The
first 20 words of the description are used which defines and explains the entity. The words or
entities that appear less than 2 times in the training corpus are replaced with “Unk_word” or
“Unk_entity”.
The parameters include the embeddings V , the CNN weights W c , the projection weights
W p , and the kernel weights W s , bs . They are learned end-to-end using Adam optimizer, size 64
mini-batching, and early-stopping on the development split. V is initialized by the word2vec of
words and entities jointly trained on the training corpora, which takes several hours (Section 5.1).
With our PyTorch implementation, KESM usually only needs one pass on the training data and
converges within several hours on a typical GPU. In comparison, LeToR takes days to extract
its features since parsing and coreference are costly.
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6.1.5

Evaluation Results

This section first presents the overall evaluation results for the entity salience task. Then it
analyzes the advantages of modeling salience over counting frequency.
6.1.5.1

Entity Salience Performance

Table 6.3 shows the experimental results for the entity salience task. Frequency provides
reasonable estimates of entity salience. The most frequent entity is often salient to the document;
the Precision@1 is rather high, especially for the New York Times. PageRank barely improves
Frequency, although its embeddings are trained by the salience labels. LeToR, on the other
hand, significantly improves both Precision and Recall of Frequency [36], which is expected
as it has much richer features from various sources.
KESM outperforms all baselines significantly. Its improvements over LeToR are more than
10% on both datasets with only one exception: Precision@1 on New York Times. The improvements are also robust: About twice as many documents are improved (Win) than hurt (Loss).
We also conducted ablation studies on the individual source of evidence in KESM. Those
marked with (E) include only the entity kernels; those with (W) also include word kernels; those
with (K) enrich the entity embeddings with description embeddings. All variants include the
entity kernels (E), which is the essential evidence.
KESM performs better than all of its variants, showing that all three sources contributed. Individually, KESM (E) outperforms all baselines. Compared to PageRank, the only difference
is that KESM (E) uses kernels to model the interactions which are much more powerful than
the raw embedding similarities used in PageRank [101]. KESM (EW) always significantly
outperforms KESM (E). The interaction between an entity and document words conveys useful
information, the distributed representations make them easily comparable, and the kernels model
the word-entity interactions effectively. Knowledge enrichment (K) provides mixed results. A
possible reason is that the training data is large enough to train good entity embeddings. Nevertheless, we find that adding the external knowledge makes the training converge faster and more
stable.
6.1.5.2

Modeling Salience VS. Counting Frequency

This experiment provides two analyses that study the advantage of KESM over counting frequency.
Ability to Model Tail Entities. The first advantage of KESM is that it is able to model
the salience on less frequent (tail) entities. To demonstrate this effect, Figure 6.4 illustrates the
distribution of predicted-salient entities in different frequency ranges. The entities with top k
highest predicted scores are predicted-salient. k is the number of salient entities in the ground
truth. The frequency percentiles of these entities in the corpus are labeled on the x-axes. < 0.1%
refers to the top 0.1% most frequent entities. Their distributions are marked by the y-axes. The
distribution of Ground Truth is also displayed.
In both datasets, the frequency-based methods are highly biased towards the head entities:
The top 0.1% most popular entities receive almost two-times more salience predictions from
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Method
Frequency
PageRank
LeToR
KESM (E)
KESM (EK)
KESM (EW)
KESM

Precision@1
0.3944
−10.0%
0.3946†
−9.9%
0.4382
–
0.4793†‡§
+9.4%
0.4901†‡§¶ +11.9%
0.5097†‡§¶ +16.3%
0.5169†‡§¶ +18.0%

Precision@1
0.5840
−8.5%
0.5845†
−8.5%
0.6385
–
0.6470†‡§
+1.3%
0.6528†‡§¶ +2.2%
0.6767†‡§¶ +6.0%
0.6866†‡§¶ +7.5%

Semantic Scholar
Precision@5
Recall@1
0.2560
−11.4% 0.1140
−12.2%
0.2561†
−11.3% 0.1141†
−12.1%
0.2889
– 0.1299
–
0.3192†‡§
+10.5% 0.1432†‡§
+10.3%
0.3161†‡§
+9.4% 0.1492†‡§¶ +14.9%
0.3311†‡§¶ +14.6% 0.1555†‡§¶ +19.8%
0.3336†‡§¶ +15.5% 0.1585†‡§¶ +22.1%

New York Times
Precision@5
Recall@1
0.4065
−11.8% 0.0781
−11.9%
0.4069†
−11.7% 0.0782†
−11.8%
0.4610
– 0.0886
–
0.4782†‡§
+3.7% 0.0922†‡§
+4.0%
0.4769†‡§
+3.5% 0.0920†‡§
+3.8%
0.5018†‡§¶
+8.9% 0.0989†‡§¶ +11.6%
0.5080†‡§¶ +10.2% 0.1010†‡§¶ +13.9%

Recall@5
0.3462
−13.7%
0.3466†
−13.6%
0.4010
–
0.4462†‡§
+11.3%
0.4449†‡§
+11.0%
0.4671†‡§¶ +16.5%
0.4713†‡§¶ +17.5%

Recall@5
0.2436
−14.4%
0.2440†
−14.3%
0.2848
–
0.3049†‡§
+7.1%
0.3026†‡§
+6.3%
0.3277†‡§¶ +15.1%
0.3335†‡§¶ +17.1%

W/T/L
11k/65k/24k
11k/64k/24k
–/–/–
28k/56k/16k
28k/54k/18k
33k/50k/17k
32k/52k/16k

W/T/L
6k/39k/19k
6k/39k/19k
–/–/–
20k/28k/16k
19k/30k/15k
23k/26k/14k
23k/27k/13k

Table 6.3: Entity salience performances on New York Times and Semantic Scholar. (E), (W), and (K) mark the resources used by
KESM: Entity kernels, Word kernels, and Knowledge enrichment. KESM is the full model. Relative performances over LeToR are
shown in the percentages. W/T/L are the number of documents a method improves, does not change, and hurts, compared to LeToR.
†, ‡, §, and ¶ mark the statistically significant improvements over Frequency† , PageRank‡ , LeToR§ , and KESM (E)¶ .

Method
Frequency
PageRank
LeToR
KESM (E)
KESM (EK)
KESM (EW)
KESM
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Figure 6.4: The distribution of salient entities predicted by different models. The entities are
binned by their frequencies in testing data. The bins are ordered from most frequent (Top 0.1%)
to less frequent (right). The x-axes mark the percentile range of each group. The y-axes are the
fraction of salient entities in each bin. The histograms are ordered the same as the legends.
Frequency than in ground truth. This is an intrinsic bias of frequency-based methods which
not only limits their effectiveness but also attractiveness—less unexpected entities are selected.
In comparison, the distributions of KESM are much closer to the ground truth. KESM does a
better job in modeling tail entities because it estimates salience not only by frequency but also
by modeling the interactions between entities and words. A tail entity can be estimated salient
if many other entities and words in the document are closely related to it. For example, there
are many entities and words describing various aspects of an entity in its Wikipedia page; the
entities and words on a personal homepage are probably related to the person; these entities and
words can ‘vote up’ the title entity or the person because they are strongly connected to it/her.
The ability to model such interactions with distributed representations and kernels is the main
source of KESM’s stronger text understanding capability.
Reliable on Short Documents. The second advantage of KESM is its reliability on short
texts. To demonstrate it, we analyzed the performances of models on documents with varying
lengths. Figure 6.5 groups the testing documents into five bins by their lengths (number of
words), ordered from short (left) to long (right). Their upper bounds and percentiles are marked
on the x-axes. The Precision@5 of corresponding methods are marked on the y-axes.
Both Frequency and LeToR (whose features are also mostly frequency-based) are less
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Figure 6.5: Performances on documents with varying lengths (number of words). The x-axes are
the maximum length of the documents and the percentile of each group. The y-axes mark the
performances on Precision@5. The histograms are ordered the same as the legends.

reliable on shorter documents. The advantages of KESM are more significant when documents
are shorter, while even in the longest bins where documents have thousands of words, KESM still
outperforms Frequency and LeToR. Solely counting frequency is not sufficient to understand
documents. The interactions between words and entities provide richer evidence and help KESM
perform more reliably on shorter documents.

6.2

Ranking with Entity Salience

This section presents the application of KESM in ad hoc search. It first show how to adapt KESM
for the ad hoc search task. Then it describes the experimental methodologies and evaluation
results in improving search accuracy.

6.2.1

Ranking Approach

Ranking: Knowing which entities are salient in a document indicates a stronger text understanding ability [33, 36]. The improved text understanding should also improve search accuracy:
the salience of query entities in a document reflects how focused the document is on the query,
which is a strong indicator of relevancy. For example, a web page that exclusively discusses
Barack Obama’s family is more relevant to the query “Obama Family Tree” than those that just
mention his family members.
The ranking process of KESM following this intuition is illustrated in Figure 6.6. It first
calculates the kernel scores of the query entities in the document using KEE and KIM. Then
it merges the kernel scores from multiple query entities to ranking features and uses a ranking
model to combine these features.
Specifically, given query q, query entities Eq , candidate document d, document entities Ed ,
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Figure 6.6: Ranking with KESM. KEE embeds the entities. KIM calculates the kernel scores
of query entities vs. document entities and words. The kernel scores are combined to ranking
features and then to the ranking score.
and document words Wd , the ranking score is calculated as:
f (q, d) = W r · Ψ(q, d),


X
KIM (ei , d)
Ψ(q, d) =
log
,
d|
|E
q
e ∈E

(6.16)
(6.17)

i

KIM (ei , d) are the kernels scores of the query entity ei in document d, calculated by the KIM
and KEE modules described in last section. |Ed | is the number of entities in d. W r is the ranking
parameters and Ψ(q, d) are the salience ranking features.
To apply KESM in ad hoc search, several adaptations have been made compared to Section 4.2. First, Equation (6.17) normalizes the kernel scores by the number of entities in the document (|Ed |), making them more comparable across different documents. In the entity salience
task, this is not required because the goal is to distinguish salient entities from non-salient ones
in the same document. Second, there can be multiple entities in the query and their kernel scores
need to be combined to model query-document relevance. We use log-sum for the combination,
following language modeling approaches [29].
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Learning: In the search task, KESM is trained using standard pairwise learning to rank and
relevance labels:
X
max(0, 1 − f (q, d+ ) + f (q, d− )).
(6.18)
d+ ∈D+ ,d− ∈D−

D+ and D− are the relevant and irrelevant documents. f (q, d+ ) and f (q, d− ) are the ranking
scores calculated by Equation (6.16).
There are two ways to train KESM for ad hoc search. First, when sufficient ranking labels
are available, for example, in commercial search engines, the whole KESM model can be learned
end-to-end by back-propagation from Equation (6.18). On the other hand, when ranking labels
are not available for end-to-end learning such as in TREC benchmarks, the KEE and KIM can be
first trained using the labels from the entity salience task, and only the ranking parameters W r
need to be learned from relevance labels. As a result, the knowledge learned by KIM and KEE
from the salience labels is conveyed to ad hoc search through the ranking features, which can be
used in any learning to rank system.

6.2.2

Experimental Methodology

This section presents the experimental methodology for the ad hoc search task, which is kept the
same as in Section 5.1.
Datasets are again the ClueWeb09-B and ClueWeb12-B13 corpora with TREC queries. The
pre-processing and re-ranking setups used in Section 5.1 are kept: The ClueWeb09-B rankings re-ranked the top 100 documents provided by the Galogo sequential dependency model
(SDM) with standard post-retrieval spam filtering [31]; the ClueWeb12-B13 rankings re-ranked
the vanilla Indri language model with no spam filtering (Section 5.1); all documents were parsed
by Boilerpipe [50] to title and body fields.
Evaluation Metrics are NDCG@20 and ERR@20. Statistical significances are tested by
permutation test (randomization test) with p < 0.05.
Baselines: The goal of our experiments is to explore the usage of entity salience modeling in
ad hoc search. To this purpose, our experiments focus on evaluating the effectiveness of KESM’s
entity salience features in standard learning to rank; the proper baselines are the ranking features
from word-based matches (IRFusion) and entity-based matches (ESR). Unsupervised retrieval
with words (BOW) and entities (BOE) are also included.
BOW is the base retrieval model, which is SDM on ClueWeb09-B and Indri language model
on ClueWeb12-B.
BOE is the frequency-based retrieval with bag-of-entities (Section 4.1). It uses TagMe annotations and exact-matches query and documents in the entity space. It performs similarly to the
entity language model [80] as they use the same information.
IRFusion is the learning to rank system in Section 5.1 which uses standard word-based IR
features such as language model, BM25, and TFIDF applied to body and title fields.
ESR is the Explicit Semantic Ranking implementation for web search in Section 5.1. Compared to KESM, it also matches query and documents in the entity space, but represents the
query and documents by frequency-based bag-of-entities. Its entity embeddings are also from
the TransE knowledge graph embedding [14] instead of from the entity salience task.
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Implementation Details: As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the TREC benchmarks do not have
sufficient relevance labels for effective end-to-end learning; we pre-trained the KEE and KIM
of KESM using the New York Time corpus and used them to extract salience ranking features.
The entity salience features are combined by the same learning to rank model (RankSVM [49])
as used by IRFusion and ESR, with the same cross validation setup (Section 5.1). Similar to
ESR, the base retrieval score is included as a feature in KESM. In addition, we also concatenate
the features of ESR or KESM to IRFusion to evaluate their effectiveness when combined with
word-based features. The resulting feature sets ESR+IRFusion and KESM+IRFusion were
evaluated exactly the same as they were individually.
As a result, the comparisons of KESM with LeToR and ESR hold out all other factors and
directly investigate the effectiveness of the salience ranking features in a widely used learning
to rank model (RankSVM). Given the current exploration stage of entity salience in information
retrieval, we believe this is more informative than mixing entity salience signals into more sophisticated ranking systems such as latent space models [61] (Section 3.2) and attention-based
models (Section 5.1), where many other factors come into play.

6.2.3

Evaluation Results

This section presents the evaluation results and a case study in the ad hoc search task.
6.2.3.1

Overall Results

Table 6.4 lists the ranking evaluation results. The three supervised methods, IRFusion, ESR,
and KESM, all use the exact same learning to rank model (RankSVM) and only differ in their
features. ESR+IRFusion and KESM+IRFusion concatenate the two feature groups and use
RankSVM to combine them.
On both ClueWeb09-B and ClueWeb12-B13, KESM features are more effective than
IRFusion and ESR features. On ClueWeb12-B13, KESM individually outperforms other features significantly by 8 − 20%. On ClueWeb09-B, KESM provides more novel ranking signals
and KESM+IRFusion significantly outperforms ESR+IRFusion. The fusion on ClueWeb12B13 (KESM+LeToR) is not as successful. A possible reason is that there are not enough ranking
labels (training data) in ClueWeb12-B13 to learn a stable combination of the features.
To better investigate the effectiveness of entity salience in search, we evaluated the features on
individual document fields. Table 6.5 shows the ranking accuracies of the three feature groups
when only the title field (Title) or the body field (Body) is used. As expected, KESM is
more effective on the body field than on the title field: Titles are less noisy and perhaps all title
entities are salient—not much new information is provided by salience modeling; on the other
hand, body texts are longer and more complicated, providing more opportunities for better text
understanding.
The salience ranking features also behave differently than ESR and IRFusion. As shown
by the W/T/L ratios in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5, more than 70% query rankings are changed by
KESM. The ranking evidence provided by KESM features is from the interactions of query entities
with the entities and words in the candidate documents. This evidence is learned from the entity
salience corpus and is hard to be described by traditional frequency-based features.
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Table 6.4: Ad hoc search accuracy of KESM when used as ranking features in learning to rank.
Relative performances over IRFusion are shown in the percentages. W/T/L are the number
of queries a method improves, does not change, or hurts, compared with IRFusion. †, ‡,
§, and ¶ mark the statistically significant improvements over BOE† , IRFusion‡ , ESR§ , and
ESR+IRFusion¶ . BOW is the base retrieval model, which is SDM in ClueWeb09-B and language model in ClueWeb12-B13.

Method
BOW
BOE
IRFusion
ESR
KESM
ESR+IRFusion
KESM+IRFusion
Method
BOW
BOE
IRFusion
ESR
KESM
ESR+IRFusion
KESM+IRFusion
6.2.3.2

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.2496
−5.26% 0.1387
−10.20%
0.2294
−12.94% 0.1488
−3.63%
0.2635
– 0.1544
–
†
0.2695
+2.30% 0.1607
+4.06%
†
0.2799
+6.24% 0.1663
+7.68%
†‡
0.2791
+5.92% 0.1613
+4.46%
†‡§¶
†‡§¶
0.2993
+13.58% 0.1797
+16.38%

W/T/L
62/38/100
74/25/101
–/–/–
80/39/81
85/35/80
91/34/75
98/35/67

ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.1060
−12.02% 0.0863
−6.67%
0.1173
−2.64% 0.0950
+2.83%
0.1205
– 0.0924
–
0.1166
−3.22% 0.0898
−2.81%
†§
‡§¶
0.1301
+7.92% 0.1103
+19.35%
0.1281
+6.30% 0.0951
+2.87%
†§
‡§¶
0.1308
+8.52% 0.1079
+16.77%

W/T/L
35/22/43
44/19/37
–/–/–
30/23/47
43/25/32
45/24/31
43/23/34

Case Study

The last experiment provides case studies about how KESM transfers its text understanding ability
to search, by comparing the rankings of KESM-Body with ESR-Body. Both ESR and KESM
match query and documents in the entity space, but ESR uses frequency-based bag-of-entities to
represent documents while KESM uses entity salience. We picked the queries where KESM-Body
improved or hurt compared to ESR-Body and manually examined the documents on which they
disagreed. The examples are listed in Table 6.6.
The improvements from KESM are mainly from its ability to determine whether a candidate
document emphasizes the query entities or just mentions the query terms. As shown in the top
half of Table 6.6, KESM promotes documents where the query entities are more salient: the
Wikipedia page about the ER TV show, a homepage about wind power, and a news article about
the hurricane. On the other hand, ESR’s frequency-based ranking might be confused by web
pages that only partially talk about the query topic. It is hard for ESR to exclude those web pages
because they also mention the query entities multiple times.
Many errors KESM made are due to the lack of text understanding on the query side. KESM
focuses on modeling the salience of entities in the candidate documents and its ranking model
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Table 6.5: Ranking performances of IRFusion, ESR, and KESM with title or body field individually. Relative performances (percentages) and Win/Tie/Loss are calculated by comparing
with IRFusion on the same field. † and ‡ mark the statistically significant improvements over
IRFusion† and ESR‡ , also on the same field.

Method
IRFusion-Title
ESR-Title
KESM-Title
IRFusion-Body
ESR-Body
KESM-Body

ClueWeb09-B
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.2584
−3.51% 0.1460
−5.16%
0.2678
– 0.1540
–
0.2780†
+3.81% 0.1719†‡ +11.64%
0.2550
+0.48% 0.1427
−3.44%
0.2538
– 0.1478
–
†‡
†‡
0.2795
+10.13% 0.1661
+12.37%

W/T/L
83/48/69
–/–/–
91/46/63
80/46/74
–/–/–
96/39/65

Method
IRFusion-Title
ESR-Title
KESM-Title
IRFusion-Body
ESR-Body
KESM-Body

ClueWeb12-B13
NDCG@20
ERR@20
0.1187
+6.23% 0.0894
+3.14%
0.1117
– 0.0867
–
0.1199
+7.36% 0.0923
+6.42%
0.1115
+4.61% 0.0892
−3.51%
0.1066
– 0.0924
–
‡
†‡
0.1207
+13.25% 0.1057
+14.44%

W/T/L
41/23/36
–/–/–
35/28/37
36/30/34
–/–/–
43/24/33

treats all query entities equally. As shown in the lower half of Table 6.6, the query entities may
contain errors, for example, “Malindi Fickle”, or general entities that blur the (perhaps implied)
query intent, for example “Civil War”, “State government”, and “US Tax’. These query entities
do not align well with the information needs and thus mislead KESM. Modeling the entity salience
in queries is a different task which is more about understanding search intents. To address these
error cases may require a deeper fusion of KESM in more sophisticated entity-oriented search
systems that also focus on handling noisy query entities (Section 3.2, 5.1). However, that may
require more training labels than those currently available in public benchmarks.
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Table 6.6: Examples from queries that KESM improved or hurt, compared to ESR. Documents are
selected from those where ESR and KESM disagreed. Their doc id’s in ClueWeb and descriptions are listed. Their descriptions are manually written to describe their main topics. Documents
in blue are those KESM promoted. Those in gray are those KESM demoted. Both compared to the
original ranking of ESR.

Query
“ER TV Show”

“Wind Power”
“Hurricane Irene
Flooding in
Manville NJ”
Query
“Fickle Creek Farm”

“Illinois State Tax”

“Battles in the Civil War”

6.3

Cases KESM Improved
Query Entities
Promoted/Demoted Document
clueweb09-enwp00-55-07707
“ER (TV Series)”
The Wikipedia page of “ER (TV series)”
clueweb09-enwp02-22-20096
“TV Program”
A list of films in Wikipedia
clueweb12-0009wb-54-01932
A homepage solely about wind energy
“Wind Power”
clueweb12-0200wb-66-32730
Mainly about home solar power
“Hurricane Irene”
clueweb12-0715wb-81-29281
Videos and news about Hurricane Irene
“Flood”
clueweb12-0705wb-49-04059
“Manville, NJ”
Discusses Hurricane Irene disaster funding
Cases KESM Hurt
Query Entities
Promoted/Demoted Document
“Malindi Fickle”
clueweb09-en0005-66-00576
A list of hotels near Fickle Creak
“Stream”
clueweb09-en0003-97-27345
“Farm”
A list of breeding farms
“Illinois”
clueweb09-en0011-23-05274
Discusses retirement-related state taxes
“State Government”
clueweb09-enwp01-67-20725
“US Tax”
Discusses sales taxes in the US
clueweb09-enwp01-30-04139
“Battles”
A list of wars in the Muslim world
clueweb09-enwp03-20-07742
“Civil War”
A list of American Civil War battles

Summary

This chapter presents KESM, the Kernel Entity Salience Model that estimates the salience of entities in documents. KESM represents entities and words with distributed representations, models
their interactions using kernels, and combines the kernel scores to estimate entity salience. The
semantics of entities in the knowledge graph—their descriptions—are also incorporated to enrich entity embeddings. In the entity salience task, the whole model is trained end-to-end using
automatically generated salience labels.
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In addition to the entity salience task, KESM is also applied to ad hoc search and ranks documents by the salience of query entities in them. KESM calculates the kernel scores of query entities in the document, combines them to salience ranking features, and uses a ranking model to
predict the query-document ranking score. When ranking labels are scarce, the ranking features
can be extracted by pre-trained distributed representations and kernels from the entity salience
task and then used by standard learning to rank. These ranking features convey KESM’s text
understanding ability learned from entity salience labels to search.
Our experiments on two entity salience corpora, a news corpus (New York Times) and a scientific publication corpus (Semantic Scholar), demonstrate the effectiveness of KESM in the entity salience task. Significant and robust improvements are observed over frequency and featurebased methods. Compared to those baselines, KESM performs significantly better on rare entities
and short documents where frequency signals are limited; its Kernel Interaction Model is also
more powerful than the raw similarities used by PageRank. Overall, KESM is a stronger model
with richer sources of evidence and a more powerful architecture.
In our ad hoc search experiments, the salience features provided by KESM trained on the New
York Times corpus outperform both word-based ranking features and frequency-based entityoriented ranking features, despite differences between the salience task and the ranking task.
The advantages of the salience features are more observed on the document bodies on which
more sophisticated text understanding is required.
Our case studies on the winning and losing queries of KESM demonstrate the influence of
entity salience in search. By considering the salience of query entities, KESM favors the candidate documents where the query entities are the core topics (salient) over those only mentioning
the query entities. For example, many candidate documents demoted by KESM contain lists of
entities; the query entities are only partial to their topics. With only frequency signals, it is hard
to distinguish such documents from more relevant ones.
We find it very encouraging that KESM successfully conveys the text understanding ability
from entity salience estimation to search. Estimating entity salience is a fine-grained text understanding task that focuses on the detailed interactions between entities and words. Previously it
was uncommon for text processing techniques at this granularity to be as effective in information retrieval. Often shallower methods worked better for search. However, the fine-grained text
understanding provided by KESM—the interaction and consistency between query entities with
the document entities and words—actually improves the ranking accuracy. We view this work as
an encouraging step from “search by matching” to “search with meanings” [7] and hope it will
motivate more future explorations towards this direction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The final chapter concludes this dissertation with its summary and contributions. It also discusses
some best practices found in this thesis research and its potential impacts.

7.1

Thesis Summary

This thesis research improves the representation, retrieval, and understanding of texts using
knowledge graphs. It progresses through four stages: enriching word-based query representation with knowledge graphs (Chapter 3), building and ranking with entity-based text representations (Chapter 4), the word-entity duet framework that integrates word-based and entity-based
representations (Chapter 5), and the entity salience model which improves the understanding of
documents (Chapter 6).
Chapter 3 presents a series of techniques that integrate the information from knowledge
graphs into word-based retrieval systems through query representations. Section 3.1 improves
query expansion with entities from knowledge graphs. It develops a two-step query expansion
method. The first step finds relevant entities from entity search results and top retrieved documents’ annotations. The second step selects expansion words from the textual descriptions of
related entities by frequency and their ontology similarities with the query. This two-step process
introduces new signals to the search systems: the alignment from query to related entities, the
words from entity descriptions, and the ontology from the knowledge graph. These signals are
external to the original query and candidate documents, while also often at a higher quality: Entity search and entity linking are usually more accurate than ad hoc retrieval; entity descriptions
are often a cleaner source of expansion terms than pseudo relevance feedback documents; the
ontology is carefully designed and incorporates expert knowledge. These methods improve both
the effectiveness and the robustness of previous query expansion methods on TREC datasets,
with about 30% better accuracy and 50% less damaged queries. This performance shows the
great potential of knowledge graphs in information retrieval and motivated this thesis research.
Section 3.2 presents EsdRank which improves supervised ranking by connecting query and
documents through related entities. It proposes and experimented with three sources of related
entities: query annotations, entity search, and entities annotated to top retrieved documents.
These related entities serve as a latent layer and introduce additional connections between query
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and documents. They introduce information from knowledge graphs as features between query,
related entities, and candidate documents. The ranking process with the latent entity space is
formulated as a generative process and modeled by a novel latent space learning to rank model,
Latent-ListMLE, which learns the latent entity weights and the document rankings jointly from
ranking labels. EsdRank outperforms word-based learning to rank systems on both the general
domain using Freebase, and the medical domain with the medical controlled vocabulary. As
shown in our analyses, the improvements come from both the effective ranking signals from the
knowledge and the latent ranking model that effective uses them. Our experiments also find that
query entity linking is a more effective way to find related entities. These conclusions are widely
adopted in the rest of this thesis research.
Section 3.3 provides a new entity search method using learning to rank. When using knowledges in search, a crucial step is to find related entities, which can be done be entity search. In
the same time, entity search itself is a real-world task that has a wide range of applications. This
work represents our initial attempt to build our own related entity finding system in the format of
entity search. It uses learning to rank to combine the text similarities features between query and
entity’s predefined fields. The feature-based ranking model significantly outperforms previous
entity retrieval systems in queries with variant search intent. Interestingly, even for queries that
intended to search for entity attributes, the multi-field text representations and textual ranking
features still perform the best in our analyses. These observations further confirms the effectiveness of entity texts in information retrieval tasks.
Chapter 4 presents entity-based text representations. Rather than relying on the word-based
representations and trying to enrich them with knowledge graphs, Chapter 4 directly represents
text in the entity space using automatic entity annotation, which is the most reliable source of
related entities found in previous chapters.
Section 4.1 conducts the studies of the feasibility of pure entity-based representations in
the environment of general domain web search. It first studies the accuracy and coverage of
three popular entity linking systems. The results show that though the annotation accuracy is
far from perfect (about 60%), if configured properly, the coverage on general domain texts is
promising. Then it builds a simple bag-of-entities model that represent query and documents by
their entity annotations. In our experiments on TREC data, simple frequency-based unsupervised
retrieval models built upon bag-of-entities are able to outperform their bag-of-words versions,
even with imperfect automatic entity annotations. Those results confirmed the feasibility of
automatic entity-based representations.
Section 4.2 presents Explicit Semantic Ranking (ESR), a new ranking technique that integrates knowledge graph semantics in search in the format of entity embeddings. It builds upon
the bag-of-entities representations and matches query and document in the entity space. Compared to the exact match based models in Section 4.1, ESR leverages knowledge graph edges—
relations and attributes—to soft match entities in the query and documents. An obstacle found in
utilizing knowledge graphs is the sparsity of their edges: many related entities are not connected
in the graph or even share no neighbors. To handle this sparsity, ESR converts the edges around
an entity into its distributed representations using embeddings, which are dense, continuous, and
easy to handle. The ranking in ESR is performed by a translation model and a pyramid pooling
layer. The translation model calculates the embedding similarities between all query-document
entity pairs; the pyramid pooling layer convert the translation scores into multi-level soft match
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features to be used in learning to rank. This section also introduces our techniques into a new
search domain, Academic Search, by using the search logs and benchmarks from SemanticScholar.org. ESR improves the word-based online production systems of Semantic Scholar, with
the majority of improvements on the queries that are hard for word-based search. The knowledge
graph embeddings and multi-level soft matches are crucial for these improvements. They made
ESR one of the first to successfully utilize knowledge graph relations in ad hoc search.
Chapter 5 presents the duet framework that combines the word-based and entity-based text
representations. The effectiveness of bag-of-entities makes combining it with bag-of-words a
natural step to improve search accuracy. The research presented in Chapter 5 provides a systematic approach to perform this combination.
Section 5.1 develops the general word-entity duet framework to combine the two representation spaces. It represents query and documents in the duet space of bag-of-words and bag-ofentities. The duet provides four different ways to match query-document: matching within the
word space, within the entity space, and two cross-space matches from query words to document
entities and the other way around. The in-space matches cover the ranking features previously
studied in word-based retrieval and entity-based retrieval; the cross-space matches incorporate
signals from entity texts, for example, features in EsdRank and entity search (Section 3.3). This
section then provides a novel hierarchical learning to rank model to handle the noise in the query
annotations: Queries are short and often ambiguous; linking them inevitably introduces noisy
entities. The hierarchical ranking model builds an attention mechanism on the query entities,
which utilizes signals from entity linking and embeddings to model their reliability. The model
is jointly trained using relevance labels without requiring ground truth labels at the entity level.
Our experiments in the TREC benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of each of the four-way
matches, as well as the necessity of the hierarchical ranking model on noisy queries.
Section 5.2 presents JointSem, which jointly conducts query entity linking and document
ranking using the hierarchical ranking model.Its linking part keeps multiple possible candidate
entities and provides entity relatedness and ambiguity features to the attention mechanism. The
latter learns the weights on the candidate entities simultaneously with the ranking part. This
leads to a soft-linking scheme where the decision of entity linking is not to pick one from possible
candidate entities but to learn the weights on multiple choices. As shown in our experiments, this
“soft-linking” is very useful on ambiguous queries; it diversifies the linking results and allows
the ranking model to “fix” some linking errors.
Chapter 6 advances this thesis research from frequency-based text representations to saliencebased. In bag-of-words and bag-of-entities, the texts are broken down into isolated terms, and
the term importances are based on frequency signals. Effective as it is, frequency is only shallow text understanding. The research presented in Chapter 6 improves text understanding by
better estimating the importance of entities in texts with neural networks and knowledge graph
semantics.
Section 6.1 developed a new entity salience estimation model, KESM, that better estimate
term salience by modeling their interactions. Given entities and words in the text, KESM represents them using distributed representations and uses a novel kernel technique to model the term
interactions in the embedding space. The kernels convert the embedding similarities into multilevel interaction strengths which also are smooth and trainable. The interaction patterns modeled
by the kernels are then combined by KESM to estimate entity salience. The knowledge graph
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semantics can also be integrated as external memories (extra embeddings) of the corresponding
entities. In the entity salience task, KESM is learned end-to-end and encodes the entity salience
signals into its embeddings, which are optimized by the kernels. KESM provides more accurate
and balanced entity salience estimations on both a new corpus and a scientific publication corpus.
The kernels are crucial to its effectiveness as shown in our experiments.
Section 6.2 adapts KESM to ad hoc search using our entity-oriented search framework. It uses
KESM to estimate the salience of query entities in candidate documents, assuming that documents
centered around query entities are more likely to be relevant than those just mention the query
terms. In search scenarios where not sufficient relevance labels are available to train large neural
models, we train KESM in the entity salience estimation task, and use the pre-trained model
to produce kernel interaction scores between query entities and document terms. The kernel
scores can be used in standard learning to rank systems as salience ranking features. In our
experiments on the TREC ad hoc search benchmarks, the KESM pre-trained in the Those adapted
salience ranking features perform better than word-based features and frequency-based features
from Explicit Semantic Ranking. They model the interaction between query terms and document
terms and help promote documents whose main topics are about the query entities. These results
demonstrate that KESM transfers its text understanding capability learned from the salience task
to improve the search task. Previously it is uncommon for such fine-grained text understanding
techniques to be effective at ad hoc search tasks.

7.2

Thesis Contributions

This dissertation improves the representation, retrieval, and understanding of texts in search engines using entities and their semantics from knowledge graphs. The idea of integrating human
knowledge in search dates back to the classic controlled vocabulary based retrieval systems.
However, until recently, structured semantics were mainly applicable to specifically designed
task and a few particular domains. This thesis research revisits this classic idea with the aids of
modern knowledge graphs, automatic grounding techniques, and novel machine learning models. It contributes a new entity-oriented search paradigm, which not only successfully utilizes
knowledge graphs to improve search, but also achieves this success robustly in various search
domains, different types of knowledge graphs, and multiple search tasks.
Throughout this thesis research, three main ideas lead to the success of entity-oriented search.
The rest of this section describes each of them in detail.
Semantic Grounding for Search
A prerequisite to the utilization of knowledge graph in search is the alignment of knowledge
graphs to the search process. More specifically, it needs to find related entities for the query and
documents. This dissertation explored the effectiveness of two ground techniques, entity linking
and entity search, and found their insufficiencies in finding related entities for search: Entity
linking focuses more on precision and named entities; entity search focuses more on satisfying
the information needs of a few query types; they both only cover a small fraction of the general
search traffic.
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This dissertation developed a series of semantic grounding techniques that emphasize general domain coverage to meet the needs of general search tasks. We examined the entity linking
technique and discovered the necessity of recall in finding related entities for search. Then by
relaxing the precision constraint, we developed a recall-oriented entity linking system that has
sufficient coverage in both special domain and general domain search. It becomes the standard way to find related entities in entity-oriented search. Later, this dissertation developed the
JointSem method that collectively conducts the entity alignment step and the ranking step. It
directly tailors the alignment step towards to needs of the ranking model and thus reduces the
discrepancy between the two parties.
These approaches resemble the information retrieval tradition of “noisy information is better
than no information”. They provide simple and practical solutions for aligning knowledge graphs
to query and documents, which are crucial to the advancement of entity-oriented search. These
techniques are also not only limited to retrieval tasks and could offer the benefits of knowledge
graphs to a broad range of text applications.
Integrating Knowledge Graph Semantics in Search
The structures in knowledge graphs follow the conventions in symbolic systems: attributes, ontologies, and relations organized in RDF triples. These precise structures make the corresponding
semantic systems precise but fragile. From the perspective of search engines, it was unclear how
to utilize these ‘symbolic’ evidence to improve search in a general and robust way.
This dissertation invented a series of approaches to integrate the knowledge graph semantics
to search. Instead of restricting to the symbolic style, our approaches find a middle-ground between their precise structures and IR-style text processing. We convert the RDF triples into bagof-words of entities and extracts IR-style ranking features, which are effective and easy-to-use in
existing search systems. We encode the sparse relations into embeddings, which effectively soft
match query and documents in the bag-of-entities space. We also develop a domain adaptation
approach that transfers the text understanding capability learned from entity salience to improve
ad hoc search.
These approaches provide robust, flexible, and effective integration of knowledge graph semantics in search. They do not require 100% accuracy from the knowledge graph—errors are
mitigated as the ranking features and embeddings are expected to be non-exact. The inclusion of
unstructured elements from knowledge graphs, e.g., entity descriptions, also leads to significant
improvements. These properties also make our approaches more compatible with automatically
constructed semantic resources. For example, our academic knowledge graph, with just four
types of automatically extracted edges, improves academic search accuracy significantly.
Joint Learning
The automatic and coverage-oriented entity annotations inevitably include errors. This type of
errors is a significant bottleneck for entity-oriented search and often required manual filtering. To
address this problem, this dissertation developed several machine learning models that learn how
to handle the errors in entity annotations jointly with the ranking process. The first such joint
learning model is the latent-space learning to rank model. It uses the probabilistic graphic model
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approach, treats the entities as a latent space between query and documents, and leverages the
EM method to learn the entity weights. Then we built an attention-based neural ranking model,
which applies an attention mechanism to learn to weight entities directly from ranking labels.
Our final model, JointSem, directly combines the query entity linking step with the entity-based
ranking step in a neural network.
These joint learning models are applicable to any supervised ranking scenarios, as document
relevance labels are already available. They effectively leverage ranking labels to handle the
annotation noisy, which dramatically relaxes the needs of entity linking quality. Their plugin-and-use flexibility and effectiveness significantly broadened the influence of entity-oriented
search, especially to search scenarios where the entity annotations are noisy.

7.3

Best Practices

This thesis research explored and experimented with variants design choices in multiple domains. This section suggests some of the best practices and requirements for building knowledgeenhanced information retrieval (KG4IR) systems .
High Coverage Entity Set
A preliminary requirement when building a KG4IR system is a high-coverage entity set in the
target domain. It determines the potential impacts of this dissertation’s techniques on the search
system—If there is no entity available in the query and documents, there is little knowledge
graphs can help.
In the general domain, Wikipedia and Freebase often provide the entity set with sufficient
coverage. In specific domains, one should start with the entities from domain-specific resources,
for example, medical controlled vocabularies for the medical domain. If such domain-specific
resources are not available, we suggest to start with inheriting entities from general domain
knowledge graphs. Usually Wikipedia contain many in-domain entities, which are a good starting point. More in-domain entities can be added to the set later (Section 4.2). We also recommend include entities from all possible categories. Entities only from handful of named entity
categories are unlike to provide sufficient coverage on the search traffic.
There are many approaches that automatically recognize and extract entities. In our experiences, automatically extracted entities do not outperform Wikipedia entities in precision or
coverage. Even in some special domains, the automatically extracted ones are often very noisy
and the correct ones often also exist in Wikipedia. At the current stage, the best practice is to
leverage entities from existing resources (and add high-confident extracted ones to them), not to
extract everything automatically.
In-Domain Knowledge Graph Semantics
The most important factor of useful knowledge graph semantics is that they convey in-domain
information for the target application. For example, academic search requires semantics about
the academic domain (Section 4.2); medical search prefers the medical controlled vocabulary
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(Section 3.2); general domain web search work well with Freebase. Semantics about another
domain is not as helpful as those in-domain; those from the general domain might be to general
for the target domain. When using the knowledge graph semantics, the coverage is also crucial;
overly emphasizing the structure preciseness often results in limited coverage and restricts the
potential of knowledge graph semantics in real-world applications.
On the other hand, the formats and precision of the knowledge graph semantics are rather
flexible. The formats can vary from textual attributes, RDF triples, closed form schema relations, or just entity contexts. They can be manually curated as in Wikipedia or automatically
extracted. In fact, the two main approaches utilizing knowledge graph semantics in this dissertation are by bag-of-words and embeddings. Both are flexible—other semantic formats can be
easily converted to them—and also robust—they are used to draw connections between related
texts and do not have to be as exact as when used in reasoning.
Recall-Oriented and Efficient Entity Alignment
In the entity alignment stage (entity linking or related entity finding), the two most important
properties required for the alignment system is its recall and efficiency. Recall is required to
ensure the coverage of aligned entities. Efficiency is required when aligning entities to the query
and the documents. The alignment on queries is often done online during search; it must satisfy the latency requirements of the search engine. The alignment on documents cannot be too
complicated when the corpus is large. Some exiting entity linking systems require too many
computing resource to process large corpora such as ClueWeb.
On the other hand, the entity alignment does not have to be perfect. In many cases, this thesis
research finds simple entity linking systems work reasonably well, and their precise is not far
from more complex ones in the open domain. In our experience, the best practice is to start with
simple entity linkers such as TagMe [38] and CMNS [43], with ‘keep everything setup’ to ensure
coverage. The linking accuracy can be fixed by integrating the entity linking stage into the search
system and joint learning the two together (Section 5.2).
Choice of Ranking Model
The choice of ranking model depends on the quality of aligned entities and the training data size.
If the quality of introduced entities is not as good, the ranking model needs to handle their
noises. This is more common in the general domain whose texts are more ambiguous than special
domains. In this case, hierarchical ranking models that also learn to weight entities are preferred.
If the quality of related entities is decent, for example, with more than 70% accuracy, adding the
entity information as features to existing learning to rank systems can already be effective.
The size of training data determines the complexity of the ranking model. With limited
training data, feature-based systems are often easier to work with. Sometimes the feature set
may needs pruning to prevent overfitting, especially when using hierarchical ranking models.
For example, in a typical TREC benchmark with one hundred labeled queries, more than one
hundred feature dimensions may make the learning unstable. On the other hand, if sufficient
training data is available, end-to-end learned neural models might be more effective.
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7.4

Thesis Impact

This last section discusses potential research directions motivated by this dissertation.

Building Knowledge Graphs for Information Retrieval Systems
The current knowledge graphs follow the traditions of symbolic systems, which do not fully align
with the needs of search engines. The semantics in existing knowledge graphs are precise but
may lack the coverage on search tasks. The structures of knowledge graph semantics are also
strict and complex, but the most effective way to use them now is through shallow formats such
as bag-of-words and embeddings.
One potential future direction is to build knowledge graphs towards the needs of real-world
information retrieval systems. Different applications have different needs: Web search benefits
more from entity texts; recommendation systems prefer relations about user shopping behaviors;
dialog systems require task slots and action states. Instead of building a knowledge graph for all
possible applications, constructing a knowledge graph specifically for the target application may
be more doable. Towards this line of research, a potential research topic is to automatically identify the needs of semantic information for downstream tasks. Another possible topic is to build
end-to-end knowledge-enhanced search systems that actively extract knowledge to integrate to
the search process.
The format of knowledge graph semantics can also be further studied. RDF triples work well
with tasks such as logic reasoning, but their exact structures might be too fragile. Bag-of-words
and embeddings are more robust, but might be too shallow. Identifying the right granularity of
structures for different scenarios is an interesting future research topic. Perhaps the solution is to
maintain flexible structures with variant complexities.

Combining Neural Networks and Knowledge Graphs
Variant parts of this dissertation have demonstrate the advantages of combining neural techniques
and knowledge graphs. This combination leads to many promising future research directions.
One direction is in improving the utilization of knowledge graphs with neural methods. For
example, neural techniques may better select which part of the knowledge graph to use for the
current task, perhaps with more sophisticated neural architectures. They can also improve the
ranking of documents in the entity space, perhaps by learning better entity representations and
more fine-grained soft matches.
Another direction is to bring the advantage of knowledge graphs to neural systems. The incorporation of prior knowledge can improve the generalization ability of neural networks, as the
information from knowledge graphs is more generally applicable and shared across domains [63].
Entities and explicit structures may also make the neural systems more explainable.
We believe future intelligent systems will benefit from the joint effort of knowledge graphs
and neural networks. This dissertation provides some initial evidence for it; we hope more will
come in the near future.
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Deeper Language Understanding in Information Systems
Previously it was hard for fine-grained text processing techniques to improve information retrieval tasks. In many cases, search engines use user clicks to by-pass the needs of understanding
language. However, as information systems try to serve more and more sophisticated information
needs, deeper language understanding becomes more and more necessary.
One research direction in this area is to build more advanced text representations. The
text representations built in this dissertation include weak structures around entities to integrate
knowledge graph semantics. A possible next step is to learn more structures within the document.
The structures can be formed by entities, embeddings, and text fragments, with the goal to better
reflect text meanings, for example, the sub topics, salience sentences, or discourse transactions
in the document. Research questions to study include how to learn these structures, how to find
proper training data, and how to utilize the learned structures in downstream applications.
Deeper language understanding will change the way search engines interact with users. It
may enable search engines to present users more distilled information, e.g. those abstracted from
the search result page through information extraction and summarization. It can also help user
modeling if search engines better understand user’s text data. For example, it might be possible
to maintain a personalized knowledge graph for each user, which contains her points of interests,
past actions, level of expertises, and potential information needs. Such a personal knowledge
graph can help a wild range of applications, for example, web search engines, conversational
search systems and personal assistants.
Language understanding is one of the most critical milestones in Artificial Intelligence.
Achieving it will require efforts from multiple research communities. We hope this dissertation has illustrated a promising picture and will lead to much more in the future.
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